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Harman:
Crown Is
'Good Fit'
by Randy J. Stine
If the first several months of 2000
are any indication, don't expect a
slowdown in the rate of consolidation
and ownership changes among radio.
suppliers.
Harman International Industries
Inc. announced the purchase of
Crown Audio and Crown Medical and
Industrial Group from Crown'
International Inc. for an undisclosed
sum in January. The deal was expected to close by the first of March.
Crown's Broadcast division was
not included in the sale.
The move surprised some industry
observers. For the past year, Harman
was rumored to be interested only in
scaling back its pro audio division.
which includes names such as AKG
and JBL. Harman sold Orban Inc. to
Circuit Research Labs in December
1999, and earlier sold DAVID GmbH.
a computer- based audio software
maker.
So why Harman's shift to an acqui•
sition mode?
See DEAL, page 11
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DAB Rolls On Abroad
As U.S. Debates IBOC
by Leslie Stimson
For much of the world, DAB is not yet
to come. It's here.
Today, more than 200 million people
can receive a DAB signal, according to
one industry group.
While the United States is pursuing an
in-band, on-channel form of digital audio

An NTL employee operates the multiplex for commercial radio in the U.K.

broadcasting, large parts of the world
have decided to use adifferent technology, Eureka 147.
DAB equipment manufacturers,
broadcasters and other experts say many
countries are implementing DAB, and the
technology already is having an impact
on consumers.
The rollout of Eureka 147 is strongest
in Europe, where that system was developed, and in Canada.
In Europe, 25 to 6) percent of the
populations of the United Kingdom,
Germany and France can hear a digital
signal. At 60 percent, the U.K. is regarded as the leader in the rollout. The U.K.
comprises Great Britain — England,
Wales and Scotland — and Northern
Ireland. All four have DAB services.
In Canada, the figure is about 35 percent of the country, with a potential 10
million listeners.
Potential audience
Coverage figures come from the
WorldDAB Forum, a consortium of
equipment manufacturers, broadcasters,
transmission providers, regulators and
governmental bodies promoting implementation of Eureka 147.
The organization evolved from the
See DAB, page 6
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NEWSWATCH•

Sirius, XM Tackle
Interoperability
Two satellite services, one receiver.
The two companies developing satellite-delivered DAB services have pledged
to work together — and commit funding
— to solve their receiver interoperability
problem.
The unified standard would represent
the second generation of satellite radios
for Sirius Satellite Radio and XM
Satellite Radio. It would mean consumers could buy one receiver to get
either service.
XM and Sirius will fund receiver

interoperability technology development and work together to create aservice mark for satellite radio.
Each company has agreed to contribute intellectual property to the initiative and resolve pending patent litigation. Sirius had filed a suit against
XM over a year ago claiming patent
infringement. XM said the suit was
unwarranted.
Receiver and car manufacturers are
developing satellite radios. Sirius and
XM will work with these companies to
integrate the new standard under the
terms of their existing agreements. All
future agreements with receiver manufacturers and automotive companies

will specify the new satellite radio
standard.

Kennard Meets Goals
WASHINGTON FCC Chairman Bill
Kennard has already accomplished his
top radio goals for 2000 — passing rules
to create a new class of low- power FM
stations and implementing new broadcast
Equal Employment Opportunity rules.
Kennard said both LPFM and EEO "will
increase the access of Americans to the
airwaves" in astatement on his goals for
the year released in January.

Other goals for the year include
reviewing the TV industry's progress
in -riakitirdieth1 két-s'édiiipátible with
cable and several telecom merger proposals.
Having re-formed its enforcement
functions around a single bureau and
opening the Consumer Information
Bureau, the commission also is working on a possible licensing bureau
while internal teams are reviewing
electronic filing, merger review and
spectrum efficiency for streamlining
how the FCC accomplishes these
tasks.
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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WTOP Uses Web to Fix Coverage
All-News Radio Station Targets Federal Workers,
Compensates for Null in Coverage Pattern
by Tom Foty
WASHINGTON Having discovered a
new cyber audience in the heart of its
coverage area, Washington, D.C., allnews
station WTOP-AM-FM has
launched "WTOP2," aWeb-only channel
of news and information programming.
The station claims to be the nation's
first transmitterless, Internet-only, allnews radio service.
Although WTOP has been streaming
its audio for more than ayear, this service

Top News. Nonstop.

•
1077FM/1500AM

is afirst because it is all fresh content.
WTOP claims to be the first station to
use the Associated Press All News Radio
as the backbone of a streaming service.
AP is looking at this arrangement as a
pilot project for similar deals with other
stations. AP also offers streaming news in
other forms.
WTOP2 may attract listeners
beyond D.C., but it also serves to

•

address some of its parent stations'
coverage problems.
Long plagued by an inability to penetrate many office buildings with either its
directional 50 kW AM signal or its FM
simulcast from about 45 miles to the
southwest in Virginia, the Bonneville allnews combo has embraced audio streaming as one way of getting around signal
reception problems (
RW, Feb. 16).
Government constituency
At least since the emergence of FM,
Washington AMs have battled for listeners. After WTOP, WMAL(AM) and
WTEM(AM), no AMs cover even most
of the market with a good signal both
day and night.
Jim Farley, WTOP vice president, news
and programming, said, "Streaming the
audio of WTOP helped us solve the problem of penetration in some downtown
office buildings. And it made us realize
what ahuge constituency we have among
government workers and active military.
"Fully athird of the accesses are from
e-mail addresses that end in .
gov or .
mi/
(for military) or the like. So as we looked
for away to expand on the Internet, we tailored the new venture to appeal to all-news
junkies, but those with an interest in the
federal government in particular?'
Washington is atough town for receiving quality AM signals, local radio
experts say.

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

$7,000 Studio
Fine Upheld
WASHINGTON
The Federal
Communications Commission has upheld
a $7,000 fine against Queen of Peace
Radio, licensee of WQOP(AM), Atlantic
Beach, Ha., and says the station must pay
the full amount. The commission said the
station "willfully" violated the main studio rule, which says astation must have a
"meaningful management and staff presence during normal business hours:'
The station had ageneral manager and
four volunteers between August 1997
and January 1999. The general manager
left the station for lunch at 1p.m. each
day and ended his workday at 3 p.m.
each day. The commission said it
appeared the volunteers spent between
four to eight hours aweek at the station
and therefore, WQOP's main studio
often was left unattended.
WQOP said the fine should be dismissed because it relied on the commission's Web site for information about the
main studio rule. Because they did not
know the correct information, said station officials, WQOP was ignorant about
the main studio rule, but not willfully
disobeying it.
The commission disagreed, saying it
has made clear its Web site should not
be relied on for all information about its

rules. The commission also said the
rules are clear that a meaningful staff
and management presence are required
during normal business hours:

CEA
Promotes Staff
ARLINGTON, Va. The Consumer
Electronics Association has made several staff promotions. Karen Chupka
has been promoted to vice president,
events and conferences, Michael
Petricone to vice president, technology
policy. Evan Shubin has been promoted
to vice president, CES sales and marketing, which combines two previously
separate departments.
Chupka serves as vice president,
business and industry development.
With this promotion, she expands her
duties to include all sales, marketing
and operations involving the annual
Consumer Electronics Show. Show
Vice President Robbi Lycett planned to
leave the association.
Petricone, previously director of
technology policy, will oversee CEA's
public policy efforts and guide the technology standards department. CEA
Vice President, technology and standards Ralph Justus will continue to
have operational responsibility for
administering and implementing technical programs associated with CEA standards and industry technical issues.

The city was a bit late to the spectrum game as signals were being
parceled out around it. Washington, like
Baltimore and Richmond, Va., received
only one 50 kW full-time allocation,
while other top markets, such as
Boston, Philadelphia, New York City
and Chicago, received more.
Also, ground conductivity along the
eastern seaboard is poor, causing AM
coverage to shrink, according to RW
Technical Adviser Tom McGinley, alocal
radio engineer.
WTOP uses athree-tower 50 kW DA2
directional array, with different coverage
patterns at day and night. The patterns are
similar in that most of the energy is
beamed across a broad span from the
northeast to the southwest. A null to the
northwest is formed to protect co-channel
stations KSTP(AM) in St. Paul, Minn., and
WLQV(AM) in Detroit, McGinley said.
At 1500 kHz, WTOP is high on the AM
band, where propagation for daytime coverage is penalized.
WTOP's night pattern has deeper suppression than the day pattern in the northwest direction. The effective radiated
power at night is about 2 kW to protect
KSTP and WLQV. The day pattern is
limited to about 10 kW ERP to the northwest and is not highly directional,
McGinley said.
Unlike the over-the-air version of WTOP,
which mixes local, national and international coverage clustered around traffic

and weather updates, WTOP2 features live
coverage of White House, Pentagon, State
Department and other briefings and key
House and Senate hearings.
In partnership with the Associated
Press, whose All- News Radio service
constitutes a significant portion of
WTOP2's programming, the new channel
stresses national and international news
in addition to the live event coverage
likely to interest downtown D.C.'s large
"policy wonk" community of government
and military officials, lawyers, lobbyists,
journalists and others.
WTOP2 carries separate advertising.
Scott Levy, director of business development for Bonneville, D.C., described initial advertisers as technology companies,
with "a common theme with WTOP2:
reach targeted people within the federal
government."
Farley said, "Some of this is available
elsewhere," but expects WTOP's three
decades of news-brand identity to draw
listeners from competing sources of
information.
Those competitors include C-SPAN
station WCSP(FM), a university- run
"wireless cable" microwave service and a
low-power UHF TV station. All three
offer extensive federal event coverage.
Levy said there are no current audience target levels for WTOP2, which
began service on Feb. 22, but said the
stream would be monitored and adjusted
on an as-needed basis.
WTOP2 is on the Web through
www.wtopnews.com and www.wtop2.com
RW Technical Adviser Tom McGinley
contributed to this story.

WHAT COMES
AFTER DIGITAL?
In the beginning, there were stone axes.
Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam
engine. Then came analog audio and then
digital audio. What comes next?
Certainly the stone wheel must have looked
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery
that ever could be. And to the simple fanner of
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most
modern contrivance that his mind could
imagine. But neither was aterminal technology
Both have been replaced as time marches on.
Digital audio is also not a terminal
technology. It is simply where we are now.
Want to know what comes after digital? Call
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Comes After
Digital". While you're at it, you could also ask
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT
BLUETm,
the world's first Neural Network
audio processor.
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LPFNI: The ' Public Access' of Radio
Snips, snaps and slurs from around the
world of radio ...
Few issues have riled up our industry
like the prospect of dropping abunch of
low-power stations onto the FM band.
Last issue, we published four Guest
Commentaries from various players. In
this issue, Bruce Reese, head of
Bonneville International Corp. and the
NAB Spectrum Integrity Task Force,
checks in.
RW is committed to providing the most
comprehensive coverage of the low-power
rollout and the surrounding legal fight.
Expect many more stories and opinions.
Our masked engineer Guy Wire, who
lurks on our Web site, talks about LPFM.
"Bill Kennard made it very clear from
the beginning that low-power FM would
be acornerstone of his legacy as FCC

RVV's Parent
Acquires Publisher
IMAS Publishing Inc., parent company of Radio World, has acquired AM
Publishing, which produces the magazines Audio Media Europe and Audio
Media U.S.A.
"These are two well- established
magazines with great reputations and a
great team of people," said IMAS
President and CEO Steve Dana.
A new company, IMAS Publishing
(UK) Ltd., is located in St. Ives, just
outside of Cambridge, England, and
will serve as U.K. headquarters for a
number of IMAS international publications including Audio Media Europe.
Angela Brown, formerly of AM
Publishing, was named managing director.
Pro Audio Review Publisher John
Gatski was named group publisher of
the new IMAS Pro Audio Group, which
includes Pro Audio Review, Audio
Media Europe and U.S.A., and RealisaSON, a sound contracting/live sound
magazine in France.
Nick Humbert, Audio Media's associate publisher, was promoted to publisher of both versions of Audio Media.

chairman," Guy wrote recently.
"With his mind already made up, my
gut told me he would find away to get it
through. It seems that Chairman Bill's
own senior legal advisor revealed that he
had to deliver for certain religious groups
and minority interests. Technical considerations like interference to existing stations would be mostly ignored."
The initiative, Guy wrote, was almost
purely political.
Guy wrote that the FCC used flawed
thinking in accepting the arguments of
airwave diversity.
"Let's face it, most 'under-served'
minority and ethnic groups with any significant population base live in large cities.
To have any real impact, ' under-served'
religious and political groups ... need to
have asignificant body count in the cover-

Audio Media U.S.A. will continue to
operate from Nashville.
Audio Media Europe is a leading
high-end professional audio technology
magazine in the European market.
Audio Media U.S.A. was launched in
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age area to justify supporting alicensed
radio station. ... Let these groups buy their
own AM station, buy block programming
on existing stations or light up an SCA."
Guy Wire feels LPFM will not take
much money out of anyone's pockets.
"A few equipment vendors and contract engineers will make afew bucks
selling and installing instant radio stations," he wrote. "Ihope they get most of
the money up front."
But for the vast majority of us, he
wrote, "LPFM will be lost in the din of
an already crowded bandscape."
He predicted most licenses will go to
hobbyists, schools, churches, fringe political groups and some local governments.
"If you like public access TV, you're
gonna love LPFM."
You can read much more from Guy
Wire on LPFM and other topics at
www.rwonline.corn
* * *
Got some good ideas? Consider joining the International Broadcasters' Idea
Bank, agroup of radio broadcasters who
exchange ideas over the Net and by mail.
Sales promotions, legal and technical
advice are archived on asecure Web site.
To qualify, you must be in an ownership or management position at aradio
station that does not compete with an
existing member. The fact your competitor
cannot be amember makes IBIB unique.
The group, formed in 1964, is limited
to 100 members. The usual wait for
membership is 18 months, but recently
several long-time members sold their stations, so the current list is shorter.
For information, contact T. David
Luther at ( 804) 799-1148 in Virginia or
send e-mail to TDL@mindspring.com
* * *
Would simpler AM rules help young
engineers enter the market?
One radio chief took exception to a
suggestion that simplifying such rules —
like the proposal to ease proof requirements for multi-tower AM arrays —
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Paul J. McLane
could make it easier for would-be engineers to enter the field.
"Total B.S.," he wrote. "If you can't
keep your AM station in spec, give up the
frequency. There are over 1,000 LPFM
fans waiting at the door!"
For this correspondent, the answer is
more enforcement, not less. "Require that
directional stations have an engineer on
staff — not 24 hours , but part time, at
least! Ispent years getting my FCC First
Phone ticket, and it's only good for CB
radio repair now."
The writer said he begged one employer, amajor group, for over ayear for the
money and manpower to bring one of
their AMs into spec.
"It had been stuck on night pattern
since the wires had rusted out underground. A year after Ileft, it was still like
that. The next ' tech' (read: unlicensed)
asked for some help with it, and the local
engineers gave him ahand. We got quite
agood laugh when he leaned on the tower and got zapped. No, there wasn't any
safety training for him on that job site."
This engineer says radio engineering is
now "an easy outsource job."
"When the largest radio broadcasters
cut out their 401(k) match — to zero —
why would anyone even want to work in
broadcasting? Much less, work in the
'get-your-hands-dirty,' on-call 24 hours,
high-stress role as CE?"
He asked to remain anonymous, saying it's hard enough to find work with the
broadcast clusters that control his market.
Comments
are
welcome
at
pmclane@ima.spub.com

"Burk Technology's technical support is second to none. They
are there when you need them with afast response to questions.
The Burk ARC- 16 remote control is ideal for unattended
operation. Their products are very user friendly for both the
operator and engineer. I'd recommend them to anyone."
Mike O'Shea, WUSF
Tampa, FL
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LPFM: A Bum Deal for Listeners
by Bruce T. Reese
Reese is president and CEO of
Bonneville International Corp. and chairman of the NAB Spectrum Integrity Task
Force.
Most radio listeners probably haven't
heard much about the FCC's plan to create
as many as 1,000 new low-power FM radio
licenses. But if Chairman Bill Kennard is
successful in establishing LPFM, it is a
sure bet that many of today's radio listeners will be hearing something that they
don't like — interference — the kind radio
engineers battle every day even without
LPFM in the mix.
When the FCC announced its original
LPFM plan nearly ayear ago, criticisms
and cautions about the plan were widespread. While Chairman Kennard claimed
that LPFM's goal was to provide "voices
for the voiceless," we in the radio business
knew the industry's return to prosperity
was encouraging greater format diversity
than ever before.
Moreover, in its effort to empower those
"crying to be heard," the FCC chose the

wrong medium: Why not consider the
potential of Internet radio, instead of the
already-crowded FM band?
It was this very issue — the scarcity of
FM spectrum — that prompted the NAB to
appoint aSpectrum Integrity Task Force.
For the past year, Ihave been honored to
chair this panel, which was directed to
consider the impact that LPFM would have
on today's radio listeners.
Worst fears
Unfortunately, our worst fears about
LPFM's potential to create interference
were confirmed. NAB tested 28 common
radios of every type — from clock radios
costing afew dollars, to sophisticated component receivers — and found that many
would experience signal interference if even
low- output stations were permitted to
broadcast on frequencies now restricted by
adjacent-channel protection rules. In short,
NAB found that relaxing tried-and-true
rules designed to minimize interference
would be arecipe for chaos on the airwaves.
We were not alone in that conclusion.
Another study, conducted by the receiver
manufacturers themselves, produced simi-

U.K. Introduces
Commercial DAB
by Michael Hedges
LONDON The launch of anational
commercial digital radio operator in the
United Kingdom is seen as the next phase
of the digital rollout in acountry that has
been proceeding with digital radio for
approximately five years.
Listeners here were first exposed to digital radio in 1995, when the BBC and
Swedish Radio aired the first DAB signals,
according to the WorldDAB Forum.
In 1996, the government approved a
digital audio service in VHF band 111, TV
channels 7-13.
Until November 1999, listeners in the
U.K. could hear DAB only from the BBC.
Britain's oldest nationwide non-commercial service, funded through yearly fees on
TV and radio sets.
In November, commercial digital radio
operator Digital One launched its network
with five services. Digital One is owned by
the largest commercial radio operator in
the U.K., the GWR Group.
GWR and the WorldDAB Forum are
pleased with how the launch has gone.
The WorldDAB Forum is aconsortium
of DAB receiver and equipment manufacturers, broadcasters, transmission
providers, regulators and governmental
bodies in European and other countries
that promote the Euieka-147 DAB system.
Forum President Michael McEwen sees
the Digital One launch as amajor step into
the digital future.
"The launch of Digital One has marked
an important stage in the transition from
analog to digital radio in the United
Kingdom, Europe and around the world,"
said McEwen.
"Other players worldwide are closely
watching the Digital One strategy, which
is an excellent example of a 'best prac-

tice' that includes new services, data,
close cooperation between private and
public broadcasters, and marketing
strategies with consumer receiver manufacturers and retailers."
McEwen said he also believes the
digital radio services being launched in
other nations, including Canada,
Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland and
Germany, will have apositive impact on
the receiver market — increasing choice
and reducing prices.
National formats
Digital One is simulcasting three
national formats on analog and DAB:
Virgin, Talk Sports, both AM, and Classic
FM. New digital-only formats are Planet
Rock and Core, apop music service.
A speech-based channel called Plays,
Books and Comedy is undergoing tests.
Capital Gold, available only on AM, will
also be added to the Digital One service.
The BBC has five national formats and
is planning on adding more, perhaps up to
10 from its own transmission multiplex.
The BBC has been assigned a 1.5 MHz
block of spectrum space, as has Digital
One, for DAB broadcasting.
In the Eureka- 147 system, broadcasters
share transmission facilities that cover a
common service area. For larger coverage
areas, multiple transmission sites, or multiplexes, are used.
In the U.K., there is capacity for about
10 stations on each multiplex, depending
on how each block of assigned spectrum is
divided between audio and data services.
NTL operates the multiplex for Digital
One. Broadcast Radio Director Jon
Trowsdale said NTL uses landlines to
send the signal from the stations to its
distribution facility.
See DAB UK, page 8

lar results and conclusions. For good measure, noncommercial broadcasters, including National Public Radio, also told the
FCC that they opposed LPFM.
NAB's extensive filing with the FCC
also reminded regulators that their predecessors had experimented before with
relaxing channel protections, with disastrous results. Also, the commission had previously outlawed low-power licenses in
1978, calling them "an inefficient use of the
airwaves." But the commission on Jan. 20
voted to implement LPFM anyway, ignoring all legitimate interference studies, 50
years of history, and the laws of physics.
In addition to being atechnical debacle,
the FCC's LPFM plan promises to be aregulatory one, as well. The FCC's order limits
the range of low- power stations to 3.5
miles. But the commission cannot guarantee it will be any more effective in policing
that limitation than the highway patrol is at
keeping drivers going under 55 miles per
hour. It takes only alittle know-how and
equipment to increase the power — and
interference potential — of any radio transmitter. Even if the FCC could police this
program properly, doing so would consume
the agency's scarce resources.
In moving forward with LPFM, the commission has abandoned its most valuable
public interest role, that of guardian of the
airwaves. The FCC has chosen the interests
of afew would-be radio programmers, who
by their own design seek to serve the nar-

Bruce Reese
rowest audiences, over the interests of millions of current radio listeners.
NAB has said it will continue to fight
the plan in the courts and in Congress, and
we, as individual radio broadcasters,
should actively support that effort.
One assignment all broadcasters should
accept is to ask their members of Congress
to co-sponsor the legislation to prohibit the
FCC from implementing LPFM. The
House bill is H.R. 3439, introduced by
Mike Oxley, R-Ohio, and Frank Pallone,
D-N.J., while the Senate bill, S. 2068, is
sponsored by Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H.
If the present commission chooses to
make spectrum integrity alower priority
than social engineering, we must fight for
it ever harder. We owe our listeners nothing less.
Reese may be reached at ( 801) 5757500.
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Global DAB Rollout
DAB, continued from page 1

EuroDAB Forum in 1995, the members
of which were strictly European.
Two hundred million represents a
potential audience. To hear DAB, listeners must purchase DAB receivers, tuners
or DAB PC cards and software. A PC
card plugs into a personal computer,
allowing the user to hear digital radio and
to access data services.
Estimates of actual listening, on the
other hand, are hard to come by. Many
DAB services are experimental or have
been launched so recently that figures are
not yet public. Receiver makers are reluctant to share sales figures.
But by any account, it's early in the
game. Prices of both home and car
receivers remain high in countries now
transmitting DAB signals, and therefore
receiver purchases are not substantial,
sources agreed. Estimates for DAB units
put the retail cost at $500 to $ 1,500. ( All
figures in this story are in U.S. dollars.)
Prices for home and car units in
Europe are roughly the same. At-home
listening is just as important to
Europeans as in-car listening.
"In Europe, people listen to radio
every day for longer than they watch TV,"
said Julie Unsworth, project manager of
the WorldDAB Forum. "On average, we
spend over three hours aday listening to

radio vs. only two hours aday to watch
TV, and not necessarily every day."
Lower prices
Countries using Eureka 147 want to promote consumer adoption of DAB in order to
drive down receiver prices — agoal some
participants say would be easier if the
United States had decided to use the system.
"Had the U.S. gone along with
(Eureka) DAB, the introduction of this
new technology would have taken less
time because the U.S. market is the main
market for manufacturers," said Gerald
Chouinard, senior adviser on broadcasting, for Canada's Communications
Research Centre.
The CRC recommended bringing the
system into that country.
"Had the U.S. come aboard, instead of
costing $900, ( DAB receivers) would
have cost not much more than analog
AM/FM radios," said Chouinard.
Similar economy-of- scale problems
may affect the rollout of IBOC receivers,
if such a system is approved in the
United States.
Instead of creating one type of receiver for listeners everywhere, manufacturers will have to comply with one standard
in the United States and another essentially for everyone else. That could mean
higher initial development costs, passed
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along to U.S. consumers.
With the rollout well along in many
countries, consumer education is seen as
the next important step.
"We need consumers to understand
that this is anew technology," said Peter
Cos, marketing manager for Pioneer
Electronics, Canada.
"Consumers are so inundated with
people talking about digital technology in

of which the United States is amember.
ETSI is the European version of the
National Radio Systems Committee in
the United States.
Eureka 147 can be transmitted on
the FM band, but the services introduced in Europe, Canada and Australia
are use other frequencies so that DAB
does not disrupt analog FM transmissions, which will continue during a

DAB Around the World
Status

Population

Australia

Services to begin second half of 2001

N/A

Austria

One Multiplex transmitting in Vienna

19% of country

Belgium

15 transmitters operating

80% of Flanders

Canada

Services in Montreal, Vancouver, Toronto and Windsor

35% of country

China

Three-station network in Guangdong Province

unreported

Czech Republic

Czech Radio doing experimental broadcasts

12% of country

Denmark

Three transmitters operating

30% of country

Finland

Ten public transmitters, one regional multiplex

40% of country

France

TDF. Sogetec broadcasting programs

25% of country

Germany

100+ programs on in Saxony Anhalt and Bavaria

30% of country

Hungary

Magyar Radio doing experimental broadcasts

60% of country

Ireland

Five-channel pilot system launched Nov. ' 99

30% of country

Israel

Bezeq began pilot transmissions in 1996

70% of country

Italy

Five transmitters operating

15% of country

Japan

National system expected in 2005-2007

N/A

Country
Served

Mexico

Some experimental broadcasts

N/A

Netherlands

Three transmissions operating

45% of country

Poland

Polskie Radio broadcasting four services

8% of country

Singapore

Regular DAB services began 1999

unreported

South Africa

Seven audio services

10% of country

Sweden

Swedish Radio

85% of country

United Kingdom

BBC, Digital One broadcasting DAB services

60% of country

Other countries, such as Portugal and Spain, have DAB transmissions in some local areas. Chart is upto-date as of February.
Source: WorhIDAB Forum
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every aspect of their lives, that when they
hear digital audio, Ithink the average
person just assumes that something about
the radio station has been changed to digital and they're not affected by that."
Pioneer is working with aconsortium of
broadcasters called the Digital Radio RollOut Initiative on adigital radio ad campaign
in Canada to increase receiver sales. The
company also wants to reduce the cost to
produce processing chips in the receivers.
"Anything that could take Eureka down
is not being able to build it (the chip) and
mass-produce it properly. We need to get
the cost down to boost uptake."
Cos estimated the price of Pioneer's
"black box" DAB adapter that can plug into
about 80 Pioneer receiver models at $999.
Noticeably absent from the list of
countries using or planning to use the
Eureka system is Japan, which is pursuing anational solution for radio and TV
called Terrestrial Integrated Services
Digital Broadcasting.
The ISDB-T technology enables stations to broadcast at both narrow and wide
bandwidths. Japan proponents predict the
system will be available as early as 2005.
Receiver manufacturers said it is not
unusual for Japanese manufacturers to
develop one consumer electronics technology for Japan and another for export.
Two decades of DAB
The first DAB development began in
1981 at Germany's Institut für
Rundfunktechnik. Since 1987 it has continued as part of aEuropean research project that became known as Eureka 147.
Broadcasters, research institutes, network operators and consumer electronics firms have contributed to Eureka 147
development.
The European Telecommunications
Standards Institute set the Eureka 147
standards, which were approved by the
International Telecommunications Union,

multi-year transition period.
Some countries, including the United
Kingdom, are using VHF band III
(around 221 MHz). Others, such as
Germany and Canada, are using L band
(1452-1492 MHz). These countries chose
these frequencies because they were open
or could be made available with little dislocation of former users.
DAB receivers on the market can
receive both VHF band III and L-band
transmissions.
Other countries using DAB plan to
abandon the analog FM band eventually.
A key selling point of the IBOC
approach, to U.S. stations, is that it
would allow them to remain on the existing broadcast bands, transitioning
through aperiod of hybrid analog/DAB
service, eventually to all-digital signals.
Eureka 147 uses the MPEG Layer II
compression algorithm. Sources said
there has been some discussion within
ETSI about upgrading to MPEG-4,
essentially adifferent implementation of
MPEG-2 AAC, to handle more data.
Now, stations using Eureka 147 can
offer program-associated data, or PAD,
such as lines of scrolling text across the
receiver display screen. Some units also
tie into car navigation systems to display
alternate routes on the navigation screen
in the case of traffic tie-ups.
Plans call for developing portable
units and tying Internet capabilities into
the dash.
In the Eureka 147 system, broadcasters share transmission facilities that cover
acommon service area. For larger coverage areas, multiple transmission sites, or
multiplexes, are used.
Some stations own or rent their transmission equipment and usually hire a
third party to operate the complex.
Each block of 1.5 MHz of spectrum
on a multiplex is divided between audio
See DAB, page 7
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and data services. Every station on the
multiplex has the same coverage area.
Countries that want to use the Eureka
147 system must adhere to the standards
set out by ETSI, because receiver manufacturers wanted acommon platform to keep
unit costs down and make sure consumers
don't need to buy several different units.
Eureka 147 is a single-frequency network. The tuner will stay tuned to the
same station all the time, even when
crossing European borders, so listeners
can hear national stations such as France
Info in France or BBC Radio 4 in the
U.K., transmitted on the same frequency
in Bordeaux, Paris, London or Glasgow.
"Our standard is very specific, said
Unsworth. "It is more difficult for us to
form alliances unless the parties are prepared to use our standards."
For example, satellite provider
WorldSpace and the WorldDAB Forum
could not agree on common standards. As
aresult, the satellite DAB radio technology
aimed at third-world countries uses its own
receivers to pick up the signal transmitted
on adifferent portion of the L-band with a
proprietary audio/data coding scheme.
Eureka U.S.?
As it has for years, the issue of IBOC
vs. Eureka 147 continues to rankle many
DAB participants.
Several proponents of Eureka, watching the U.S. development and regulatory
effort, said the United States should
rethink its IBOC strategy and switch to
the Eureka 147 system. They said IBOC
has taken several years to be developed,
and it may not work. One source called
IBOC "vaporware."
But a switch to Eureka is highly
unlikely, U.S. experts say.
"They're scared," said one U.S. DAB
participant, referring to the large number
of receiver units that could be sold in this
country if IBOC is implemented, corn
pared to what some perceive as alimited
number of Eureka units sold thus far.
Most U.S. observers find it hard to
imagine the process of moving all U.S
radio stations to an entirely new band.
While the U.K. has approximately 240
commercial operators, many of which
have multiple transmitters, the United
States has about 12,000 stations.
Reallocating those stations to new spec trum would be "an enormous undertak ing," said one FCC source.
A Eureka-type system in the United
States also would entail an economic
redistribution.
Part of the political debate over DAB
in the United States takes into account the
importance to broadcasters of maintaining the competitive landscape, which
developed over many years based on
widely varied power classes, coverage
areas and signal patterns.
Station managers in the United States
consider their transmission equipment
part of their "real estate," and differing
coverage areas have direct impact on ad
revenue.
Mass station relocation was one reason the United States rejected Eureka 147
in the early 1990s. Another was that the
government allocates L-band for military
telemetry and aeronautical communication, and did not intend to reallocate that
spectrum for broadcasters.
"The L-band issue is dead," said one
DAB government source.
But could U.S. radio stations possibly
use aEureka system in the spectrum that
TV stations are expected to surrender as

Radio World

they make their own transition to digital?
There's been no serious discussion of
implementing Eureka 147 in VHF band III.
"The IBOC approach meets the business, regulatory and technical requirements
to implement adigital system in aworld
with existing broadcasters," said USA
Digital Radio Vice President Jeffrey Jury.
"What good is a system that cannot
get the necessary business support or for
which there is no spectrum to implement? IBOC offers a realistic path to
implementation."
IBOC update
Eureka, like any new technology, is
still in the rollout stages around the
world. If implemented, IBOC would face
similar implementation challenges.
The NRSC is evaluating systems from
USA Digital Radio and Lucent Digital

Radio to see if they are "significantly better" than analog. The NRSC hopes to have
apreliminary report ready for its March
24 meeting of the DAB subcommittee.
But critics say IBOC misses the far
greater potential of digital radio.
"IBOC is not a technical solution,"
said Chouinard. "It's atechnical solution
to a strategy, as broadcasters want to
keep their real estate."
Quentin Howard, chief executive officer of Digital One, the operator of the
U.K. national commercial DAB network,
said, "If Iwas CEO of one of the big
radio groups, I'd say Ishould bundle all
of my stations into asingle multiplex ( in
one market) and transmit it as a singleand multiple-brand entity."
Howard said, "Why did Lowry Mays
buy eight stations in New York? He
bought them because they were available.

7

He would want to make them all the same
class, the biggest class, if you were honest, everybody would want to do the same.
If you broadcast in New York, do you really want some of your stations reaching
Staten Island, and some of them don't?"
There is some collaboration among
DAB proponents, however. For instance,
USADR and Digital Radio Mondiale are
working together on developing aglobal
DAB standard for AM (see story, p. 12).
Sources agreed a single standard would
be best for the developers, broadcasters
and consumers.
Canadian DAB
U.S. observers are watching Canada
with particular interest, in part because of
the lengthy common border, neighboring
markets and shared radio signals.
See DAB, page 8
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DAB Signals Cover 60% of U.K.
DAB UK, continued from page 5

Using software co- developed with
England-based Radioscape,NTL distributes
the signal to the multiplex transmitters via
satellite. Terrestrial landlines are used as a
backup distribution means. Digital One is
sharing antennas with the BBC.
Europe is watching
Digital audio broadcast proponents here
believe the rest of Europe is watching this
rollout as they develop the transition to digital in their own countries.
The terrestrial transmitter networks of
both the BBC and Digital One currently
cover more than 60 percent of the U.K. population, or apotential audience of 30 million
people, said both companies.
Several receiver manufacturers have
home units and aftermarket auto DAB
receivers on the market. Supporters hope
that as more countries progress in DAB
development, consumer demand will
increase and receiver prices will drop.
Two years of planning, ayear-long application process and another year of organizing propelled Digital One and its lead shareholder, the GWR Group, into worldwide
prominence as the most ambitious commercial DAB enterprise thus far.
By contrast, public broadcasters have driven DAB implementation in other countries.
The Radio Authority granted Digital
One a 12-year license for its DAB multiplex, with a12-year renewal option, in late
1998. It officially began broadcasting on

HARD DIMS - P1(11TelL AUDIO

Nov. 15, 1999.
The GWR Group founded the Digital
One consortium together with transmission
services provider NTL and Talk Radio UK.

Digital One promotes the Arcam Digital Radio Tuner.
Talk Radio UK dropped out of the consortium when the channel changed ownership.
Simon Cooper, director of policy and
public affairs at the GWR Group, said the
channels actually are available on three platforms: via L-band or VHF channels using
the Eureka- 147 DAB system, satellite and
the Internet.
"Sky Digital satellite service reaches 2
million homes and much of the response
from listeners so far has certainly come from
people subscribing to Sky," he said.
Sky Digital is similar to DirectTV in the
United States. Owned by entrepreneur
Rupert Murdoch, the satellite TV service
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Cooper said, Digital One must provide
programming for the greatest possible
audience without overlapping formats.
Therefore, Core is designed for a
young, female listener, while Planet
Rock, aguitar-based rock format, is for
older males.
The Radio Authority, the regulatory
body for commercial broadcasters in the
U.K., has awarded the first seven of atotal
of 26 local DAB licenses. The first local
multiplexes for London, Birmingham,
Glasgow and Manchester are planned to go
on the air this spring.
Digital One expects listeners to make the
switch to digital, according to Cooper, in
large part far the extra choice.
"In May, when the local digital multiplexes go on air, listeners will have from 35 to 40
different DAB channels to choose among,
including the seven from the BBC."
Other reasons for adopting DAB, he said,
include improved quality and, looking to the
future, portability and ease of use.
Can consumers buy DAB receivers now?
World Radio Network, which broadcasts
its English-language programs on the BBC
multiplex, is promoting aportable digital
receiver from Roberts.
Grundig, Clarion, Blaupunkt, Pioneer and
Kenwood are producing units for the automobile market.
According to Julie Unsworth, project
manager of the WorldDAB Forum, Fiat
dealers in the United Kingdom are offering
the Grundig DCR 2000 installed for approximately $795 in U.S. dollars, less than the
tuner price at major retailers. The typical
tuner price is about $ 1,000.
Arcam, aCambridge-based sound reproduction manufacturer, jumped into the inhome digital market in 1998 with the Alpha
10 Digital Radio Tuner. Managing Director
John Dawson said the company "wanted to
get ahead of the Japanese and to take advantage of the digital marketing campaigns."
The Alpha 10 DRT was awarded Best
Buy in the category of tuners priced at £600
and above (approximately $956 U.S.) at the
1999 What HiFi? Awards.
Crystal and Meridian are developing inhome tuners, but these are not yet on the
market.
"Since the BBC tests began in 1995, the
promoters of digital have been desperate for
receivers. Several car receivers are out there,
but we were only interested in the home
business," Dawson said.
Saying that the Arcam tuner, which retails
for approximately $ 1,275, "does not have
much margin," Dawson said that the company has recovered its initial investment.
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Cooper, who surveyed London electronics
retailers during the 1999 holiday season,
found Arcam tuners sold out.
Arcam welcomes interest in its tuners
from early adopters of new technologies, but
older, affluent consumers — BBC Radio 3
and Radio 4listeners — are the target market for the Alpha 10 DRT.
"Classic FM is the star, the prize,"
Dawson said. The national classical
music station is owned and operated by
the GWR Group.
BBC Radio 5 Live, a national news
talk/sports channel, has listeners "thrilled to
bits" with DAB, Dawson said. Sports, asignificant part of 5Live programming, attracts
listeners to digital radio and thus, he said,
"flexing the multiplex" will attract more
sports listeners.
The Digital One multiplex has the capacity and capability to add additional channels
for special sports broadcasts, such as World
Cup matches and auto racing.
Signal quality
While saying the Digital One signal quality is "stunning, clean as awhistle," Dawson
warned broadcasters that the increased
fidelity of DAB means "production at the
station level is critical."
"The extended dynamic range of the
tuner brings out every flaw," he said.
"Serious listeners will notice. But with these
tuners even the compression can be adjusted
by the listener."
Consumers are not the only ones who
need new equipment for DAB.
London-based RadioScape supplied NTL
with arange of upgradeable DAB technology to handle operations at Digital One,
including the main ensemble multiplexer for
overall transmission of the signals, the packet multiplexer for signal coordination/error
correction, and the program associated data
multiplexer for datacasting.
Digital One uses RadioScape Broadcast
Management software to control these products and other transmission equipment. NTL
adopted RadioScape receiver products for
remote signal test analysis and monitoring at
its DAB transmission sites across the U.K.
To listen to GWR on the Internet, go to
www.gwrgroup.musicradio.com and click on
"Web sites," click on the format you want to
hear, and then click on "listen in."

DAB Rollout
DAB, continued from page 7

Canada is using a "tweaked" version
of Eureka 147. Canada, with its large
spaces between population centers, compared to the packed- in populations of
Europe, is using transmitters with power
of approximately 4.00 watts, rather than
the 200-watt level being used in Europe,
said Howard McClure, vice president of
North American Operations for Itelco.
The company is one of several transmitter manufacturers selling DAB products in Canada. McClure estimated the
cost of a400-watt transmitter at $ 116,000.
That cost would be split by anumber of
stations sharing the transmission facility,
or "pod" as it is called in Canada.
Some experts believe Canada could
eventually switch to IBOC, or use both
Eureka 147 and IBOC DAB, if the
United States adopts the in-band, onchannel approach. Receiver manufacturers, they say, would be attracted to
selling a common product to both
markets. Others say Canada has
invested too much time and money
into Eureka to switch.
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Canada Sees Data With DAB
senior advisor on broadcasting.
Program- associated data such as

by James Careless
OTTAWA
With the Canadian launch
of digital radio now official (
RW, Jan.
5), Canada is looking to the datacasting
capabilities of digital audio broadcasting
As their U.S. counterparts develop
ancillary data services for in-band, onchannel DAB, so too is Canada's
Communications Research Centre for that
country's Eureka- I47 L-band system.
"The next step is to augment digital
radio with ancillary services, be it program- associated or non-program- related," said Gérald Chouinard, CRC

Technically,

and the morning crew would be seen
on computer monitors affixed to high-

the greatest challenge lies in how

data broadcasts perform in a mobile environment.
— Gérald Chouinard
station identification, song titles, artist
names, as well as photos of CD covers

er-end digital radios. Non- programrelated data consisting of weather and

A challenge from the greatest critic of the
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e) LI
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side, no other processor delivers higher quality

8200, perhaps no one has logged more hours lis-

sound or requires fewer hassles to achieve it.

tening to the best and worst in digital audio pro-

DIGITAL PROCESSING DONE RIGHT.

cessing. Even critics have called his knack for cre-

After seven years of listening, tweaking and non-

ating louder, punchier, artifact-free sound "agift."

stop critiquing, we've confirmed what you've

But make no mistake. With 30 years of experience in

known all along: the biggest news in FM digital
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Version 3.0 software adds five new features to
OPTIMOD 8200's proven digital platform. With

than an upgrade.
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your station's audio to the next level. 21 new pre-
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to the next level of
competitive sound.
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called "digital grunge."
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traffic updates, news headlines and
tourist information could be sent to
listeners as well.
The
Broadcast
Technologies
Research Branch of the CRC is working on a mobile multimedia datacasting project in which prototype data
applications are broadcast to a
research minivan from digital radio
repeaters in Ottawa and Hull, Québec.
Challenges
Technically, the greatest challenge
lies in how data broadcasts perform in
amobile environment, Chouinard said.
In particular, CRC wants to find out if
datacasting requires "higher protection
against errors" than digital audio.
At the heart of the research lies datacasting capacity. Unlike digital television, which has enormous spectrum
assigned to each TV channel, Eureka147 digital radio has about 256 kilobits per second allocated per presentday FM station.
Because broadcasters typically use
192 kbps to transmit stereo audio,
"each broadcaster can go as high as 64
kbps for sending data," Chouinard said.
Such data capacity is the equivalent
of each broadcaster having access to a
single ISDN line for transmitting data.
"The multiplex structure is flexible," said Chouinard; "the capacity of
each of these channels can be changed
'on the fly.' For example, an hour-long
interview program stream can be
dropped down to 64 kbps, freeing
capacity for any data transmission."
Shared bandwidth
Each digital radio transmission pod
can supply five radio stations, sharing
excess bandwidth as needed, an attractive benefit, given that many Canadian
markets are home to groups that own
three or more stations. For example, a
group of four stations could coordinate
the program schedules to ensure the
availability of extra spectrum for datacasting.
The CRC, along with service
providers PSR Group and Globis Data,
has already experimented with datacasting real-time traffic information in
Ottawa and Toronto. Other datacasting
applications include e-mail, paging
and even in-car sales.
The latter application involves
installing a low data- rate packet radio
transceiver in a car, said Chouinard.
Although relatively small and basic,
the transceiver would enable users to
send " buy" commands to the station
transmission site.
"We are working on an interactive
link using Mobitex ( a packet- switching technology developed by Ericsson
and in use on 29 networks worldwide),
which Research In Motion implemented in Canada," he said. "Each digital
radio would be equipped with buttons
that would ' talk' to this packet radio.
"For instance, say there is aconcert
advertised you would like to go to.
Pressing a ` buy' button would send
your request back to the station,
including credit card and address
information."
The CRC is using a minivan to test
these applications on the streets of
Ottawa. Graphics are displayed on a
built-in 15-inch computer monitor, while
two digital radios have been installed to
pick up program and non-program-related datacasts, as well as audio.
See DAB CANADA, page t
2
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Harman International
Adds Crown Amps
DEAL, continued from page 1

"Crown Audio gives us amissing part of
our business portfolio — the power amplifier business," said Mark Terry, president,
Harman Pro Group North America. "We
also looked for quality and Crown has it."
Terry called the JBL line of speakers
"the cornerstone of (Harman's) business.
We think Crown is a good fit into out
audio chain of products."
Terry said Crown Audio's microphones
would also be a nice complement to
Harman's AKG line of mics and headphones.
The two sides had an "ongoing dialogue for some time," Terry said. "Crown
wanted to develop different alliances.
With the consolidation going on, it's a
good deal for both Crown and Harman."
Harman plans to operate Crown as a
separate business unit. Terry said production of the Crown Audio lines would
remain in Elkhart, Ind. The current
Crown management team remains intact,
with CEO Richard Newberry becoming
president of the unit.
Crown International has 700 employees. The company's sales were approximately $70 million last year.
Clyde Moore, chairman of the board
of Crown International, stated in apress
release the RF division would continue to
operate as aprivately held company.

for both companies. You add the power
amp business to Harman's offerings of
mic and speaker lines and it's a great
complement," Woods said.
"Harman has been moving more into
the OEM market for cars and computers.
And you need amps for that. Crown
brings avery good reputation for that."
Current Chairman Sidney Harman
founded Harman International Inc. He
still owns 7 percent of the company.
According to filings with the SEC, it had
sales of $ 807.6 million in the last six
months of 1999.

Crown CEO Richard Newberry, Left, and Harman Executive Mark Terry

100% Orban engineering.

THE OPTIMOD-FM 2200 is

automatically adds *sparkle." Protection mode

everything you'd expect from Orban

maintains unmatched transparency and makes

engineering: superior design, abig,

Crown Audio

the 2200 an ideal upgrade for stations using

loud OPTIMOD sound, plus Bob

Orban's classic 8000A. Bots structures

gives us a missing

Orban's proven processing

tightly limit peaks while providing

part of our business

know-how. In fact, about

superb baseband spectrum control.

portfolio — the

the only thing unexpected

This guarantees highest loudness by

power amplifier

is the price. Around half what you'd expect

At

protecting the stereo pilot tone and preventing overshoots in any uncompressed digital SIL.

to pay for 100% Orban performance.

business.

In one elm package, you get features usually
reserved for high-end processors. Including

— Mark Terry

The result is the ability to create abig, loLd, signature

about

sound for all kinds of formats: pop music, talk,

built-in digital stereo encoding, eight factory

classical or jan. All at aprice that has competitive

presets (each with 19 LESS/MORE variations)

written all over it. Just like the engineering.

"The Broadcast Group will continue to
design and manufacture FM transmitters
and RF amplifiers," he stated. "Plans call
for the Broadcast Group to move into
new facilities in the near future."

and eight user presets. No other processor in this

Name change?
A name change could be coming for
Crown Broadcast.
"As part of the deal (Harman) retains
rights to the Crown name," Terry said.
Clarence Moore founded International
Radio and Electronics Corp. in 1947. The
company changed its name to Crown in
1975. According to a Crown press
release, "The company grew from a
chicken coop to what is now a235,000square-foot manufacturing facility."
Radio customers of Crown Audio
should see little change in sales or service. Terry said the normal channels of
distribution and service for Crown products will remain unchanged.
Jim Woods, vice president for Harris
Corp., said he doesn't expect Harris' relationship as adistributor for both Harman
and Crown product lines to change.
"I think the deal makes alot of sense

digital processor in the world, pioneered by one of

ha1
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More and more broadcasting chains demand digital

sound—with more bass punch. That's because
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generates the stereo composite signal digitally. Digital
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price
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digital inputs and outputs in addition to standard analog.
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So you get loud, clear digital sound across the entire

from Bob's evolutionary work on the OPTIMOD-FM 8200.

spectrum—and you can keep your signal it pure digital
form all the way to the transmitter.

In the Two-Band structure, Bass EQ lets you selectively
add punch, while a High Frequency enhancer
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USADR, DRM Now AM DAB Allies
GENEVA New attention is being given
to the question of aworldwide AM digital
standard in light of an alliance between
two digital audio broadcasting proponents, one European and one American.
Digital Radio Mondiale, aconsortium
dedicated to the development and promotion of a worldwide standard for digital
AM broadcasting on long-, medium- and
shortwave ( below 30 MHz), signed an
agreement in January with in-band, onchannel digital audio broadcasting proponent USA Digital Radio Inc.
The agreement combines the international strength of the DRM consortium
with the financial leverage of top U.S. radio
groups, which are investors in USADR, as
well as investment bankers and equipment
manufacturers tied to USADR.
Promotion
DRM, based in Geneva, Switzerland,
at the headquarters of the European
Broadcasting Union, promotes the digital AM standard among broadcasters
with national and international distribution goals. The consortium was founded
in 1998.
DRM's membership includes most of,

but not all, the world's leading international
broadcasters. The DRM system is in-band,
on-channel, as is the USADR system.
The Voice of America is promoting a
different standard: in-band, using 10 kHz
bandwidth, but not on-channel.
In announcing the agreement with
USADR, DRM Chairman Peter Senger
emphasized audio quality advantages and
additional data services, as well as economic factors that accompanied the
agreement.
"Our aim is to ensure that a receiver
bought anywhere in the world will work
anywhere in the world," Senger stated in
apress release.
"Just as important is ensuring that the
transition from analog to digital is as
smooth and as low-cost as possible both
for the industry and the billions of listeners around the globe."
The DRM system, its supporters say,
merges the power and reach of conventional AM transmitters with the digital
advantages of high-quality sound and a
range of text, data and radio data service
features such as command controls.
USADR Senior Vice President Jeffrey
Jury stressed the strategic value of the
agreement with DRM.
"This agreement provides a mecha-

.
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nism for USADR to work with other
standard-setting bodies to ensure that our
technology is incorporated in international standards. USADR is always looking
for ways to ensure that our system
becomes a broadcasting standard," Jury
wrote via e-mail in response to RW.
A great solution
"We believe that IBOC is not only a
great solution for the United States, but
also for many other countries. For the
past three years, USADR has been
actively working with the International
Telecommunications Union to have
IBOC accepted as an international standard," he wrote.
The DRM Technical Committee submitted the final details of the standard
specification to the ITU in December
1999. Test transmissions are taking place
at several locations in Europe and the
Caribbean.
Development of an IBOC DAB system, Jury stated, depends upon acoordinated technical effort.
Agreement on aworldwide AM digital
standard would allow manufacturers to
produce the equipment that will drive
digital implementation.
"How it will specifically impact
receivers and transmitters, Icannot say
yet. The meetings are on-going. From a
development perspective, we are working
to roll out IBOC as soon as possible, and
we want to keep on schedule," Jury
wrote.
USADR and DRM, from atechnical
perspective, want the most cost-effective
solution for transmitters and receivers, he
said, which would be facilitated by a
global standard.
"We will be looking at the technology
from a perspective of how we can
achieve everything we need to do in
IBOC and also be consistent with the
needs of the DRM," Jury wrote.
Receiver development, said DRM
Marketing Coordinator Catherine
Charras, will proceed once the technical
specifications are accepted.
"Receivers for the digital era are under
development and will be ready once the
standard is ready. This will not be before
the end of 2001," said Charras. "The aim
is for aprice is between $25 and $50."
The target prices refer to units sold
outside the United States after demand
and sales volume increases.
Support
Continental Electronics Corp. is a
founding member of DRM and atesting
partner of USADR.
In announcing support for the
DRM/USADR agreement, Continental
Vice President for Engineering Dan
Dickey emphasized the need for worldwide support for astandard.
"Digital broadcasting and receiving on
frequencies below 30 MHz represent significant technical challenges. The
resources that can be brought to bear on
these issues by USADR and DRM are
significant and necessary to address these
challenges," stated Dickey in a press
release.
"AM radio currently enjoys the same
technical format around the world. If digital radio broadcasting is to displace AM
analog receivers, then designers must work

Photo by Roger Miller

by Michael Hedges

Jeffrey Jury
on aworldwide scale. This is exactly what
the USADR/DRM alliance is designed to
do. The advantages are obvious."
And as for what the DRM/USADR
agreement means for the overall progress
of DAB, Catherine Charras said she sees no
competition between the DRM IBOC AM
system and Eureka- 147 DAB technologies.
"They are complementary systems
working in different frequency bands.
DRM is working in frequencies that provide wide area coverage, DAB is not so
wide," she said.
"They serve different purposes and, to
acertain extent, different markets. DRM
will allow broadcasters without DAB
access because of frequency shortage to
enter the digital era as well."

Canada
Looks to
Data
DAB CANADA, continued from page 10

CRC is also testing a Web
browser- style interface that combines a touchscreen, voice recognition, voice synthesis, akeyboard
and a mouse — everything the
well-equipped digital radio aficionado might want on the road.
Not withstanding bandwidth,
there are other limits to multimedia mobile datacasting. Debate
ensues about drivers being
exposed to potential distractions
while driving.
Canadian government officials
are discussing possibly banning the
use of cellular telephones when driving, due to the increase in traffic
accidents. Consequently, mobile datacasting may get achilly reception.
Nevertheless, these services
could be available to passengers,
and to the driver when the car is
not in motion.
But these are regulatory issues,
which lie outside the scope of the
CRC. Instead, its role is to foster
new technologies in Canada and
bring new products to market, and
to act as a "neutral honest broker,"
Gérald Chouinard said.
One thing is clear: now that
Toronto, Montréal and Vancouver
are broadcasting in digital, the spectrum is available. What remains to
be seen is what Canadians will be
willing to pay for.

THE RESULTS ARE IN:
Three out of four of the highest billing radio
stations in the U.S. use Omnia.*
Four out of five of the top- rated radio stations
in New York City use Omnia.**
Five out of six of the most listened- to radio
stations in the U.S. use Omnia.**
AND.. two out of the three top stations

in Los Angeles use Omnia.***
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your Omnia dealer, contact us at I ( 2146) 241-3343
or visit ou." web site at www.nogrunge.com.
"Source: Chincarrs Radio Market Gunk. 1999 edition

**Source: The American Radio by Duncan's American Radio: based on Arbitron
Spring 1999 12 + TSA ame. Mon- Sun. 6:00am- I2 midnight
*Source: Arbitron Fall 1999 12 + TSA CLme. Mon- Sun. 6:00am-I2 midnight
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What to Do When DA Parts Fail
W.C. Alexander
This is one in aseries of articles about
troubleshooting and repair of AM antenna systems. The previous part appeared
Feb. 16.
From time to time, parts do fail in
directional antennas. Lightning is the
most common cause, although many other factors can cause components to fail
outright or change value.
Frequent causes of damage to AM
antenna systems include thermal cycling,
insects, animals, wind and water.
When aproblem arises with adirectional antenna system, and the sample
system and other indicating instruments have been ruled out as the cause,
look next at the components in the system. These components consist of
capacitors, coils, contactors, tubing,
strap and insulators.

rents. Occasionally, plated or unplated
copper strap is used for such connections,
but its current-carrying capacity is considerably lower than tubing of the same
cross-section.
Planners use ceramic or porcelain
insulators to mechanically support capacitors, coils and tubing while maintaining
insulation from the chassis or components of different potential. Such insulators have adefinite voltage breakdown

tion and an intermittent connection.
Stainless-steel hardware often turns black
under such conditions.
Arcing is often indicated when operation is normal at reduced power or without modulation but VSWR trips or overloads occur at full power or with
modulation. In such cases, try looking for
the problems after dark. Have your helper
turn the transmitter on while you look in
each tuning unit for flashes of light that

SERVICES AND TOP qUALItY
PRODUCTS TO PUT YOUR
,
STATION ON THE AIRWITH
THOVERAGE rØU NEED
ANYWHERE IN THE•WORLD

CUSTOM HIGH POWER AM
DIRECTIONAL ARRAY DIPLEXERS

Vulnerable caps'
1he most common failure component
in any AM antenna system is the mica
capacitor.
While we should consider such capacitors in our list of suspects, they are not
always the problem. A well-designed system will use capacitors with "headroom"
that is more than adequate. These capacitors are better able to withstand the maximum voltages and currents that may be
applied under high-VSWR conditions
with 125 percent positive modulation and
astatic DC component.
In many circumstances, however, economics dictate the use of capacitors that
are only adequate under normal conditions. These capacitors are most vulnerable. When the voltage or current rating of
most mica capacitors is exceeded, quick
destruction or damage can result.
Vacuum capacitors are, as arule, much

This is an antennd tuning unit at 50 kW station KLTT(AM) in Denver.
rating. If this is exceeded, the insulator
may break or acarbon trace can form that
permanently lowers the breakdown voltage of the insulator.
Contactors, used to switch in different
networks or components for different
modes or to switch between transmitters,
are rated for current-carrying capability.
Many contactors operate at alow-impedance point, so voltages are relatively low,
but afew operate at higher impedances

Impedance check
It nothing turns up on avisual or heat
inspection, try a bridge to measure the
impedance of system components. Such
measurements will have value only if the
proper component values are known.
Capacitors generally are easy, because
their value usually is marked on an ID
plate or stamped right on them. Coils
often are unmarked and it is difficult to
of your AM
ascertain their adjusted values, but coils
seldom fail without providing some visudirectional system include capacitors, coils,
al cue.
Measure the resistance and reactance
contactors, tubing, strap and insulators.
of any suspect components. Capacitors
and coils should not have any significant
resistance. A resistive component in their
where breakdown voltage of the insulating
impedance indicates aproblem.
beefier than their mica counterparts. They
Many stations have the old-style
are also much more expensive. While a material may be afactor to be considered.
When acomponent failure is suspect"magic eye" capacitor checkers handy.
vacuum capacitor will handle significantUse these to check suspect caps. A capaced, start as you would any troubleshootly more voltage and current than amica
ing project — with a thorough visual
itor of known value should be used to test
capacitor of the same size, avacuum cap
inspection.
the checker before testing the suspect
also is subject to damage or destruction if
cap. Many of today's better digital multithe voltage or current rating is exceeded.
In many cases, you will find visible
evidence of afailed or failing component.
meters (some in the under-$ 100 range)
Coils and tubing
Look for evidence of arcing (soot marks),
have abuilt-in capacitor check function,
Coils ( inductors) are chosen for their
leaking capacitors and broken insulators.
and these can also be used to check suscurrent handling capability and, in some
Also look for insect damage, rodent nests
pect capacitors.
cases, for voltage rating. Coils that must
and the like. Pasty tubing, strap or comMake all capacitor measurements out
operate in high-voltage, high-current situponents may indicate water damage.
of circuit, and take lead inductance into
ations are larger and have wider turn
A symptom common to component
consideration.
spacing to prevent arcing between turns.
failure is heat. A good way to find abad
Once you have isolated the faulty
While coils do not have abreakdown
component is to run the transmitter for a component, continue your search to other
voltage or maximum current rating that
few moments, shut the system down and
components around it. Quite often, a
will quickly destroy the component if
immediately but carefully feel of all the
failed component in acircuit can result in
exceeded, consistently exceeding acoil's
components in the phasor and tuning
stresses on surrounding components that
ratings will lead to long-term damage.
units. Some components may be warm,
may be damaged as aresult. Don't stop
Plated tubing is the material of choice
but none should run hot.
with the first faulty component you find.
for connecting the components together
Any hot component should be suspect.
Also, try to determine the cause of the
in phasors and tuning units. Designers
Discoloration of coils is an indication of
failure. Sometimes, components fail for
select tubing for its current-carrying abilexcessive heating. Loose hardware can
no apparent reason, but in most cases
ity, with larger sizes used for higher curget red-hot under current, causing oxidaSee FEED LINE, page 26

Critical components

RACK MOUNTABLE MAIN,AUX/DUMMY
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BUILDINGS
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would indicate an arc.
Quite often, arcing will be audible as
well. Use your eyes and ears to track
down the arc.
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• NEW - redesigned in 1999

How to Buy

• 5, 10, or 15 channel models
• Fully DC controlled for reliability

Domestic Dealers:

• Ultra high audio performance
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(Broadcast Supply Worldwide)

• Easy connectorized installation
• Modular internal electronics

(800) 426-8434
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(800) 732-7665
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• Fully modular design

(800) 733-5011

• 3 stereo output buses
• VCAs remove audio from faders

RF SPECIALITIES

• Telephone talkshow module option

(contact their regional offices)

•Monitor for control room & 2studios
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from Tokyo to Paris to New York. The
12,000 is perfect for any size market or

For more complete information on
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Digita IConsole

• NEW - Revolution Series
• Digital & Analog Radio Console
• Console, Touchscreen, or Mouse
Control
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outputs
• 12 CH, PC Control $ 3,995
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A breakthrough in features, performance, and price, this is ablack box digital audio
console controlled by afamiliar Console - or- PC computer. Powerful, flexible, and
designed for ease of use, installation, and service, the Revolution is aColorado Digital
Product.

Available April

website at:
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-oremail to:
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EAS and Other Money-Saving Tips
* *

John Bisset
How, you ask, do you save money.
with EAS?
The money you'll be saving is in the
fines your station won't be paying if
everyone knows the EAS drill. It seems

*

Al Kazlauckas at WZAK(FM),
WZJM(FM) and WJMO(AM) in
Cleveland related that they keep a separate EAS log.
Not to say that the transmitter log is

got around to checking the logs, three
weeks of EAS weekly tests were missed.
* * *
So how do you guard against such
mistakes? Education is the first defense.
Get your GM's support and meet with the
on-air staff and the traffic folks. Explain
that this "ain't no joke," that field inspectors will ask operators to send atest, or
show what to do when atest is received.

session explaining the importance of
EAS, how and why tests are sent and
received, is certainly time well spent.
By the way, Al Kazlauckas ended his
note to me saying he still maintains
maintenance logs! Perhaps we show our
age by relating to this, but a paper trail
can not only help in spotting equipment
problems at the transmitter site, it sure
puts an inspector at ease when he
observes that kind of diligence.
Irecall early in my career being at a
station that was inspected. When asked to
see the logs, the chief opened up a file
cabinet. Inside was the neatest display of
folders, color-coded for AM and FM,

Figure 1: Here's an inexpensive equipment mount, using blank rack panels.
the FCC field offices are on the prowl
again, searching for operators who don't
even know what an EAS test is, say nothing of how to send or relay aRMT.
I've spoken to a number of engineers
who have reported surprise inspections
recently by the FCC just to check
Emergency Alert System compliance. If
you haven't taken the time to organize
your EAS records, please do so.
Especially at consolidated stations,
this job can be daunting. Talk to your
GM and see if his or her administrative
assistant can lend ahand.
After all, the financial consequences
can be huge, and you don't want that
problem falling on your shoulders!

abandoned, no! Al requires the jocks to
take one set of transmitter readings per
shift. This lets them know what the transmitter is all about, so it doesn't become a
"mystery" box. Good advice.
AI attaches the EAS strips to the logs
when they are reviewed. Remember,
that's another rule that didn't go away.
Keeping aseparate EAS log also lets you
spot holes, or missed tests quickly. A note
will suffice, explaining why the test was
missed, but don't make apractice of missing the tests. This is serious stuff, folks.
I'm reminded of the traffic person who
would routinely bump the EAS test, at a
salesperson's request, to get an extra spot
in the stopset. By the time the engineer

Figure 2: Start at the nitrogen fitting when searching for gas leaks.
Keep in mind, the operators don't have
to have each step committed to memory.
A procedures book, showing step by step
instructions, can be followed; but the
jock needs to understand the steps.
A market chief asked me recently if
there were any instructional videos on the
EAS system. I'm not aware of any, but if
your state broadcasting association or
SBE has prepared one, let me know.
Seems like agood idea.
But video or not, abrief instructional

tabs listing each month, going back for
the last two years.
The inspector grabbed one folder,
flipped it open, glanced at a log for
maybe five seconds, handed it to the CE
and left. His parting comment was he
could always spot the stations that were
in compliance by the way they kept their
logs organized.
Iknow times have changed, and many
of us wish for achance to even get to the
See WORKBENCH, page 18

Now You're Connected
Minirater
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fit styles- chassis mount and PCB receptacles. Features include
an ergonomic straight push-pull lock/release operation. Ideal
for high density applications.
www.neutrikusa.com
info@neutrikusa.com
732-901-9488
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Alaska Station Skirts the Band
Bruce F. Elving
Ever tune to 87.7 MHz on the FM
band, and hear Channel 6 audio? Some
TV broadcasters, such as WPSD-TV in
Paducah, Ky., and KBJR-TV in Superior,
Wis. ( with studio and transmitter in
Duluth, Minn.), actually promote tuning to
87.7 as astation to wake up to.
Long before the days of digital tuning.
the old analog car radios and most home
radios would get 87.75 audio. It even
worked in reverse to some extent.
When Iwas manager of WAER(FM) on
88.3 in Syracuse, N.Y., Idiscovered that
many of the black-and-white TV sets of
the late 1960s without intercarrier sound
could produce the urban programming of
WAER when Imerely twirled the fine-tuning control after Channel 6was locked in.
The picture was a series of diagonal
lines that danced to the music.
Edge of the band
We've become dependent on the digital, synthesized tuning of today's radios
and TVs. Visiting an out- of- band frequency, whether TV, FM or AM, is infrequent these days.
Oh, there have been reports of pirates
in the New York City area using 87.9 and
87.7, and Ihave heard of 87.5 being
tried. Presumably, there is or was an
audience to follow those emanations.
Now comes an innovative Alaskan
low-power TV station that is nurturing its
audio to the utmost.
"The End," ICZND-LP on Channel 6,
is a licensed low-power TV station. It's
not apirate run by hobbyists or political
anarchists; indeed, it traces its heritage to
KYES(TV) and associated radio station
KNIK-FM in Anchorage. It's sort of a
kissing-cousins type arrangement.
Istumbled upon the story when calling
other stations, some new on the air, to
learn their formats and whether they have
stereo. As publisher of anewsletter pertaining to FM radio, Iwanted all the latest information for the readers.
While talking to asecretary at KNIK-FM,
Iwas told about their other station, The End.
"Who is in charge of The End?" I
asked, and was directed to Engineer
Wolfgang Kurtz. He told me that the call
letters are KZND-LP, and that the station
was using only the audio. That has apparently since changed.
The signal is in stereo, most likely FM

Both believed the system to be FM
stereo, because they get audio separation
on stereo radios tuned to 87.7.

stereo, not TV audio stereo, which is
incompatible with FM stereo radios,
although such radios will reproduce the
audio as monaural.
"We have been lying low, not doing

ent site). Only a low-power station will
Alternative transmission
fit in Anchorage on Channel 6," he told
The music is modern rock. It's not the
me late last year.
format that is so "alternative," it's the
KZND-LP signed on in August,
method of transmission.
according to the Anchorage News. Ie"So where's the FCC and its crackdown
on crackpots?" asked John Anderson,
writing on the Internet. Anderson says
KZND-LP continues to operate, " and
make
some serious cash in the process."
of a low-power
Asked if KZND-LP is profitable,
TV station that thinks it's a radio station.
Robbins said, "What station do you know
about that's been profitable in its first 12
months on the air? Our sales have
exceeded revenue projections."
anything with the video because of oppomailed Kurtz for further information,
KZND apparently has capitalized on a
sition from local broadcasters:' Kurtz said.
such as which system of stereophony the
quirk in the rules, allowing for audio and
"Yes, we are commercial and 940
station employs.
video to be operated separately.
watts vertical, directional, using a
Idid not hear again from Kurtz, but
Doug
Smith
of
WSMV(TV)
Channel 5 transmitter that was modified
later spoke to Aaron Wallender, operaEngineering in Nashville, Tenn., who folfor Channel 6 use. It was used by local
tions director, and Mike Robbins, general
lows TV standards issues on aWeb site,
Channel 5 until they moved (to adiffermanager of KZND-LP and KNIK-FM.
see LFrTV, page 19

This is the story

Money-Savers on the Workbench
WORKBENCH, continued from page 17

transmitter site for aquick inspection,
much less organize logs.
If you need help, don't be afraid to ask
for it. Get asecretary to lend ahand, or
arrange for an intern. At the very least,
put your problem on paper and give it to
your manager. Nothing is more disconcerting than running ahundred-mile race
and being tripped up by atwig.
Get your EAS house in order!
* * *
Manufacturer's rack mount kits are
nice, but if your budget won't allow
them, Figure Ion page 17 shows an
alternative. In this case, C. B. Gaffney of
the Adventure Stations drilled four holes
in aMiddle Atlantic rack panel, mirroring the chassis mount holes on his two
Comrex HotLine POTS codecs.
Spacing another blank panel below the
control surface hides the XLR ins and
outs. When they are mounted at shoulderlevel, the tasks of programming and reading the screen are simple, and the units
look nice.
An alternative is to place the
HotLine in adrawer or on arack shelf.
The drawback here is that if the units
are not bolted in place, they may move
around. Connectors can come undone,
wires can get pinched — you know the

story. The end result is you get paged!
* * *
Time for abrief commercial.
NAB2000 is right around the corner,
and the popular transmitter workshop
that I've hosted during the last three fall
NAB Radio shows is being offered in a
condensed form this spring.
If you have an assistant or a MIS
person who is shaky on transmitters,
this is the course for them.(It's also a
good refresher for the more seasoned
engineer, too!
Attendance will count toward SBE
recertification. We'll discuss transmitters in simple terms, move into troubleshooting and wind up with some useful maintenance plans. Not to brag, but
the workbook that Harris provides to
each attendee has gotten some nice
comments, and should be something
you or your assistant will find as auseful reference.

John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract engineer for more than
30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for
Next time you visit your FM transHarris Corp. Reach him at ( 703) 323-8011.
mitter site, check on your nitrogen. This
Submissions for this column are encouris another "out- of- sight, out-of- mind"
aged, and qualify for SBE recertification
problem waiting to happen. If you're a credit. Fax your submission to ( 703) 323high-powered AM, you might use nitro8044,
or
send
e-mail
to
gen as well.
jbisset@harris.com
* * *

NEW! DigiStor II is here!
An all new digital audio recorder with dozens of uses!
DigiStor II is ideal for network news delay, traffic reports, translator IDs,
weather reports, call- in telephone info lines, message- on- hold, news &
actuality lines, travelers information radio, sound effects....

DigiStor II has all the features of the " original"
DigiStor and a lot more!
MORE MESSAGES...8 messages with random access
MORE TIME...8 or 16 minute recording capacity
MORE AUDIO...6.5kHz B/W, 60dB S/N, 1% Dist.
MORE USES...with auto- answer telco coupler

If you have spotted adecrease in pressure, if the tank volume is substantially
reduced, or the dehydrator runs all the
time, check your fittings before calling in
the tower crew. The brass fitting at the air
inlet port on the transmission line is your
first checkpoint; see Figure 2.
Buy a bottle of Fantastic or 409 and
spray the fitting. If bubbles appear,
you've found your leak.
No bubbles? Then wipe down the fitting and hose to keep it clean. It goes
without saying that you must have
some pressure in the system for this
test to work!
Check the length of the hose, and then
the regulator, manifold, gauges and
valves in asimilar way — spritzing along
until you find bubbles.
Rubber gaskets can dry-rot, and cause
a leak at any of these spots. A check of
the dry- air system on the ground first
might just disclose the problem, and save
you the expense of arigging company.

HENRY

FE

www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077
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mentioned FCC rules that might apply.
Section 73.653, "Operation of TV aural and visual transmitters," states that the
"aural and visual transmitters may be
operated independently of each other or,
if operated simultaneously, may be used
with different and unrelated program
material," Smith quoted.
Section 73.665, " Use of TV aural
baseband subcarriers," is " pretty
lengthy," Smith said. " It looks like it
would actually be legal to use the FM
stereo system on aTV station, provided
you attenuate any energy within 20 Hz of
15734.234 Hz by asufficient amount," he
said, referring to the TV stereo pilot.
"I suppose a good low-pass filter on
the incoming audio would do the trick."
Smith could not find any indication
that either of those regulations apply to
LPTV stations, but noted that for full
power stations, the audio injection is to be
between 10 and 20 percent of the visual.
Part 73 of the FCC rules covers full-power stations; LPTVs are considered an "auxiliary service" and covered under Part 74.

Radio World
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Jeremy Lansman, one of the pioneers of
the community broadcasting movement, is
listed as majority owner and chief engineer
of KYES/Fireweed Communications.
In response to complaints that KZNDLP was being run as an audio-only station, the newspaper reported in early
December a "no-frills video complement
on Channel 6: arotating series of public
service announcements laser-printed onto
paper, then shot with an inexpensive but
serviceable studio camera."
Barbara Kreisman, the FCC video service chief, sent notice in November that
"Fireweed Communications Company is
HEREBY ORDERED TO IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE operation of lowpower television station KZND-LP as an
aural-only service."
Lansman said the station was now
broadcasting video in order to comply with

the FCC's order. However, the station
planned to appeal the order, as it has
obtained aworking camera which is trained
on the announcer in the studio 13 hours a
day, from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. After that, the
video reverts to character-generated public
service and classifieds-type announcements
during the rest of the 24/7 operation.
"We had acease and desist order to
start doing something with the video. We
plan to put up local artwork," Robbins
said. "Of course, it will be in good taste,
and it will be in color. Ihave never seen
the video. It's not on cable, and we have
no plans to go on cable," he said.
He said the video has only 20 watts,
compared to the audio's 940 watts.
"We are not listed by Arbitron
because we're not in their call letters'
listing in the radio station database. It's
interesting that Arbitron has defined lis-

19

tening based on call letters, rather than
on actual radio listening!"
Complicating the tuning for anyone
who wants to hear KZND-LP is
KRUA(FM) at 88.1 in Anchorage,
owned by the University of Alaska. That
station apparently is not among those
complaining.
But at least one broadcaster, Chester
Coleman, has complained. He has anew
station, KRPM(FM), at 96.3 in Houston,
Alaska, with an old-rock format called
"Pure Retro." Coleman also owns new
station KFAT(FM) in Anchorage, with a
stereo signal containing CHR and rhythmic music, known as "K-Fat."
Robbins told RW that he's paying the
price for pioneering something new.
"It's viewed as an outlaw, as something outside the box. This happens
whenever aperson starts something new."

1,E1-1.141Elt

t .
•
Loophole
"This would appear to be an interesting loophole that would permit the construction of ' fake LPTV' stations in cer-o
4
tain places," Smith wrote via e-mail.
"Of course, you would have to be far
enough from any Channel 5 or 6 station
to not cause interference. I'll bet KZND
would never exist if it wasn't commonly
owned with the Channel 5 station; I'll
bet KYES would have ( successfully)
. .
objected to the LPTV application if it
didn't own the station."
FCC rules allow a certain amount of
latitude in selecting the exact decimal
frequency. At last report, KZND-LP
audio was veering toward 87.74 MHz,
HAS
T d)
using a minus offset from the nominal
yet'
B,
TV audio of 87.75.
,
,
Smith, checking the FCC database,
found no full-power Channel 6anywhere
in Alaska, with only six LPTV stations
1
1,1; ' ?. • '.r
.
fr.:4,
within 800 km of Anchorage, the nearest
• ,.;.
being KO6MF in Kenai, 100 km away.
"I don't think they're worried about
co-channel interference!" he wrote.
KZND-LP's operation is "probably a
much more valuable use of aTV channel
»sr —
than about 90 percent of the rest of LPTV
/ .4
stations. I'm no lawyer, but aquick review
of the FCC regulations doesn't show anyLeaders in broadcasting manage revenue today by working in adynamic
Visit our booths at NAB for
thing illegal about this," he wrote.
environment
that crosses efficient radio station automation, innovative
demonstrations of:
"Nor do I see any problem with
transmitter technology, streaming Internet audio, and multimedia
KZND-LP using the FM stereo system"
radio - THERE ARE NO BOUNDARIES! In this new industry
•Digital Audio Storage and
instead of the TV system, Smith added.
it's all about trust, talent, flexibility, robustness. " best of breed", and
Studio System
The Anchorage Press, in aseries of artiaccountability. And there are no boundaries in what BE has to offer:
Open Architecture
cles, quoted FCC agent David Charlton as
Software Design
Support: BE offers 24 x7support both by phone and Internet.
saying the station's license is " under
Our core belief is that customer's needs come first!
investigation. Technically it's not aradio
News/ Music/ Traffic
station. Most FM radios won't hit 87.7."
Workgroup Software
Training: BE offers hands-on classes, which give your people the
But Kurtz, the engineer, claimed that
Remote Configuration Tools
understanding they need to successfully operate BE equipment.
most car radios can be made to tune to
Streaming
Internet
the European FM standard, which means
Partnerships: BE has formed relationships with digital technology
Radio Solutions
100 kHz increments, and frequencies
and broadcast industry leaders to ensure that our solutions
Satellite,WEB,WAN Tools
down to about 87.5. Either by flipping a
successfully serve our customers needs today and into the future.
switch or entering acode from the ownLeading Transmitters
Customized Solutions: BE takes pride in working with customers
er's manual, the radio can be forced to
Purchasing Programs
to provide them innovative broadcast solutions that are unique to
get 87.7, Kurtz contended.
Innovative Transmitter
their environment.
He told the newspaper that IŒND-LP
Technology
has found a legal loophole in the FCC
Visit BE at NAB booths R3682 8, 16 123, or if you can't wait,
Low Power FM Solutions
regulations.
call us today at 888.232.3268.
Fireweed Communications holds the
MARTI
KZND-LP license, and has joined in alocal
AudioVAULT
marketing type agreement with KNIK-FM.
eSTREAM'
The program director and morningN ews Bos sTM
show host at KZND-LP is J.J. Michaels,
Broadcast Electronics
"the man behind the rebirth of local modRWD 300 02000 Broadcast Etectrones, Inc AudroVAULT and the BE emt,4ern
Quincy, Illinois • 888.232.3268
are rerastered trademarks ot Broadcast Etecironrcs. Inc.
ern-rock titan K'WHL ( 106.5) afew years
back," according to the Anchorage Press.
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Live From the John F. Kennedy
.

Brian Clark

This is a tale of how KIIS-FM went
to sea.
Iam an engineer working at Los
Angeles- based stations KIIS-FM and
KXTA(AM). In my position. I am
involved with many forms of electronic
technology such as transmitters,
microwave and satellite equipment.
As an engineer, Ialso am involved
with coordinating and setting up remote
broadcasts. Ihave been involved with
many unique projects, varying from a

allow digital video to be sent at 24
frames asecond as well as audio.
But the problem with this system is
that it would require agyrostabilizer to
keep the dish on track with the satellite.
This system would also require at least
one, and possibly two, satellite hops
depending on where our ultimate destination would turn out to be in the middle of the sea.
All of this would cost upwards of
$60,000, not including satellite time. So
Ispent some time researching a means
of accomplishing this task at a much-

Inmarsat B system and if it would work
in conjunction with a Telos Zephyr
using the V.35 card merely as acodec.
After configuring the satellite phone
for 56 kilobits per second, 32 kHz with
the protocol of my portable Zephyr set
for TX: L3DUAL RCV: G.722 and the
protocol of my studio Zephyr using TX:
G.722 RCV: L3MONO, Iwas ready to
dial our studio facility.
After a few stressful seconds, Isaw
the most wonderful words on the
phones handset Ihad ever seen, "HSD
DIALING." A couple more seconds
went by and the display read " HSD
CONNECTED."
At that moment Iwanted to jump in
the air, but Ihad to look at my codec to
see if Ihad alock. And when Isaw the
lock light lit on my Zephyr Iwas
ecstatic.
Ididn't see any audio on the LED display, so Iasked my partner Jerry Burnham

lb gib

illb alb

MI Alb

Once he had restored the audio feed, I
saw the audio input meter moving, then
immediately spoke on the microphone
and said. " If you can hear me, please

The remote setup is at the lower left, at the base of the
John E Kennedy's superstructure.
live remote at a nudist colony to a
bungee-cord wedding to a show from a
Metrolink train.
But Ihad never been approached with
aventure as complicated as the one suggested at arecent promotions meeting.
In the Gulf
A few months ago, Iwas approached
with an interesting challenge.
Our promotions director asked if we
could do alive radio broadcast from the
USS John F. Kennedy aircraft carrier.
And this would be no simple remote
from dockside. We would be covering
Warner Bros. recording artists the Goo
Goo Dolls during their European USO
tour, as the big ship cruised in the middle of the Persian Gulf.
Ireplied, without much of a pause,
"No problem." Ididn't fully realize what
Ihad gotten myself into.
Ihad done some work with the U.S.
Army a few years ago, helping them
develop a satellite system that would

reduced cost, and one that would give
me the quality Iwas striving for.
My research led me to an Inmarsat B
Terminal with a 64 kpbs High- Speed
Data port.
Normally in Los Angeles, Iuse ISDN
to do remote broadcasts, and Iwas looking for that kind of digital audio quality.
So Icalled lelos Systems and asked
them if they had ever used a Zephyr
with its optional V.35 card in conjunction with an Inmarsat B Terminal.
The engineer with whom Ispoke
replied, "We have never done anything
like this before." That comment led me
to believe that Iwas onto something, so I
rented an Inmarsat B Terminal from
MacKay Marine for $ 4,000 for a
month's lease, not including access time.
KIIS-FM afternoon air talent Valentine works the flight deck.
This was much more to my liking.
Up to this point, my idea was just a to go downstairs to check the studio unit
bring me apair of headphones."
theory and had not been tested. 1was
to see if it was being fed audio.
Moments later, Isaw my partner with
happy to see the unit arrive in Los
At that point Jerry had noticed that the
a set of headphones. Maybe it wasn't
Angeles so that Icould test my idea, and
air talent running the board had turned
Alexander Graham Bell calling Mr.
see what the reliability factor of an
down the backhaul feed on the console.
See JFK, page 25

Fact, not fantasy Lucent Digital Radio's In- Band On- Channel ( IBOC) delivers digital quality audio

„fteetee
Truth in Advertising
Did you hear about all
the s---ations replacing their
Omnias° and Orbance 8200's
with the Aphex 2020?

("e'
s Oh yeah! My on- air
staff hated the synthetic
sould of those ' not- ready-forprime time' digital

170XCS.

I

t's no longer asecret, people all over the world

are discovering, despite the hype, that digital dynamics
processing can't compete with good analog. Even

Tell me about it. In
listening tests the 2020 wins
hands down. Digital grunge
really turns me off.

You've got that right.
With better sound and lncreaeJ
coverage, the only way to go is
the Aphex 2020 FM Pro!

achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining
musicality and naturalness.
No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No

Cutting Edge ® claims their Omnia unit sounds almost as

subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping. Just the

good as analog, while both Cutting Edge and Orban®

loudest, cleanest FM processing with the greatest

claim each others digital product trashes the signal.

possible coverage area.

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of an all

Better sound and more listeners - too good to be true?

analog signal path with the power of digital control.

Call Aphex today for ademonstration, and we'll show

Through its use of 11 patented circuits, the 2020

you there is truth in advertising.

APHEx
SYSTEM S

Improving the way the world sounds”
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641

http://www.aphex.com

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. Orban and Optimod are registered trademarks o-Harman International.

Best Price Guarantee'
Same Day Shipping"
Extended Hours
Knowledgeable Sales Staff Flexible Terms

•Split-Hybric mode brings the two hybrid outputs to the
console independently and returns your program mix to the
TS612 ontwo separate channels

The popular Gentner TS612 multi- line telephone system makes
it easy to manage call- in broadcast programming.The TS612

•Two- Button Hold allows you to place asingle call on hold
when two o- more lines are conferenced together

contains two digital hybrids that provide ahigh- quality interface

•Two- Button Off allows you

to six telephone lines ( expandable to 12).The dual hybgids allow

to disconnect any line by

the TS612 to operate as asingle- studio telephone system able to
conference up to four callers simultaneously or as atwo- studio

pressing the OFF button
•6lines ( expandable to 12)

system able to conference two callers to each studio.TFe TS612
supports adedicated " phone- like" call- screening control surface.
An off- air screener takes incoming calls and places them in a
screened- hold queue.The on- air talent or producer presses the
NEXT button on the main control surface and the call is immediately on-the-air.The integrated mix- minus provides superior
audio quality and simple installation. Automatic gain control
(AGC) provides consistent audio levels on all calls.

BSW guarantees to beat any competitor's printed
advertised price within 30 days of purchase date.

Call or Visit Online for Your Free
176-page 13.5W 2000 Catalog
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Questions of Digital Connectivity
Jeff Johnson
With technology evolving at an incredible rate, and digital radio and Internet
radio prompting broadcasters to "get with
it," new questions arise about how we do
our jobs.
For instance, we test or monitor pure
digital audio differently than we are
accustomed to. One cannot evaluate
AES3 or S/PDIF audio by placing a
meter, analog scope or headphones
across the lines. A new class of equipment is required.
The glamorous peripherals, though
plentiful, will be relatively easy to choose
depending on what astation wants to do.
The more difficult task is finding the
proper test gear.
Fact or fiction
Alan R. Peterson, in his Jan. 5 Studio
Sessions article "Hi- Ho, Come Back to
the Fair," observed that sober prognostications of the future are an extension of
known technology and not leaps into possible new technology. Those leaps are
called science fiction.

interconnectivity may serve older technology in this manner.
On the boundary
Preston Hauck, president of Real Time
Integration (RTI) in Kirkland, Wash., said
his company's product, NetAcquire, "sits
on the boundary between the real world
and the Internet world."
With NetAquire, voltage and status
information of atransmitter is buffered
and subsequently fed to an integrated
Web server. A remote Web browser
would connect via TCP/IP to the IP
address of the NetAcquire. Bi-directional
monitoring and control are thus accomplished.

"If the remote site does not have fulltime Internet access, the NetAcquire dials
up a local ISP. Thus there are no longdistance costs," said Hauck.
Digital connectivity also raises concerns about " algorithm stacking" in
the way audio is moved around the
station.
When analog audio is converted to a
digital format, the subsequent handling of
the data determines its accuracy. The goal
is to obtain the lowest possible degree of
"artifacting" due to any data reduction
through multiple stages of editing, storage and transmission.
Digital audio is encountered in two
broad realms: as streams of data in AES3

or S/PDIF formats, or as files on aharddrive for LAN or Internet use. The testing
and monitoring of these varied forms is a
challenge to contemporary audio and
broadcast engineers.
Portable devices are available to monitor both digital and analog audio, not
only for presence of acorrect, usable signal, but for important characteristics of
that signal such as sampling rate, "confidence:' lock and so on.
All these elements were previously
unknown in the analog realm and now we
have exchanged such concerns as wow
and flutter for anew zoo of troubles.
Troubles beginning?
Misconceptions of digital technology
are common and to be expected.
It is commonly understood that sample
See CONNECTIONS, page 24

There are 500,000,000*
Streaming Internet Radio Stations!

Why Will People Listen To You?
Quality Attracts Revenue

With digital,

eSTREAM processes your station's audio
so you sound better over the Internet.
eSTREAM lets you stream " on- air audio
quality over the net" through your

we have exchanged
concerns such as

favorite streaming media encoder
and server. Your cyber audience will
experience the powerful new dimension
in Internet ready audio, allowing you
to increase revenue by building your
station's cyber audience with high quality
audio. If you need high sound quality

wow and flutter for a
new zoo of troubles.

over the Internet - YOU NEED eSTREAM!
Some changes, though, are obvious
and already under way. The nature of
remote control and monitoring of broadcast facilities, for example, has become
simplified in recent years due to relaxed
regulations. But we still must operate
legally and be able to prove it.
Manufacturers constantly look for
ways to improve remote control tools and
make them more powerful. Bill Sepmeier
is a prominent industry guru and former
head of National Supervisory Network
(NSN), a company involved in remote
transmitter monitoring.
He sees transmitter manufacturers
offering more functional features like the
ability to be monitored by the supplier's
service department, Sepmeier said.
The connectivity involved in implementing such systems is a paramount
concern.
"Analog dial-up telco connections are
adequate for small-group or small-market
operations," said Paul Jellison, engineering manager for Clear Channel,
Cincinnati Region.
But special needs require special connections. "Tunneling protocol could be
used for secure Internet monitoring."
The choice will depend on the user
and the application. Jellison envisions
more large broadcast groups using corporate intranet connectivity to implement
IP-based monitoring of transmitting facilities located far from each other.
The burgeoning world of digital

LLELL
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Call Broadcast Electronics for more
information at 888.232.3268 or visit
www.audiovault.com to experience
on-air quality audio over the Internet NOW!
Visit www.audiovault.com NOW to
hear live streaming and on-demand
audio, read white papers, and get
FREE downloads!

*Okay we made up this number,
but you get the idea!
Visit us at NAB - Booths R3682 & 16123

Leaders Lbok to B

RWD 200 C2000 Broadcast Electronics, Inc. The BE emblem is a registered trademark
is a trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
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Connectivity in the Digital World
CONNECTIONS, continued from page 23

rate determines high frequency response,
but it is less understood that word length
— such as 8- or 16-bit — determines signal-to-noise ratio. Similarly, an understanding of the new testing equipment is
required. But how do we develop this
new understanding and gain this new
knowledge?
Debra Brimacombe, application support engineer at Audio Precision,
Beaverton, Ore., said, "It is important to
keep in mind that the technology is
always changing, and to rely on the
growing knowledge of industry developers and manufacturers."
Don't be afraid to ask suppliers and

other experts for any educational material
or white papers they might offer.
Consider investing in training sessions to
learn more about digital audio and modern broadcast facility design.
Jitter and stacking
For instance, among the unexpected
and most troublesome problems encountered in the digital realm are " sample
clock jitter" and algorithm stacking.
Sample clock jitter is encountered in
the digitization process, or the analog-todigital conversion. It must be considered
separately from AES interface clock jitter. Jitter in the AES3 realm can be
reclocked with equipment such as a

Ward- Beck POD12 Digital Reclocking
Distribution Amp.
According to information from
Benchmark Media Systems, this jitter is
"potentially inconsequential" as it accumulates only in the digital domain and
"therefore does not degrade the audio
signal."
Sample clock jitter of 16 picoseconds
(16 trillionths of a second) introduces
phase modulation effects resulting in
sidebands within the resolving ability of
20-bit converters. Sample clock jitter can
be measured to aresolution of better than
2 picoseconds using Fast Fourier
Transform ( FFT) at the output of the AtoD converter.

Equipment with this capability is
among the new gear we must understand.
Codecs perform a function different
than that of a pure A- to- D or D- to- A.
"Encoding" is the key concept.
Non-lossy
encoding/decoding
results in adata output identical to the
input. A lossy process discards information considered redundant or
inaudible.
This is the concept of perceptual
coding, illustrated by the analogy of
the freight train passing a purring cat.
The nearby listener will not hear the
cat. Perceptual coding eliminates
unnecessary audio data and attempts to
reduce the data bit stream to levels low
enough to be transported and stored
conveniently.
These encoding schemes must also be
considered in light of the data rates available for their transfer and their performance when used one after another, or
"stacked." Eventually such stacking will
produce unacceptable artifacts. How
many conversions are acceptable, however, is amatter of dispute.
"Testing of the effects of various data
transfer rates and algorithm stacks
remains in the subjective realm,"
Brimacombe said. "How it sounds is still
ahuman testing function."
Tools of the trade
Without question, broadcasting has
become acomputer-driven profession.
The storage, transfer and automation
of digital audio, with the exception of
real-time AES3 or S/PDIF connections,
takes place by means of computer-based
hardware.
Broadcast facilities use the talents of
computer specialists to a greater and
greater extent. Often these specialists are
the same people who were swabbing cart
decks only afew years ago.
Certainly, test equipment and software for LAN and server monitoring is
of primary importance. It is not uncommon for the most important test gear to
be a wallet of CD-ROMs containing
drivers, utilities and the all important
virus killers.

Sound Advice.
2.

3.
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Moseley's Star/ink SL9oo3Q is the only 4- channel digital studio transmitter link
on the market with all these features. Not just an STL, asound investment.

in Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • Tel: (805) 968-9621 • Fax: ( 805) 685-9638 • www.rnoseleysb.com

Know your technology
Dead air can result from a software
virus or bug just as readily as abad console pot or expired final in the transmitter. And with the advent of Web streaming, computer technology support will
become even more dominant.
There remains, however, an interim
phase employing digital hardware such
as DAT, MiniDisc and CD players and
burners. The miniature nature of the
components in this equipment dictates a
jeweler's set of tools and magnifiers.
Specific service manuals and special
test gear, such as laser power meters, are
necessary to troubleshoot equipment. The
days of analog tape machines are nearly
over.
The ultimate tool is knowledge.
Awareness that the technology of radio is
changing rapidly requires stations to have
the latest digital and computer troubleshooting and servicing equipment.
both in the minds of their personnel and
in their tool kits.
The author is network engineer for XStar Radio Network and WVXU(FM) in
Cincinnati.
How have changes in digital technology affected the way you test and operate
your radio equipment? Tell us via e-mail
to radioworld@imaspub.com
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A Live Valentine From
The Persian Gulf
JFK, continued from page 20

Watson, but Iknew we were in business.
The first hurdle was behind me. It was
time to go to my intended destination.
After 23 hours of travel, Ifinally
arrived in Bahrain, my stepping stone to
the carrier in the Persian Gulf. Once in
Bahrain, Imet my Navy contact, Ensign
John Perkins. He escorted me and our
station's on-air talent, "Valentine," onto
the base for our first broadcast from the
Navy base in Bahrain.
Iset up my gear and after less than a
minute Ihad acquired the satellite.
Things were going great and the servicemen and - women were lining up to
speak with relatives live on the radio.
After a successful show on dry land,
it was time to pack up for our earlymorning helicopter ride to the carrier to
really see how this system would work
on open seas.
It was a beautiful day on the Gulf,
with mild winds. Once on board the vessel, Ihad to locate my gear, then find
my bunk on the ship so that Icould drop
off my bags and begin setup on the
flight deck.
The moment of truth was just around
the corner. The satellite system was in
place, as was the Zephyr and potpourri
of cables.
Again, Iwas fortunate enough to

acquire the satellite in less than a
minute. Boy, was Irelieved. But my
codec was acting strange, and after listening to the sounds it was making and
looking around at the ship's superstructure, Inoticed the radar making its
sweeps.
Iquickly determined that the radar
was indeed the culprit. Ispoke with the
communications specialist on the carrier to see if we could secure the offending radar system for the duration of the
broadcast. The communications specialist on the JFK got the necessary
approval and we were on our way.
The Goo Goo Dolls performed for us,
and our show lasted four hours on board
the JFK, allowing ships personnel to
speak with their loved ones. All of this
occurred without having to realign the
dish at all.
This entire project was one of the best
experiences of my professional career,
and Iwould like to thank the U.S. Navy
personnel for all of their cooperation.
Iwould like to challenge readers to
be willing to experiment, and follow
their ideas. You may be as happily surprised as Iwas.
Tell us about your unusual remote experiences.
Send
e-mail
to
radioworld@imaspub.com
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Audio Toolbox
Goes to the Rack
TerraSonde has built
onto its popular Audio
Toolbox, winner of a
Cool Stuff award from
RW in 1999, by creating
arack-mount version.
The
new
Audio
Toolbox is in astandard 2U anodized-aluminum chassis. The company is targeting remote trucks, broadcast studios, live sound rigs and recording rooms.
The DSP-powered device includes numerous functions: acoustical analysis
tools like a 1/12th RTA with memories, sound level meter, energy-time graph
with delay calculation, and speaker polarity and noise criteria.
Test Functions include asweep signal generator with pink and white noise,
stereo dB level meter ( accurate to 0.05dBu), frequency counter, impedance
meter with sweep, distortion meter and adigital sample scope with XY phase
capability.
Session Helpers include a time code reader/generator, a MIDI analyzer and
generator, tempo computer and areference tuner.
The Utility Functions add acable tester, phantom power tester, headphone
monitor amplifier, user preferences and setup and calibration functions.
Current software supports the uploading of 40 data memories to the PC or
Mac, with software available free on the TerraSonde Web site.
A single knob operates functions using apoint-and-click interface. The backlit
graphical LCD display incorporates acursor to simplify readout.
Connectors and the power switch are on the front panel. Its external mic clips
on the front panel or attaches with asix-foot cable. The unit includes PC and Mac
interface cables and mic windscreen.
Connections are balanced and unbalanced XLR, 1/4-inch, and RCA, MIDI and
external mic BNC. An internal speaker allows signal monitoring. The Audio
Toolbox is software-based and can be upgraded by the user. It retails for $ 1,785.
A rechargeable battery system is optional.
For information contact TerraSonde in Colorado at (303) 545-5848 or visit
www.terrasonde.com

Does Your Neighbor Sound Better?
Check Out Our Recent Shipments ...

PULSAR USERS

ECO USERS

KKXX
KXOX
KMVL
WTRN
WJNL
WGVA
WROD
WBBX
WERT
KSAR
GINEN
WRRE
KJSA
KKSA
KCLE

KOEZ
KS NY- FM
MURHI
KOXE
WKSD
WBEU
APPLIED
KPCL
WMRT
KJDY-FM
KKLK
KFCM
KSAR
PROGRESSIVE
WSOR
IN
CATH. DIOCESE
KILT
WXFL

Paradise, CA
Sweetwater, TX
Madisonville, TX
Tyrone, PA
Petoskey, MI
Ganeva, NY
Daytona Beach, FL
Kingston, TN
VanWert, OH
Salem, AR
Port-Au- Prince, Haiti
Juncos, PR
Mineral Wells, TX
San Angelo, TX
Cleburne, TX

PULSAR 1000

Houston, AK
Snyder, TX
Lagos, Nigeria
Brownwood, TX
Paulding, OH
Brookville, PA
Callus, Venezuela
Farmington, NM
Marietta, OH
Canyon City, OR
Daingerfield, TX
Cherokee Village, AR
Salem, AR
Phillippnes
Naples, FL
Phillippines
Haiti
Florence, AL
Florence, AL

The World's Finest 1KW
AM Transmitter!
Users claim...
"Pulsars sound like FM!"

A ipima&
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" The Transmitter People"

ENERGY-ONIX

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

Or—

P.O. Box 801, 1306 River St., Valatie, NY 12184
VOICE: 518-758-1690/888-324-6649 FAX: 518-758-1476
E-MAIL energy-onix@energy-onix.com
Web Page: www.energy-onix.com

ECO 4 - ECO 30
The World's Most Popular
FM Transmitter!
At least one sold per day!
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Automatic Voltage-Selecting
Power Distribution

ry selects the appropriate components,
adjusting for the input voltage; the output voltage is equal to the input.
The unit is suitable for use with
auto-ranging or full-range power sup-

Panduit In-Line Bulletin
A new bulletin from Panduit
Corp. provides information about the
company's new In- Line Cable Ties.
The new ties offer " parallel
entry," threading like a belt at 180
degrees.
This design eliminates the protrusion of the cut-off tie, protecting
other cables as well as workers'
hands. It also reduces the overall
bundle size.
The bulletin includes part numbers, dimension and other useful data.
For afree copy or more information contact Product Management, Wiring
Components at Panduit in Illinois by calling (888) 506-5400, ext. 1483 or visit
www.panduit.com

Pulizzi Engineering offers the TPC
2365/LT power distribution system
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with Automatic Voltage Selection.
The unit senses which voltage, 115
or 230 VAC, is being applied to the WC
60320 C20 power inlet. Internal circuit-

"My Two Stations Save
$130,000 per Year Usin
Scott Studios Voice Trax"

Ron Castro says his KRPQ and KM'HX, Santa Rosa, California save serious money
because "Scott Studios' Voice Trax automation cuts voice-tracking time to
minutes per hour for a 'live-sounding' show. Our Air Personalities are freed up to
do other work at the stations, drastically reducing the need for additional
management, music, production and promotion staff. That cuts boredom, burnout and turnover, while increasing productivity.
"Scott Studios' Voice Trax lets the talent hear their music, spots and voice-over,
running the show the way they would live, including air-fight talk-ups. Scott's
whole recording process is handled with just one button. We hardly ever use a
mouse or keyboard. Each voice track takes only seconds.
"Not only am Ian owner and GM, but I'm also an Air Personality. Iproduce 34
• trax.
hours each week or voice rracxea programming using DCOU >rums-voice

Ron Castro, co-owner and GM,
KRPQ Q-105 and KMHX MIX 104.1
Santa Rosa, California
A former San Francisco and nationally
syndicated Concept Productions air personality,
Ron has recorded 300,000 voice tracks for
automated stations across three decades.
Ron's own stations have used Scott Studios'
Voice Trax systems for several years.
(Continued from upper right) "Iwouldn't ask the
staff to use anything Idon't use myself lf it
didn't work great, it wouldn't be here."
Scott Studios has money-saving features you
can't get anywhere else. Scott's exclusive VoiceMusic Synchronizer guarantees every voice
track plays only with the intended songs, in
spite of log updates. Worst case, you'll still
sound great because your Scott system airs
replacement tracks with the right voice for the
shift. Scott has exdusive watchdog circuits that
make our systems more self-healing than any
other. Scott also predicts most problems before
they occur, usually as soon as logs are done.
Scott also pages people who can make last
minute adjustments off-site by modem if
needed. After years of trouble-free operation,
Ron Castro says his two "Scott Systems are
truly 'lock-the-door-and-go-home' reliable."
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Bon Country
Close En—Perfect Dixieland Delight
Alabama
Abbe»
Alabama
LV28 2p N7/10 30 17/55p N 7/13 La L7/2 3a h7/9 3p
mom Home
Face To Face
Feels So Right
Mabama
Alabama
Alabama
L7/9 4p N-112 7a L7/6 lla N7118 8p L7/4 2a N 7/12 7p
Forever's As Far.. ' Forty Hour Week
Alabama
Alabama
Lui 4p N7/10 2a L7/2 7p N7/13 8a

Give Me One More
Alabama
I_ 7/1 5a N 7/8 10p

Hen Woke
Alabama
LB30 5a N 013 9a

High Cotton
Alabama
L7/2 8p

Hometown Honey
Alabama
L714 3a N 7/11 5p

lilted You
Alabama
L7I2 9p N7/15 4p

If You're Gonna PI rm In A Hurry (8, I
Alabama
Alabama
L7/2 10a N 71154 1711 3p N7/13 7a

In Pictures
eipteme
L714 10a N 01211

It Works
Jukebox In...Mind
Alabama
Alabama
17/1 9p N7/20 10e.,1 7/2 2e N 7/14 3p

DOM On Lo
L7/5 8p N7J13 5a

Love In the lit De Mountain Music
Alabama
Alabama
L7/5 12m N 7/9 11 L7/5 7p N 7/18 8a

Once Upon A Life
Alabama
L713 1p N 707 9p

Pass It On Down
Alabama
L70 7p N 7/12 5a

Roll On (18 Wheel
Alabama
L7/6 1p N7-114 8a

Say I
She Ain't Your Ord
Alabama
Alabama
L714 12n N 7/13 3r L6127 1p N r
.one

Small Stuff
Alabama
L719 2a N rui 7p

Straight Tequila N Song of the South
Alabama
Alabama
L7/2 3p N7116 ep L7/1 10a N7115 6g

Reckless
Alabama
L7/1 llp N 7/12 3g

The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition of any
song simply by spelling afew letters ofits title or artist You see when songs played last
and when they'll play next. You also get voice tracking while listening to music in
context, hot keys, automatic recording and graphic waveform editing and scrub of of
phone calls, all in one computer!

Ron's "two station combo saves at least $130,000 ayear using Scott Studios' Voice Trax. When we put our second station on the air 3
years ago, we debuted with the best ratings of any sign-on in the history of the market!"
Scott Systems are delivered withfAre
N-dubbed custom music libraries, time-saving CD rippers that digitally transfer music to hard
drive in seconds, no-dub instant
spot uploads from Sonic Foundry multi-track production, MPEG and uncompressed digital
audio (at acompressed price) and aweek of staff training at your station. You get Cart Walls for instant requests, aphone recorder
with waveform and audible scrub editing, AutoPost to make announcers sound better
and minimize re-cuts, title and artist displays for your website, time announce, plus
Cat. 5audio wiring for fast installation. Our S32 System plays 8simultaneous
recordings thru 8separate console channels, feeds different spots to webcasts or
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
second stations, plus auto-transfers spots and Voice Trax to distant stations over
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet or WANT. Scott Studios offers optional temperature announcers, wire
capture and newsroom editors, unattended school closing reports and 24/7 live
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
support via toll-free cell phones.
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
8 0 0
7 2
6
8
8
7 7
Scott Studios' unequaled money-saving features mean more U.S. stations use Scott
than any other digital air studio systems (5,500 workstations in 2,250 U.S. Stations and
nine of the top ten groups). See our web site and toll-free phone at the right.

cote

(800) SCOTT- 77

plies. Indicator lights show the operating voltage.
The system mounts in a single,
standard rack space and includes
EMI/RFI filtering, spike/surge suppression, overload circuit protection,
remote on/off control and emergency
power-off circuit.
Twelve switched outlets are provided, with four per switched section.
For information, contact the company in California at ( 714) 540-4229
or visit www.pulizzi.com

Fix DA
Troubles
FEED UNE, continued from page 14

there is another cause that should be
located and dealt with to prevent arecurring failure.
With the new component(s) in place,
the array parameters should return to
something very close to normal. If they
do not, double-check the value of the
replacement components or look for other failed components.
Phasor touch-up
It is possible that acomponent with a
slowly changing value has been "chased"
with phasor controls over the years. In
this case, some phasor adjustment may
be required to set things right. This is
where good maintenance records, including turn counter readings following any
array touch-up, serve you well.
Those records will show such atrend
and help you get back to where you need
to be. As arule, very little phasor adjustment should be required after acomponent replacement.
Finally, if you are reading this while
your array is working normally, here is
abit of advice: With the transmitter off,
disconnect the transmission line to each
tower from the phasor and with everything connected at the tower end of the
line, measure the static input impedance
to each transmission line at the phasor.
Don't worry about what this number
is; it could be anything. But record it, so
that when something does go wrong, you
can repeat the measurement and quickly
get agood idea of which tower (including line and tuning unit) the problem is
in. That way, you can focus your troubleshooting efforts in the most likely
problem area.
In the next article, we will locate and
repair problems in transmission lines.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting.
Contact
him
via
e-mail
at
cbceng@compuserve.com

©2000 Harris Corporation

Complete station makeovers.
Employees not included.

Today's radio industry is always changing. Success depends on how your station changes
with it. That's why Harris leads the way in constructing new stations or redesigning

next level solutions

existing ones. We help you through the entire process, from concepting, budgeting and
planning to furniture design and fabrication

customized design capabilities, along with the widest selection of analog and digital
products in the industry. Our commitment is to provide a facility that can change as
your needs do. Cost-efficient. Future- proof. Successful. And with Harris, always in style.

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com

WIRELESS

We offer pre-packaged or completelyBROADCAST

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK

SUPPORT

Digital audio delivery.
Available in 5, M, L and multi-market sizes.

Whether you need a standalone digital storage system for a single, small radio station
or the ability to share audio and data among multiple stations in various markets, we've
got a solution that'll fit like a glove. Take a good look at DAD v .32 from ENCO Systems.
It's powerful, flexible and modular, designed to support you no matter what your
application. DAD v .32 works in live assist, automation, production and news. Integrate

Play, produce, schedule and
share audio with multiple stations
from your ENCO DAD ,
032
workstation.
e

scheduling, billing, news and audio delivery. It's easy with the powerful ENCO DAD v.32.
And ask us how you can share your resources among any number of stations— efficiently,

next level solutions

effectively and easily. DAD pro 32 make a perfect fit. Try us on for size.

WIRELESS
BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK

800-622-0022 • www.harris.com

SUPPORT

In a business devoted to selling time,
here's a digital console that'll buy you some.

With satellite radio and other digital services rapidly approaching, time is of the essence.
Moving to a digital audio format is a must. Preserving your current infrastructure investment is
the challenge. And the Harris

AirWaveTM

digital console from Pacific Research & Engineering

is ihe answer. It accepts both aralog and digital inputs and can be reconfigured from analog

4
111111MP
The AirWave Digital broadcast
console is available in 12 or 20
input models.

to digital right in the studio. But that's just the beginning of the time it'll buy you. With the
AirWave's three stereo program buses, talent can do three things at once so you get more pro-

next level solutions

ductivity from your payroll. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. Plus, you can
add optional functionalities, such as one or two telco mix modules or independent B-side logic,

WIRELESS

as you need, on your own timetable. The AirWave Digital. With time running out, it's aconsole
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whose time has come.
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1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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So your station wants to stream audio on the Net
and it's up to you to make it work. You've heard
the horror stories of unfriendly software, unreliable PCs, noisy audio cards and the dreaded 3am
lock- up. There's got to be an easier way.
Relax. You've got Audioactive—the reliable,
one- box solution for webcasting. From the
company which pioneered MP3 streaming,
this is the real-time audio encoder over IP
that's the choice of the world's most demanding
webcasters. With Audioactive, you'll be reaching
new listeners with the latest technology in no
time at all.
Simple. Professional. Reliable. Finally, there's
awebcasting solution designed by people who
understand what's important to broadcasters.
Visit our website for more information.

AUDIOACT
.11:
10,7Comparry

AUDIOACTIVE.COM
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

TEL: + 1 ( 216) 241-7225

USA

FAX: + 1 ( 216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: info@audioactive.com
www.audioactive.com
AUDIOACTIVE.COM
JOHANNISSTRABE 6

EUROPE

D-85354 FREISING

TEL: + 49 81 61 42 467

GERMANY

FAX: + 49 81 61 42 402

E-MAIL: europe@audioactive.com
www.audioactive.com

The Audioactive logo and Telos are trademarks of TLS Corporation.
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An Interview With Walter Cronkite
He has interviewed presidents, generals and royalty, and has experienced and
interpreted the 20th century's major
events. More than any other person, he
has defined the role of the TV news
anchor. In private life, he has raced Lotus
racecars and sailboats.
Walter Cronkite's calm and sympathetic demeanor helped America through the
Kennedy assassination, and his clear
explanations and unbridled enthusiasm
made him the perfect interpreter for
America's forays into space.
Americans were reminded anew of
Cronkite's unique career when he chronicled it four years ago in the autobiography, "A Reporter's Life." For anyone
interested in the early days of wire service reporting, radio's infancy, and the
growth of television, this is a " mustread" book.
RW contributor Read Burgan interviewed Cronkite recently about his
career and his thoughts about radio
news today.
RW: What stands out in your mind
from your earliest days of radio in
Kansas?
Cronkite: What stood out in my mind in
those earliest days — and we're talking
now about the mid-' 30s — was the fact
that news was a pretty schlock performance at most stations. It seemed to be
done by people who really didn't have
much news experience, or old-timers
who couldn't make it in the newspaper
business.
There was kind of a "loose" editing.
In fact, at many stations, there was no
editing — a one-man news staff who
wrote the stuff for a trained voice to
announce. They weren't terribly proficient newspeople. Ikept running into it
across the country, and Igot quite
unhappy with radio news in those early

days because of that.
By the time Iwent back into radio
news in 1950 coming back from overseas, that had changed a great deal.
There were some very professional news
staffs around in the country. Iwas
broadcasting for a group of stations in

Walter Cronkite
the middle west from a Washington,
D.C., bureau, and Iremember some very
distinguished stations: WMT(AM) in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, with a fellow
named Boorman, who was a top-notch
newsman and knew how to use a
Washington bureau.
There was a fellow managing at
WOW(AM) in Omaha, Neb., by the
name of Lyle DeMoss who was another
one who understood news. The staff at
KNBC(AM) in Kansas City was very
good. And KOMA(AM) in Oklahoma
City was a " Daily Oklahoma and
Times" station and they really understood how to do news.

Lee Abrams:

So they had made a lot of improvements in the 15 years since 1935 to 1936.
RW: Why do you think that radio doesn't
do abetter job of reporting news today?
Cronkite: It depends on management. If
management gives the news department
enough time, radio news can do asuperb
job of compressing but still giving an
adequate amount of information and carry voice bites from the principals making
the news that are compelling listening.
But too many of these stations are
doing the same thing television does: The
sound bite rules, and the sound bite consists of afew words that don't even have
anoun or averb in them.
On radio, the one-minute newscast is
an abomination. Ithink it is a lack of
responsibility to the public and a failure
to utilize the great benefits of the media.
Best jobs today
RW: If you were starting out as ayoung
man today and were interested in journalism, where would you want to be?
Cronkite: Ithink one of the best jobs is
as apress service reporter or adesk editor
with apress service. There you still have
the old drive of adeadline every minute.
There's some paper or some radio station
client that is going to bed around the
world just as you are writing the story.
If Ididn't do that, Ithink I'd want to
be in press journalism. But then Istarted
that way. Ispent nearly the first 20 years
of my reportorial life doing that and I'm
probably alittle old-fashioned about it.
RW: In the beginning, you were essentially an anonymous reporter. Eventually
you became a celebrity in your own
right. How do you think that changed
the way you interviewed people and covered stories?

The Promise
Of Satellite
When the new digital satellite
services launch commercial operation, with 100 channels each of subscription audio, what kind of programming will they offer? .
During apanel at the recent CES
show, Lee Abrams, senior vice president of programming for XM
Satellite Radio, summarized his
company's offerings.

Lee Abrams
The formats themselves are going
to be branded. In our case, it won't
be channel numbers, it will be channel numbers plus aname.
Our heavy-metal channel might
be called "Liquid Metal" and it'll
have the T-shirts and the bumper
stickers and all the other swag that
goes along with great radio.
Seventy percent of the formats
See ABRAMS, page 43

See CRONKITE, page 38
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'Sports on New York Radio'
Peter K ing

There are two kinds of people who
will enjoy this book: people who grew up
listening to sports on the radio in New
York, and radio sports nuts with a sense
of history.
David J. Halberstam, the former voice
of the Miami Heat and St. John's
Redmen, has assembled averitable encyclopedia of who's who and what's what
in sports radio in New York City.
"Sports on New York Radio" not only
encompasses sports radio at the local,
five- borough range, but also at the

national level as well, which makes this
volume appealing even to those who have
no personal connection with New York.
"Sports on New York Radio" is full of
gems, like the story of a New York
Rangers color commentator who became
one of the best-known game show hosts
of all time ( Monty Hall). Or the downfall
of one of the great raconteurs of radio
sports attributed to substance abuse
decades before the term became acommon reference ( Bill Stern). And the 21year-old broadcaster who almost didn't
make it into the Boston Garden for his
first Knicks game because security did-
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n't believe he could possibly be the
Knicks play-by-play man ( Mary Albert).
While most sports books detail rivalries between teams on the field,
Halberstam writes of major-league feuds
in the broadcast booth.

ON NEW YORK
RADIO

Booth battles

Pioneers Ted Husing of CBS and Bill
Stern of NBC were the biggest stars of
their day, and often broadcast the same
events. In the late ' 30s, the pair showed
up for competing broadcasts of an ArmyIllinois football game.
Stern, who had a physical disability
resulting from an automobile accident
years earlier, detested his rival so much
that he crawled out on a narrow ledge
with a pair of pliers to snip what he
thought were Husing's broadcast cables.
Unfortunately for Stern, when air time
came, he learned the hard way that he
had cut his own lines!
"Sports on New York Radio" also provides a good history of the business of
sports broadcasting. Broadcast booths at
major events were often chaotic and
crowded in the early days because those
events were not exclusive properties. For
example, the 1933 World Series was
broadcast by six different outlets.
It's hard to imagine not being able to

Monty Hall

A PLAY-DY PI, 'Of

HISTORY
of the first confrontational hosts, on
WMCA(AM), and now the voice of the
Yankees. Or Jack Spector of WMCA(AM),
Mary Albert of WNBC(AM), Art Rust Jr.
of WABC(AM), the short-lived Enterprise
Radio Network, and finally, the birth of
WFAN(AM) , the country's first all-sports
outlet, complete with growing pains.
But this volume contains more than
just the stories. Halberstam has included
charts tracking the history of New York
radio sports by category, listing each
team's radio broadcasters and station,
year by year. ( Iguarantee this is the only
place outside of an old Yankees yearbook
where you'll find Phil Rizzuto's name
next to "immortal" Yankee radiomen Bob

was a New York Rangers

color commentator before he became one
of television's best-known game show hosts.

sell NFL football, but in 1956,
WINS(AM) actually ran pre- season
games as sustaining, or unsponsored,
broadcasts. When the regular season
arrived, there was no broadcast at all.
By the end of week two of the season,
Sports Director Les Keiter went on the
air to ask listeners to call him if they
knew of any potential advertisers.

1

In the beginning
Halberstam takes us through the birth
of sports-talk radio, from Stan Lomax's
comprehensive and literary daily 15 minute sportscasts on WOR(AM) from
1931 to 1977, to Ed Ingles' tightly edited
"sports capsules" on WCBS(AM), now
the preferred form for all-news and sports
radio.
Halberstam tells us about Howard
Cosell, arguably the first true sports
broadcast journalist, the man unafraid to
"tell it like it is," much of the time on
radio. And Bill Mazer, still amainstay on
WEVD(AM), New York, who is generally considered the first telephone sportstalk host, anchoring afternoon drive on
WNBC(AM) from 1964 to ' 68.
Mazer, a walking sports reference
book, would encourage listeners to call
and stump him to win prizes. Very rarely
did that happen, and Halberstam writes
that NBC's management asked Mazer to
"take adive" once in awhile to make listeners feel as if they had a fighting
chance of winning.
Others followed, like John Sterling, one

Gamere and Dom Valentino, each of
whom lasted one season with the
"Scooter.")
Halberstam has included similar charts
for major network sporting events.
There's a reference section on the
"Founding Fathers" of radio sports, mentioning major contributions by pioneers,
from Red Barber, the Dodger and Yankee
broadcaster, to J. Andrew White. who
called the first sporting event, a heavyweight boxing match on CBS Radio in
the ' 20s.
Another chart details " first broadcasts"
for the New York teams. There's a ranking of the " Baker's Dozen of Most
Dramatic Calls in New York Radio
History," "The Ten Most Popular
Phrases." " The Five Most Dramatic
Talent Decisions," "The Seven Best and
Worst Moments of Radio Sports," and a
biographical who's who of New York
sports broadcasting.
Add to that a yearbyyear review of
radio sports in New York, beginning with
the first play-by-play broadcast done, not
by voice, but by Morse Code in 1920 —
a football game between Texas and
Texas A&M on WTAW(AM) — and
you've got it all.
There's a square peg in this huge
round hole of knowledge, and that's
Chapter 13, titled "Making Unwanted
History," which details the incident
which cut short the author's own on-air
play-by-play stint with the NBA's Miami
See HALBERSTAM,page 40
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Net Radio: On Home Stereos Soon
Kim Komando
If you think that this whole convergence of the Internet and radio is limited
to streaming your station or show so that
listeners can tune in on ahome or office
computer, you're terribly wrong. For
starters, there's an audio revolution taking place on the Internet as you read this
— thanks in no small part to arelatively
new computer file format called MP3.
The MP3 file format preserves highfidelity sound while compressing sound
files to about one tenth their original size.
Instead of 10 megabytes per minute with
a format like WAV, you can figure on

about 1megabyte per minute with MP3.
The MP3 format is the cause of fits at

Imagine

against Diamond Multimedia more than a
year ago when the company introduced

waking up to Internet radio

programming on your clock radio.

the Recording Industry Association of
America. They filed suit ( and lost)

the first of what was to become a long
succession of portable MP3 players.

f
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More recently, the RIAA filed suit
against Napster Inc., when that company
introduced an online service to facilitate
the free exchange of MP3 files over the
Internet—whether the material was copyrighted or not. That suit is still pending as
of this writing.
Despite its popularity among hardcore Internet users and the growing concerns of the RIAA, MP3 and other competing sound formats have not caught on,
say, like e-mail or the World Wide Web.
One reason is that computer playback is
limited in anumber of respects.
Weak link
First of all, most computer users don't
invest awhole lot in their PC speakers.
Most get by with the speakers that come
with their computers (typically cheapies),
and those who do upgrade, generally
don't invest enough to get true hi-fi quality out of their computers.
Second, computers aren't normally situated where it's convenient to use them
for radio playback — unless you want to
listen while you're computing.
In short, at least until recently, there's
been no easy way to pump Internet
streaming stations through your home
stereo system. That's changing now,
thanks to product introductions by a
number of companies.
These developments are particularly
important to anyone interested in the
Internet radio market. The reason is that
the products I'm about to describe are
primarily ihardware solutions. In other
words, although they've been designed
mostly with MP3 in mind, they can be
used to bring any Internet audio to
home stereo systems — including
Internet radio.
Early last year, home- automation
pioneer X-10 introduced " DVD
Anywhere." The idea of the product was
that instead of buying aDVD player for
your home entertainment system, you
could transmit DVD movies wirelessly
from your DVD-equipped PC to your
television.
Connections
The transmitter plugged into your
sound card and video- out on the PC,
while the receiver plugged into the appropriate connections on your television.
Well, when MP3 started to catch on,
the X-10 decided to repackage DVD
Anywhere as MP3 Anywhere. The MP3
Anywhere package ships with the same
transmitter and receiver; you just don't
need to use the video cables for audio —
only playback. The net result, once the
components are in place, is that anything
that comes out of the computer's speakers is also piped through the stereo.
Clearly this sort of technology offers the
opportunity to push Internet radio off the
computer desk and into the living room.
While intriguing, though, this
approach still places some limitations on
the user. Changing the station still
requires atrip to the personal computer.
And the programming can be played only
over one device, namely, your home
stereo system. What about something like
waking up to Internet radio programming
on your clock radio?
Truly anywhere
A company called Sonicbox is pushing this concept of " Internet radio
around the home" even further with a
product line called imBand. What makes
imBand so different is that it was
See KOMANDO, page 36
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Net Content Comes to Home Stereo
KOMANDO, continued from page 34

designed specifically for Internet radio
playback anywhere in the home.
The imBand line consists of three
components. First, there's tuning software that taps into Internet radio programming. Second, there's atransmitter
that broadcasts Internet radio content
over unused FM frequencies so that any
FM radio or receiver in the house can
pick it up. Finally, there's a handheld
remote that you can use to change stations and such.
From a radio station and show's
standpoint, there is, of course, a catch.
The imBand tuner doesn't just randomly select Internet radio programming. If

you want to play, you have to pay to be
a part of the program. In other words,

ipating in the imBand program.
However, that's actually a good thing.

Internet broadcasting

needs to

be made as much a part of everyday life
as traditional TV and radio.

the imBand tuner software only tunes in
to Internet radio stations that are partic-

Why? Although imBand was designed
as a consumer product per se, the
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underlying program was designed to
create a revenue stream for Internet
radio broadcasters.
For starters, imBand offers programmers targeted ad insertion with closedloop feedback. What's more, a "Tell Me
More" feature allows users to access
additional information about products
and services they hear about during the
broadcast. This feature can be tied
directly into your existing e-commerce
initiatives to really boost income. It also
can be used to enable the purchase of
CDs, books, products, services, and the
like. With programming broken down
into 25 different genres, it's also easy for
listeners to find you.
Streaming support
With support or Microsoft Windows
Media, Real Audio and streaming MP3,
Sonic box promises that imBand integration into your existing Internet broadcasting program is extremely easy.
A number of major Internet broadcast
players have already signed up to participate in the imBand program. Among
them are iBeam Broadcasting, a service
bureau of sorts that facilitates more full
audio/video broadcasting. Of more relevance to the radio crowd is the participation of NetRadio.com, which offers a
wide variety of music programming, and
LouisianaRadio.com, whose programming has aCajun flavor.
With 25 genres and 32 stations per
genre to fill, Sonicbox is actively seeking
partners for the imBand program. In
addition to making its own products,
Sonicbox has a licensing program for
other original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) as well. You can expect to see
these hit the market in the next few
months. There's more information available on the company's Web site
(www.sonicbox.com).
Top dog
The Internet offers the opportunity for
broadcasters to deliver best-of-breed programming to a global audience. The
down side is that in the past, listeners
have had to choose between listening to
this best-of-breed programming on their
second-rate personal computer speakers,
or listening to traditional local radio programming on the devices ( stereos, portables, etc.) that they're comfortable with.
That's all changing now, giving listeners
the best of both worlds.
As interesting as imBand is, Isuspect
it only marks the start of a trend. It
seems clear that for Internet broadcasting to really take off, it indeed does
need to move from the computer desk
and into the living room, and eventually,
into the car. It needs to be made as much
apart of everyday life as traditional TV
and radio.
In the months ahead, I'm confident
that there will be no shortage of companies who want to help you do just that
with your Internet broadcasting operations. Different companies will offer different technologies and different business
models. And in the end, the radio stations
and shows wise enough to start investing
now in the future of the Internet that will
benefit the most.
Kim Komando hosts the weekend and
daily feature computer talk radio show
syndicated by WestStar TalkRadio
Network.
For more information, call (602) 3818200 ext. 201 or send e-mail to affiliate
relations@weststar.com
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Web Watch items are collected and
reported by Carl Lindemann.
Xenote iTag Ties
Web and Airwaves
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The effort will be named Digital
Promise.
Minow said the goal is to create specific policy recommendations for the
mission, structure and financing of public
radio and television.

How do you get listeners to make an
online connection with the least effort'?
Xenote, aCalifornia-based company, has
developed the iTag, a key chain- sized
Internet device that lets listeners "bookmark the real world."

its founder Chris Lytle will provide training services to the Cumulus sales organization, other non-competing broadcasters
and the general business market.
TAB is more than double the size of its
nearest competitor, according to the company. In addition, over the past two years,
TAB has taken its core sales training concepts and has begun to market them to
the general business population.
Perhaps the greatest change planned to
TAB is extending training services to the
Internet. Cumulus Executive Chairman
Richard Weening said, "A top priority
will be the conversion of TAB's excellent
materials to aWeb-based interactive environment to serve our own organization
and others."
Mandelbaum to Head
Globalmedia.com

Newton Minow

User trials are underway at KKSF-FM
in San Francisco, KRBE-FM in Houston
and WKLS(FM) in Atlanta.
When listeners hear something on air
that they'd like to know more about — an
advertisement, song title or event — they
click on the portable device.
When they return home, the queries
are uploaded into their computer and
communicated to the station online. A
personalized Web page then displays all
the associated information — song titles,
artist names and CDs, plus the ability to
listen to music clips, buy music from an
affiliated online retailer and read additional information such as an artist bio or
album review.
Carolyn Moore, CEO of Xenote, said
the company has created a way to make
direct connections between " offline"
interests and relevant online information.

"The finance issue is key. Financing
has to adapt to the vast changes underway. Since the inception of public broadcasting. there's never been a good funding mechanism. We want to come up
with avery practical idea for funding —
not some study that sits on the shelf."
said Minow.
"The Internet and new digital telecommunications technologies are challenging
every aspect of radio and television," said
Vartan Gregorian, president of the
Carnegie Corp. " We believe the new
technology should serve the public interest. This work will help inform future
public policy decisions," he said.
Richard C. Leone, president of The
Century Foundation, said the next president and Congress will need to address
the "vital public interest requirements" of
the digital information age.
Cumulus Buys
Sales Training Biz
Cumulus Media Inc. has purchased
The AdVisory Board Inc. (TAB), dba The
Lytle Organization, the largest sales
training company serving the radio
broadcast industry.

Funding for 21st
Century NPR and PBS
The Carnegie Corp. and The Century
Foundation commissioned Newton N.
Minow, who chaired the FCC during the
Kennedy administration, and Lawrence
K. Grossman. former president of NBC
News and PBS, to lead aproject that will
create an alliance of public service media
and educational institutions.

(

CUMULUS
TAB will be operated as a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cumulus. TAB and

Global Media Corp., an Internet company providing radio stations with ecommerce and streaming interface services, appointed Jeff Mandelbaum as its
president and director on Feb. 1.
Mandelbaum had been vice president of
media systems sales for RealNetworks Inc.
Michael Metcalfe, chairman of Global
Media, sees Mandelbaum's leadership as
critical to bringing rapid growth to the
Vancouver-based company.
For Mandelbaum, his mission is clear.
"Our highest priority is to ' bulk up' our
business and to grow extremely rapidly.
We see alot of benefits that accrue to all
of our customers and network associates
by having amuch larger company.
"The greatest growth in inquiries
we're seeing is from the largest broadcast groups. What we're hearing is that
stations want to provide their own
branded, differentiated experiences for
customers on the Internet. They want to
combine that with both advertising and
e-commerce.

ite RealNetworks
Launch New Service
The
Associated
Press
and
RealNetworks Inc. formally launched
their real-time audio and video news service for media Web sites.
"AP Streaming News" gives AP newspaper and broadcast members easy- touse, cost-effective audio and video to
enhance their Web sites.
"This has been in the works for ayear.
It's been up for beta testing on seven newspaper Web sites to work through the technical issues and also to clarify what kinds of
content work best," said Jim Kennedy,

director of AP multimedia services.
According to Kennedy, "AP Streaming
News" provides three basic feeds. The
first is similar to a radio version of the
wire service: anchored audio news summaries of general news, business and
sports updated throughout the day.
The next level offers multimedia
audio/video content to enhance text stories

Jim Kennedy
posted on AP Web sites. Finally, "AP
Streaming News" will provide full coverage
of live events like space shuttle liftoffs.
Kennedy said that the partnership with
RealNetworks was the best way to leverage their content.
"We knew we had content and the ability to edit it. But we didn't have away to
host it online on anational scale for us or
for our clients. This gives members access
without having to make this huge investment in infrastructure. Newspapers and
broadcasters get instant access to credible
audio and video clips:' he said.
The Washington Post, the Los Angeles
Times, the New York Times and USA
Today were among the member newspapers that participated in the beta testing
of "AP Streaming News" on their Web
sites. Kennedy indicated that a business
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'Uncle Walter' Looks Back at Years in Radio
CRONK1TE, continued from page 31

Cronkite: In the first place, it makes it
easier to get the interview than being
anonymous — even when you are
anonymous and representing a major
news organization.
It's a lot easier if they think they are
dealing with a "celebrity," Ibelieve. I
think that's probably the wrong set of
values for them to use, but nevertheless

it's true.
The thing that worries me about the
celebrity status today of news broadcasters, and the anchor people particularly, is
that the salaries are so high that they
really aren't living the kind of life that
gives them aday-to-day understanding
of the common folks out there and their
problems.
In the old days of newspaper work,
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Background checks on prospective
employees.
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'I think

,•

RW: What was the most important story
of the 20th century that you covered?
Cronkite: The landing on the moon. It's
the one story of all of our great scientific
and technological developments and
political and economic developments and
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Regrets?
RW: Do you regret having left your position as CBS news anchor in 1981 at the
age of 65, when you could have continued for another 19 years or more?

nailed me down by time, you know.
There's still too much out there Iwant
to do. I'm working like afool today. Ido
documentaries and Ispeak around the
country quite a lot. Ido eleemosynary
(charity) stuff.

URBAN NEWS PROGRAMMING'

Consulting services at affordable prices
for small markets. Barter is available.
,Quality Adult Contemporary programming
with all AC formats available.

r

our salaries were the equivalent of the
cops and the firemen and the postmen. It
was at their bars that we drank and we
suffered with them the pangs of budgeting our limited money. Ithink that gave
us a little better understanding of our
readers out there.

U

Call Simone Mullins at
703-998-7600 ext 154 for
more information.
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utilize the great benefits of the media.'

Cronkite: (
Laughter) Yes, Iregret it. I
don't know if I'd have continued for
another 19 years, but Iregret it mostly
because CBS did not live up to our post"Evening News" contract, which would
have included me in special coverage,
documentaries and things of that kind.
RW: Have you thought of returning to
broadcasting like Daniel Schorr did with
National Public Radio?
Cronkite: No, Ireally don't want adaily
schedule again. Imight have thought
about it 19 years ago, but Idon't think
about that anymore.

of all of those stories that will be remembered — and the date will be remembered as well by school children 500
years from now.
Even as our school children memorize
Oct. 12, 1492, as the date that Columbus
landed in America, it'll have possibly
even agreater significance to them. They
will be living out there on distant planets
and they'll wonder in amazement at that
crazy little rocket and that funny little
spaceship that men took three days to get
out to the moon on.
The escape from our own environment
to adistant moon has got to be the story
of the 20th century.

RW: Is there something you might do if
you didn't have to do it on a daily
"A Reporter's Life" by Walter
schedule?
Cronkite is published by Alfred A Knopf
Cronkite: Ican think of some things. I New York, 1996, 384 pages, ISBN 0-394would be very pleased to do documen57879-1.
taries for CBS, for instance, and that kind
Read Burgan is afree-lance writer and
of reporting. Iwouldn't like anything that former public radio station manager
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Just connect 1, 2, or 3PCs running our INSTANT 3- PLAY software to our rack mounted
digital workstation and you are ready to go. The workstation has 3simultaneous plays
with record. Software setup assigns play control to the PCs. 3times the power of other
Jingle Boxes, the Instant 3- Play provides access to the SAME jingle from 3places.
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From Courtside to the Sales Suite
Halberstam became the first announcer ever fined by the league, and the
remark ultimately cost him his job. He
says he regretted the remark immediately, and he has written about his feelings
and what subsequently happened to him
in "Sports on New York Radio."
After 27 years in play-by-play,
Halberstam is off the air, but remains a
player in sports radio as vice president of
sports sales for Westwood One. He wrote
that moving from play-by-play to sales is
not as far astretch as some might think.
His sales experience includes time as
a Katz Communications executive, and
running his own company that worked
with Madison Square Garden on broad-

Peter King
March 19, 1997, will live in infamy for
David J. Halberstam. In his quest to
thread interesting stories into his broadcasts for the NBA Miami Heat, he
stepped over the line, making what he
calls "unwanted history."
In linking Heat guard John Crotty to
his alma mater, the University of
Virginia, Halberstam mentioned that the
University was founded by President
Thomas Jefferson, then added "basketball
wasn't invented at the time of President
Jefferson, but those slaves on his farm,
I'm sure they would have made great
basketball players."

casts ot the Knicks and Rangers.
He likes sports sales, he said.
because it's "exciting and motivating."
"When Icalled games for St. John's
(University) and the Heat, Ialways did
sales and always enjoyed it," he said.
Even with the truncated 1998-99 NBA
season, he said, "Ihad an empty feeling
not being involved. Play-by-play is a
most difficult habit to break; it becomes a
part of your life, part of your culture, and
being off the air was a sobering and
sombering feeling."
But he also said it was the right time
for him to get out. He said he loves sales
and working for Westwood One CEO
Joel Hollander. He's able to work at
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David J. Halberstam
home and at Westwood's offices in
Miami. He only travels acouple times a
month, which gives him " family time"
he missed in the years he was a broadcaster. It also gave him time to write
"Sports on New York Radio," which he
calls atrue labor of love.
"Nobody had written this kind of
book before, and Iespecially wanted
to narrow the focus to radio and ( radio
sports') founding fathers. Iwanted to
memorialize those who might not have
gotten their full due, the publicity, in
the early days," he said.
Why write about his own unwanted
history, which had nothing to do with
the title of the book? Halberstam said
it was cathartic.
"I wanted to portray what somebody
goes through after something like
that." He said it's the first chapter
most of his friends and family read
when they got the book.
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Peter King is a reporter for CBS
Radio News.
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History of
NY Sports
HALBERSTAM, continued from page 32

It's the dawn of anew era in audio effects.
There's never been
aproduct like Orville",
the new Eventide Harmonizer®
brand effects processor.
MORE POWER

With up to eight times
the power of our legendary DSP4500 processor,
Orville has the power to do more and do it
better than anything you've ever heard. Because
it's not just Orville's amazing raw power, it's how
we use it. Orville makes possible incredible new
programs such as UltraShifterT" pitch shifting, and
FourSidedVerb, and so many more.

MORE CHANNELS

Orville gives you up
to eight simultaneous channels ( four digital +
four analog). It's the one effects processor that's
ready to handle all your multichannel audio
requirements, including DVD production, digital
television, and motion picture post- production
as well as music recording and live sound.

MORE QUALITY FEATURES
Orville's 96kHz/24bit hardware capability
promises the cleanest sound ever. Orville's
anything- to- anything routing capability gives
you flexibility you never had before. Orville's
dual machine functionality lets you simultaneously process two completely independent
multichannel effects. And Orville's built in
sampler gives you up to 174 seconds of pitchand time- changeable audio on playback.

MORE IS VERY GOOD

We've packed

so much goodness into Orville, this ad barely
scratches the surface. You need to see and
hear Orville for yourself, at selected Eventide
dealers. For dealer locations or for more dealer
info, see our website, www.eventide.com or
call Eventide at 201-641-1200.

Eventide®
tne next sto®
ONE ALSAN WAY / LITTLE FERRY, NJ 07643 USA
201 - 641 - 1200 / www.eventide.com

See Us at NAB Booth # R4069

Heat. This chapter provides a look at
how Halberstam effectively ended his
on-air career with an offhand remark,
but it has nothing to do with the subject matter of New York radio. While
interesting and alesson for all air talent, it doesn't belong in this volume.
The only other disappointment is that
abroadcast mystery remains unsolved:
why the Yankees fired Mel Allen in
1964. Many of those involved went to
their graves without telling the story, and
those still living don't want to talk about
it. The author does write, though, of a
series of circumstances that probably
contributed to the legend's dismissal.
"Sports on New York Radio" is a
volume worthy of comparison with Curt
Smith's history of baseball broadcasting, "Voices of the Gamer The subject
matter here is treated with reverence
and objectivity, arare combination.
"Sports on New York Radio" is
published by Masters Press, adivision
of NTC/Contemporary Publishing
Group Inc., Chicago. The suggested
retail price is $24.95.
For alisting of the "Baker's Dozen
of Most Dramatic Calls in New York
Radio History," visit the RW Web site
at www.nvonline.com

Radio Systems
6oi Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey o8ou#
USA
(856) 467-800o voice
(856) 467-3o44 fax
www.studiohub.com

Hey, we've all been there — stuffed up under acountertop in
acompromising position because no one ever gave any thought
to how the heck you're supposed to wire all that wonderful new
equipment together!
But now there's StudioHub — the CAT- 5analog/digital pre-wired
solution. Just plug in the cormectorised cables and get out from
under that mess. No ifs, ands, or butts.

Studio
The wiring solution from Radio Systems
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ship was a natural evolution from their
previous advertiser/client relationship.

WEB WATCH
WEB WATCH, continued from page 37

plan tailored for broadcasters would be
announced soon.
WBCN(FIVI) and Trellix
Partnership
In what the companies hail as a "firstof- its-kind deal," Trellix, aWeb site software design firm, and WBCN(FM) in
Boston are offering free Trellix Web software
through
station's
site,
www.wbcn.corn
The software helps anyone build, publish and maintain aWeb site. An on-air,
online contest to create the best site with
the software promotes the new relationship.
Larry "Chachi" Loprete, WBCN's creative services director, said the partner-

Chachi Loprete

contest when they were an advertiser
with the station. It made sense to have a
contest to show how simple it was and to
make some excitement on air:' he said.
The shape of the contest was driven by
the nature of the Boston market.
"Our research shows that our listeners
are very computer- savvy — it makes
sense given the tremendous numbers of
colleges and universities in our listenership. We get thousands and thousands of
hits on the Web site. So this is anatural
extension," said Loprete.
The contest will reward the builder of
the "Coolest Web Site," the "Best Band
or Music Fan Web Site," and the " Best
Small Business or Entrepreneur Site"
with their choice of a $5,000 shopping
spree at aconsumer electronics retailer or
at Guitar Center.

work. The interface to the company Web
site makes searching for online music
something like searching the standard radio
dial. Inside the box, RealNetwork's
RealAudio decodes the streams.
It is unclear what consumer response

"We came up with the idea for the
AMFM and Traffic.com
Hitch a Ride

• One Size fits all modular design
• Highest quality laminates & wood
•World famous Modulux cabinetry
•Assembles quickly & easily
• In stock for immediate delivery
• Only $4995 complete ! !

The Flex- Studio is acomplete, modular

r.

,

AMFM Inc. and traffic.com Inc., an
online provider of real-time traffic and
logistics information services, have created astrategic alliance.
In April, traffic.com will begin to act as
anational representative for aportion of
AMFM's active information spot inventory and provide traffic reports to AMFM
radio stations. In turn, traffic.com will
receive future advertising and promotional time on AMFM's radio properties.
Gary Lee, AMFM vice president of
media partnerships and initiatives, said
the decision to go with traffic.com was
based on technological and financial factors. "We looked at several companies in
this emerging market. Traffic.com had
the wherewithal to establish themselves
in 40-50 major markets."
According to Lee, the initial rollout in
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh will vary station-to-station depending on the status of
existing contracts for similar services
from other vendors.
"As of April 1, the traffic.com component will be available to AMFM stations
in those markets," he said. That includes
online information that can be posted on
station Web sites.
Traffic.com's ability to provide realtime information comes from anetwork
of probes that monitor conditions. The
information provides actual travel times;
comparisons to a historical database
quantify delays. The information is
available to broadcast, cable, Internet,
wireless providers and in- vehicle navigation units.

furniture package that can be assembled in
dozens of different ways to meet nearly any
studio design. As astandard Modulux product
the NEW Flex-studio features solid oak trim,
high pressure laminate table surfaces, complete
laminate finish inside and out. Modulux is the
#1 selling studio furniture system with nearly
2,000 sold worldwide.

L.

Arrakis Systems inc.
web: arrakis-systems.com phone: (970) 224-2218
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Standalone Net
Radio Unveiled
Kerbango Inc. introduced what it hopes
will be the next stage in the evolution of
the radio at atrade show in February.
The Kerbango Internet Radio adds an
"IM" band, for Internet Music, to its AM
and FM bands.
As reported here (
RW Web Watch, Nov.
24, 1999), this device is the second stage
in the streaming music portal's business
plan. The initial rollout was aWeb site
featuring the "Kerbango Tuning Service."
The service directs visitors to the multitude of online audio streams available.
The device works in tandem with the
Web site. The idea is to take away the
confusion that computer hardware and
software can add when consumers just
want to listen to the radio.
The Kerbango Internet Radio needs only
an AC outlet and aNet connection such as
dial-up, cable modem, DSL or home net-

Kerbango Internet Radio
will be to the unit. The estimated selling
price is $300.
HSI Goes
Mainstream — Slowly
Broadband access is required for the
Internet to match the high- quality
audio/video capabilities of radio and TV.
How long will it take before the average
American household has such access?
According to anew study by the Yankee
Group, the market for residential highspeed Internet (
HSI) services will grow to
3.3 million subscribers this year, and will
reach 16.6 million subscribers by 2004.
The report, "Cable Modems and DSL:
High- Speed Growth for High SpeedAccess," showed the installed base of
domestic HSI subscribers stood at 1.4
million at the end of 1999.
Despite the fast growth projected, HSI
is far from being amass medium, according to Bruce Leichtman, director of the
Yankee Group's Media & Entertainment
Strategies practice.
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Nationwide and Proud of It
ABRAMS, continued from page 31

will produce ourselves. We have
broken ground on an 86- studio,
140,000- square- foot facility in
Washington.
About a third of the programming
will be delivered to us by partners.
One is a NASCAR Channel. We have
arrangements with CNN, USA Today.
Sports Illustrated, Sporting News and
a wide range of other experts in various areas to deliver original programming for us.
Also we have deals with BET to
help us with urban programming, and
Heftel, which is the leader in
Hispanic. They're providing five 24hour Hispanic formats for us. They
have the No. 1and No. 2 stations in
Los Angeles
we

Musical dark ages
In many respects we're in the golden age of talk, and the dark ages of
music radio.
Talk radio is really thriving. Talk
radio's got the Sterns and the Rushes
and the Lauras, and that's great. Our
goal is to recruit the next generation of
those people, and talk to those people
too. Everybody's contract comes up at
some point in time.
And we're scouring the Tulsas to
find that guy who's got the 63 share
and is the next Rush Limbaugh.
Our talk programming, between our
partners and the people we recruit, is
going to be amazing.
We're kind of in the dark ages of
music programming. The playbook for
most music radio was written 30 years
ago, and it hasn't been changed since.
If you listen to most music radio
stations, there are some great ones out
there, making more money than ever.

In many respects

tions of it. You can't play Slayer next
to Bob Dylan. It doesn't work. So
we'll be able to segment, and have
what our traditional mainstream formats really sliced up.
Underserved
A lot of major niches are out there
that can't be served or aren't being
served by radio.

Damn right,

we're not local.

MP!

is giving

away islands while radio stations are giving away
pizza certificates. Why? Because MN is national.
— Lee Abrams

One of my favorites is heavy metal.
You can't sell it locally. It has aton of
fans, 16- to 30-year olds. But we can
do an all- Satan weekend and not have
to worry about Ace Hardware complaining. (
Laughter)
It's one of those freedoms that we
have, formats that are serious musical
niches that just cannot be delivered by
terrestrial radio.
(There are) lot of AM-only formats.
Poor Frank Sinatra — the guy's aGod.
And the only place you can hear him
is at 1590 on the AM dial on some
nostalgia station. But for the first time
in history, nationwide, you'll be able
to hear guys like Sinatra in crystalclear digital sound — as well as traditional country and all these artists that
are now sent to the AM band.
You want the blues right now,

we are in the golden

age of talk, and the dark ages of music radio.

But we've spotted a lot of vulnerabilities that we're going to capitalize on.
(XM will offer) awhole new generation of new music formats. Ican't go
through all the 100 channels right
now, but there are eight different types
of channels.
One is mainstream channels. Take a
mainstream format like oldies — every
market's got one. Right now you hear
train wrecks, where Abba collides into
the Platters. There's a 40-year difference there.
We have a luxury because our band
space is dedicated, to ' 50s, ' 60s, ' 70s
and ' 80s channels. When you tune into
the ' 50s channel, it reeks '
50s. It's
Eisenhower drop- ins and it's allPlatters and Coasters and that music.
You'll never hear KC and the Sunshine
Band.
Album rock, for example, is about
30 years old and there's three genera-

would have been an all- Back Street
Boys channel.
XM is going to sound great. It's
going to be digital. It's going to be
revolutionary coast to coast. We know
that. It's agiven.
Beyond that, we look at music,
character and muscle. Bringing musical passion back to the radio dial.
Radio has given it away to MTV and

you've got two choices. Go to Sam
Goody and spend 16 bucks for ablues
CD, or wait till Sunday night at 3 a.m.
when acollege station runs their blues
hour. With this service, you want
blues, it's there 24/7.
Several jazz formats, ranging from
diet jazz or Kenny G all the way to
traditional jazz, Miles Davis. Reggae.
The list goes on. A lot environmental
formats that we call " audio Valium."
Again, they're tough to sell put on terrestrial radio. New Age, even earth
sounds, crickets and waves crashing.
You might think we're nuts, but Isaw
a focus group that was unbelievable.
We'll be able to do those.
Dedicated events channels. We
could have a channel that's all- Ricky
Martin, figuring every 13-year-old girl
in the world will have to have the
channel or they'll run away and disown their parents. Six months ago, it
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windows down, you won't have to
hear ajock; if XM is on, you'll know,
because it will have a distinct,
unclichéd XM sound.
The third thing is muscle. " Hey —
how come you're not local?" Damn
right, we're not local. We're national
and proud of it.
MTV is giving away islands and
radio stations are giving away Pizza
Hut certificates. Why? Because they're
national. And we're going do MTVtype promotions and absorb all the
benefits of national radio and what we
can deliver, such as contests — east of
the Mississippi River vs. west.
The big three — music, character
and muscle. It's going to be a whole
new world, and the ones who are really going to be able to benefit are the
radio listeners.
Lee Abrams is afounding partner of
consulting company Burkhart/Abrams
and is credited with inventing or
designing numerous radio formats
including album rock, classic rock,
urban/dance and new age/jazz.

the Internet and then the press; we're
going to bring it back to radio.
Character counts
The second thing is character. If
you listen to radio stations in the ' 50s
and ' 60s, they were nuts. They were
eccentric. They were out to lunch. It
was great radio. We're going to bring
that same eccentricity all the way to
the bank back to the radio dial.
When you're tuning and listening,

Reader's Forum
is now found

on page 70.

NSN keeps Your
Network UP!
Building the world's most
advanced satellite delive
platform available to the
radio industry.
Call us to find out why
both the small regional
and the nation's
largest networks
utilize NSN.

5-VSAT(8728)
303.925.1708
email: sales@nsn.net
www.nsn.net
Visit us

at NAB Booth # R2581
April 10-13

A Clear Channel Communications Company

Saves space. Saves money. Saves you searching for
the codec that was in the control room yesterday.

3-

We've all been there before. You've got a remote broadcast to get up and running in an
"

hour, and the codec that was in the control room yesterday is missing. The Harris IntraLink
by Intraplex ensures that you're always ready for your remote by consolidating all of
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the functions of up to six codecs into one, space- saving, 5.25" rack- mounted unit.
Because IntraLink is compatible with most popular brands of codecs, you don't need to
store and maintain separate codecs in-house and match them to those in the field. You'll
always have the codec you need for that traffic report or sports event. Plus, you can

.11.1110 molt

cam

Monitor and control all of your
ISDN lines via IntraLink's easy to
use Windows®- based
user interface.

next level solutions

control and manage all of your remote broadcasts from a single system— and save money

WIRELESS

by deploying existing codecs to the field. The Harris IntraLink. You won't have to search

BROADCAST

hard to see the advantages.

GOVERNMENT
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SUPPORT
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800-622-0022 . www.harris.com
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Resource for Radio Production and Recording
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Wells Is in Touch With Audience
Ken R.

Photos hr Paid

J. McLane

AMFM Inc. owns WDAS-AM-FM,
but according to Production Director
Jerry Wells, the station really belongs to
the black community of Philadelphia.
"We are involved as advocates for
Afro-Americans. We work closely with
political, social and community organiza-

sent to the station by digital services
DCI or DGS.
Wells said, "We also produce a lot of
spec spots, which Ihelp write and conceptualize with the sales people. Our station bills about $2 million every month,
so that's alot of commercials."
The station personalities do not handle
production shifts, but they do contribute

Philadelphia where amajority of the drivers are black. We had alot of interviews
on the air through the strike. We also distribute food to the needy with corporate
sponsors. This has always been atraditional role for our station," said Wells.
Wells said WDAS-AM-FM has geared
its programming to the black community
since the 1950s, and those contacts were
established way back. Politicians know
the station, he said, and seek it out.
"Our main competition is WUSL(FM),
which skews much younger. There's also
WJJZ(FM), our sister station, which
plays smooth jazz. Another long-time
Philly competitor is WHAT(AM), atalk
station."
WDAS uses the AudioVault System
from Broadcast Electronics.
"Our traffic department uses it and it's
our main on-air system. There is a production component, but it's not multitrack. In fact, we don't have a digital
multitrack recorder, but we're working on

A day in the life
The job of a production director
entails creating commercials, image liners and contest promos, and in general
serving as the voice for both stations.
Wells has been at WDAS-AM-FM for 25
years, an eternity in radio terms.
"My boss, Philly legend Joe
`Buttrrball' Tamburro, has been here 35
years. In fact he's the one who hired
me!" said Wells.
"We give away $ 1,000 every day at the
sound of the cash register," said Wells.
"We use MLMI to record our contest
voicers, but Iput their audio together
with the music and the winners' voices.
Every winner gets apromo."
On-Mic Productions usually provides
voice-only scripts based on copy faxed
by Wells. The soundtracks are usually

their voices, which Wells incorporates
into the spots.
"My voice can be on both stations, but
usually we keep the staffs separate. FM
jocks only voice spots heard on their station and AM guys only voice spots for
their station. If a spot runs on both stations, we'll either cut it twice or I'll voice
it myself," said Wells.
"Often the spots running on both stations are national ones from outside
agencies anyway."
Wells also has an assistant who comes
in three days aweek to handle dubbing
chores.
"I initially came in as anewsman, but
after 18 months one of our FM jocks left
and Istarted filling in. Istarted working
mornings and did that for 17 years, but
soon black radio began to change.
"In the old days, we all picked our own
music. Then along came alot of other stations and that led to restricted playlists
and consultants. That's when Idecided to
go into production. Ijust didn't feel like it
was my show anymore," said Wells.
WDAS-AM-FM is a union shop for
all announcers. Wells belongs to the
American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists. The rest of the station is
under the aegis of the Teamsters Union.
The unions are involved with talent contracts, proper treatment of the air personalities and bargaining for salary and
benefits.
Wells said, "The unions are here to
protect the interest of our jocks."
"We are very involved with the community. We have aroom at the station used
for live broadcasts and call-in shows.
"We recently had atransit strike here in

Production gear
The production room also has an
Eventide H3500 Harmonizer for effects,
a Tascam 112 cassette deck, two
Panasonic SV3700 DAT machines and a
Symetrix SK 201 for voice processing.
Also in the rack is aYamaha Q203 1-A
graphic equalizer. The standardized station mic in all production and air studios
is the Sennheiser MD 421-U. Each air
studio has four for interviews, and there
are two in the news booth.
WDAS-AM-FM also has a mobile
broadcast vehicle, which was specially
constructed using aconversion van.
Wells knows what works on his station
and in this format.
"You've got to always keep the target
See WELLS, page 49

Perhaps you've heard the buzz around

Jerry Wells is hard at work.
tions. We editorialize and present information our listeners want," said Wells.
As part of this effort, the station
holds interviews with local candidates
for public office, provide forums for
debate, stages telethons for local charities, airs frequent remote broadcasts and
offers call- in shows for public comment
on issues.
"Anything that's of interest to blacks
in Philadelphia is on our station," said
Wells. All his efforts in the production
department axe geared to this goal.
WDAS(AM) is a gospel format and
WDAS-FM plays "adult urban" music,
including Earth Wind & Fire, Whitney
Houston and soul hits from the 1970s and
'80s. The target demographic is 25 to 54.
"We don't play too much hip- hop,"
said Wells with alaugh.

that," said Wells.
The stations use an Otan MX 50 and
two MX 50/50 open- reel decks and a
Mackie SR-24, which is a 24-track control board.
Wells laughs and said, "This board
was kind of a mistake because it's more
of a sound reinforcement board for live
music, but it works for us."

Cool Edit Pro, the complete software multitrack
recording studio. Why is it so popular?

It's so easy to use!
As one user said in Radio World, "When it comes to broadcast production,
it is doubtful you will find an easier interface that is as inexpensive yet as
powerful as Cool Edit Pro." — March 17, 1999
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See for yourself.
Download ademonstration version from htip://www.syntrillium.com,
or just give us acall and we'll send you afree demo/tutorial CD.
Give Cool Edit Pro atry— you'll be amazed at what you can do!
(
300a

Soutia stu ff.

..*
P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082-2255 USA
cepro@syntrillium.com
+1-480-941-4327
1-888-941-7100
(bolfree sales, USA cncl Cambria)

Fax: + 1-480-941-8170
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STUDIO SESSIONS

PRODUCT EVALUATION

MCE 58: Changes for the Better
Carl Lindemann

The beyerdynamic
MCE 58 reporter's
condenser
microphone is a near- ideal
complement to pocket
MiniDisc and DAT
recorders.
The back electret
condenser element is
different from those
used in other mainstream mics. Most pro
mics use dynamic
moving coil transducers. This unit is, in
some ways, a re-conceptualization of the
beyerdynamic M 58.
There was nothing
wrong with the original M 58, but you
might encounter a
problem using the
older model with consumer-type recorders.
These recorders have
powered mic jacks, a
form of phantom
power for cheapie
consumer
mics.
Unfortunately, there is
no way to turn off this
feature.
A dynamic mic run
through a powered
jack could cause nasty

The MCE 58

i
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pops and tics in recordings as well as a
high level of background noise. One
solution is to build a special mic cable
with an in- line capacitor to block the
charge from the microphone.
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Second verse, same as the first
The MCE 58 and the M 58 share a
strong family resemblance. Both use a
non- glare Nextel finish. They have the
same 40 Hz- to 20 kHz frequency
response and omnidirectional pattern.
Apparently, this new version was
engineered to match the original specs
as closely as possible, despite fundamental engineering differences that are
obvious.
The MCE 58 is a two-piece unit that
unscrews to reveal abattery compartment
inside. An AA cell powers the MCE, with
an estimated battery life of up to 80 hours
in continuous use.
Usually, abattery-powered mic can be
acause of anxiety. If the battery dies. the
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Because the MCE 58 is an electret,
there is no concern about isolating the
phantom power.
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recording is ruined. Thankfully, the mic
includes abattery check LED.
The On switch has three positions. The
battery test activates when you turn the
mic on. The red LED glows to confirm

Or visit us on the web:

See Us at NAB Booth # R3489

www.cartworks.co,,,
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that it is ready.
Itried to run the mic off the "plug-in
power" of my portable MD, but it could
not sustain the power needed to run the
MCE. The wise user will conserve the
power for running the recorder.
Some electret mics get a bum rap
because of all the cheap ones sold in the
consumer market. Designed properly,
electrets are among the finest condensers available. The element is the
same one used in the more expensive

PRODUCT

MCE 82 stereo mic.
The real challenge for an electret condenser for field use is the power supply.
Having areliable, regulated power supply
for the studio is difficult enough.
Creating one that fits within handheld
dimensions adds to the difficulty.
The MCE 58 overcame that challenge.
The audio quality in my studio testing
was consistently excellent, and that quality held up in the field.
Support and suspension
The capsule of the MCE 58 is larger
than that of the M 58. Inside, elastic supports suspend the electret element to
eliminate handling noise.
Built-in filters cut rumble from traffic
and other low-level noise. Used with a
foam windscreen, Ifound this to be a
quiet mic. It was rugged enough to withstand the usual jostling.
Like the M 58, the omnidirectional
pattern is not as "omni" as one might
think. Though hardly a cardioid, it does
display some directional characteristics
like an EV RE-50.
The MCE 58 outputs a hot signal,
weighed against comparable dynamictype mics. Ihad to lower the recorder mic
sensitivity to adjust for the nearly linelevel signal, awelcome difference.
See MCE 58, page 52

EVALUATION

A Beefy New On-Air
Dynamic Microphone
Ty Ford

According to the specs, the beyerdynamic M 99 mic is apressure gradient
dynamic with a hypercardioid pattern
and afrequency response of 30 Hz to 18
kHz. It generates an open circuit voltage
at 1kHz of 3.0mV/Pa/2.0mv/Pa. Outputs
vary due to the different EQ settings.
Although there is no mention of it
having aNeoDymium magnet, the output is similar in level to an ElectroVoice
RE27/ND, which is about 6 dB hotter
than astandard RE20.
Looks
The M 99 has agray metallic finish
reminiscent of a Shure SM7 and
weighs just under a pound. The chrome
head grille and slotted sides is reminiscent of an Electro Voice RE20. The
body of the M 99 is several inches
shorter and slightly larger in diameter
than the RE20.
The M 99 also reminds me of the
Shure SM7 in that it has EQ switches
on the back of the body. Unlike the
Frequency response 02.5 dB

0dB = 2 mV/Pa

The M 99
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SM7, on which acover can conceal the
switches, the switches are available on
the M 99. One switch engages or disengages the EQ. The other allows selection between two curves.
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In the flat or disengaged position, the
graph shows the mic flat down to 100
Hz. At 2 kHz there is a slow rise of 4
dB that peaks at 5 kHz and continues on
See M 99, page 52

NOBODY offers as much Quai*l Value
and Choice as Audioarts Engineering!
And you can get it ALL from the factory-trained specialists at RF!

R- 17

R-5

• 100% Modular Design
•S/N RATIO (+ 8dBu) 93dB line, 82dB mic
•Exceeds Digital Performance •THD+N ( 20Hz-20KHz)
•Comprehensive Logic
Line + 4dBu . 003%, + 16dBu . 006%
•Hot-swappable Modules
Mic + 16dBu . 005%
•LED Illumination
•HEADROOM (+ 4dBu) 24dB
•3- Year Warranty
• MSRP: $ 2944 ( 6 in) $ 4255 ( 10 in)

•30 Audio Inputs

•S/N RATIO (+ 8dBu) 90dB line, 78dB mic
•Electronic Switching •THD+N ( 20Hz-20KHz)
•Simple Phone
Line + 4dBu . 007%, + I
6dBu . 007%
•Line Selecto7
Mic + 16dBu . 010%
•Tape Remote
•HEADROOM (+ 4dBu) 24dB
•LED Illumination
•3- Year Warranty

•MSRP: $ 4995
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• 100% Modular Design
•Electronic Switching

R-60

•Studio Control Module
•Line Selector

•S/N RATIO (+ 8dBu) 94dB line, 78dB mic
•THD+N ( 20Hz-20KHz)
Line + 4dBu . 005%, + 16dBu . 005%
Mi ,:+ I6dBu . 005%
•HEADROOM (+ 4dBu) 24dB

•Any Combo of Mic/Line Inputs
•LED Illumination
•P&G Faders

• MSRP ( 12 input mainframe): $ 5435 ( 8 in) $ 7750 ( 12 in)

•3- Year Warranty

• MSRP ( 18 input mainframe): $ 7866 ( 12 in) $ 10,643 ( 18 in)

RD-12/RD-20 DIGITAL
• 100% Modular Design
•24- bit A>D and D>A
•Digital and Analog Ins and Outs
•Electronic Switching
•Choice of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz console clock rates
•Three Stereo Outs
• 12 or 20 Dual- Source Inputs
•Full Feature CR and Studio Modules
•2- Caller Superphone Module
•LED Illumination
•3- Year Warranty
• RD- I2 MSRP: $ 10,420 ( 8 in) $ 12,600 ( 12 in)
• RD- 20 MSRP: $ 16,100 ( 16 in) $ 18,280 ( 20 in)

EAST: Pittsburgh 724-733-1994, Philadelphia 888-260-9298
WEST: California- North 888-737-7321, South 800-346-6434
NORTHWEST: Seattle 800-735-7051
SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801, 888-839-7373
CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373
SOUTH: Florida 800-476-8943

RF 6peciciltiec®
www.rfspec.corn

"RF is GOOD for You!"

AUD1OARTS ENGINEERING

=

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/sales@wheatstone.com
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Looking for something original to add
to the broadcast or recording studio?
Something that looks futuristic?
The design of the Hayes Spatial One
near-field monitors makes it an excellent

Official Daily Newspaper of the

INDUSTRY'S # 1 TRADE SHOW...

We started by listening to Spyro Gyra's
"Dreams Beyond Control" CD. The Hayes
speakers had awell-balanced sound. Some
selections featured the "Tower of Power"
horn section. The speakers had the crisp
brass sound that Ialways enjoy hearing.
Next, we listened salsa music by Victor

For the fifth year horn the publisher of Radio World,
TV Technology & Pro Audio Review
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Hayes Spatial One Near-Field Monitors
choice for the studio or an addition to
spice up any facility. The look is unique.
The speakers are available through
LPB Communications, which specializes
in turnkey radio packages. Hayes positions this as aspeaker for many kinds of
applications, including radio.
The Spatial Ones are 16 inches high
by 7-1/2 inches wide by 10-1/2 inches
deep and weigh 24 pounds each. The fre-
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a more ' rounded' sound, yet the high end still
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Manuelle titled "Solo Contigo." On one
selection, the Hayes made some of the
mid- to high-frequency percussive triangle
and bells jump out in the mix. Idid not
hear that part of the mix as prominently as
with the other two pair of speakers.
John Devecka, vice president of sales
at LPB Communications, responded to
the notion that the speakers were bright.
"Things have been changed in the

•

quency response is 55 Hz to 20 kHz, and
it can handle along-term maximum power of 120 watts and a short-term maximum power of 300 watts each.
It has a Seas 6.5-inch polypropylene
woofer with a 1.5-inch voice coil and a
Philips one-inch fabric dome tweeter.
The innovation in the design comes
from the placement of the tweeter. Instead
of the tweeter being aligned with the bass
driver, as with most monitors, it is mounted on aplank that sticks out of the top
facing downward. The sound bounces off
adiffuser at an angle of approximately 45
degrees toward the listener. Hayes calls
this "fractal engineering."
The reflected highs give the speakers a
more "rounded" sound, yet the high end
has clarity. In other words, there is clarity
but it is not biting or edgy or crass.
In order to test these speakers, Itook
them to the home recording studio of my
friend Charlie Garrett. We compared the
Hayes Spatial Ones to Charlie's JBL
4410s and the Alesis Point 7near-fields.

design since the prototype that RW tested.
The brightness has been tuned out. The 4
kHz notch has been filled out and the overall tweeter level reduced slightly," he said.
"The immediate effect is monster bass
without sacrificing any clarity. Also, the
200 Hz slight bump is changed by decoupling the enclosure."
To check the low end, Iwas looking
for something "discoy" and also something classical. Charlie and Iborrowed
Aqua's " Barbie Girl" from Charlie's
daughter and the Gustav Hoist's "Suite
#1 in Eb for Military Band."
Needless to say, the JBLs delivered
much better bass response because of the
larger woofer. The sound of the Hayes
was similar to the Alesis. There was plenty of pumping disco bass with Aqua and
the tuba section could be heard with great
clarity as well on the Gustav Hoist piece.
These speakers work fine for any studio, but as we were comparing them to
the other speakers, we noticed that the
See HAYES, page 54
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Philly Producer
Links Communities
l> WELLS, continued from page 45

audience in mind when you create production. Our sponsors like background
music that is consistent with the music
we play. That means smooth jazz or
laid-back urban- sounding music," said
Wells.
"We stay away from a lot of explosions and zaps and punctuators because
that's not a part of our sound. We use
club or house music occasionally too."
Wells seems to be very pleased with
his job.
"I have my gripes, but it's the nature of
the business. Some sponsors make us re-do
spots three or four times. Copy is sometimes very late from the sales people at the
end of the day, but overall, we have much
better communication now. About 90 percent of what Ido in the production room is
routine, but on the other I() percent Iget to
do something wile said Wells.
Ben Hill, chief engineer at WDASAM-FM, has only known Wells for afew
months, but is impressed.
"Jerry is a real yeoman in production, he works at it day and night. He's

aperfectionist with avery good ear for
audio. He's also a people person'
who's able to keep a calm demeanor.
He just doesn't get rattled when the
heat is on," Hill said.
Jerry Wells comes from abackground
of record promotion with CT! Records.
He is a native of Philadelphia and the
happily married father of two teens.
Ken R. is aformer jingle producer and
now occupies himself as afull-time freelance writer.

Jerry Wells creates tne Philly sound

Crown was there...
where were you?

WDAS-FM
On the Web
Go to most stations' Web sites
and you will get streaming audio, a
couple of pictures of the jocks and
some blatant commercial content
from the advertisers.
A visit to www.wdasfm.com is a
different experience.
The site is packed with features
in a colorful presentation. The
$1,000- a- day giveaway icon is
always blinking and moving.
There are different places to click
to get details on the music, community news, concert information,
Philadelphia entertainment capsules,
contest details, national news,
thumbnails and pictures of the personalities and ahistory of the station.
Visitors can hear the station's
streaming audio and other streams.
The site is detailed and kept current
by afull-time staffer.

Five Crown Broadcast
FM30 Transmitters were the
backbone of the nearcast
network at the biggest sporting
event on the planet.

030

WDAS-FM
Studio Equipment
Computers
Broadcast Electronics Audio Vault
(production and onair delivery)
DCI, DGS (digital transmission
of audio)

Crown transmitters are the standard for many

meet any broadcast needs. And, be confident in

LPFM and FM nearcast applications throughout

your choice, with service from some of the finest

the world with power levels and flexibility to

talent in the industry.

Broadcast transmitters are designed and

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for

Playback
OtaniMX 50 and MX 50/50 reels
Mackie SR24 console
Tascam 112 cassette deck
Panasonic SV3700 DAT machines

engineered to the same reliable performance

more information about the versatile transmitters

standards known worldwide as the hallmarks of

from Crown Broadcast. Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax:

all Crown products.

219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com

Processors
_Eventide H3500 Harmonizer
Symetrix SK 201 mic preamps
Yamaha Q 2031-A graphic EQ

designs that integrate audio processing, stereo

Mics
Sennheiser MD 42I-U

meet any broadcast requirements. Crown

ww.crownbroadcast.com
Enjoy on-air confidence with compact transmitter
generation and RF amplification. Choose from
custom configurations for innovative solutions to

Crown International Inc. •

own
brroadcast

I718 W. Mishawaka Road • LIkhart Ir diana • 80U-194-8050 • www.crowr )bruadcast.com
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Products E
LServices Showcase
EAS

Buy simplicity, .
reliability and service

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00

Headphone Amplifiers Designed
to Deliver....

Phone 740-593-3150

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898
00111101011CUS. MI CO &NMI CM,

Drive virtually any headphone load, even
small speakers. Two front panel 1/4" jacks
and one in the rear for extra headsets.
Balanced or unbalanced operation with
• 5two-way RS232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboa rd & character generator

sensitivity from - 10 dBm to +8 dBm. Short

•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decrxler board

• 2year warranty

circuit protected discrete outputs. Comes with

• 2minutes of digital audio storage

heavy duty power supply. Panel mount also

• Automatic interruption of program audio fc,r unattended
operation

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

available.

• 4 line •* 0character LCD display with LED lxicklighting
• 20 key keypad to program unit set modulation level, set
input levels
• Will handshake w•ith automation equipmen7

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs
• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman redlich.com
jimg@gorman -

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
offer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories.

to o Is

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8stereo inputs, 2
stereo and 2mono outputs

10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

SIX MILLION
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
)IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6stereo inputs and
one stereo output, or vice-versa.

Irie

2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs
to split outputs.

Passive switching/routing with 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa.

electric charge on tall structures.
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has

Check out our web site for

SS 2.1/TERM

and alist of distributors!

tools

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

...

Write or call or afree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 81499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337

c.;

Aateti-OUtaied

Rack Mount Include .....\

..

proven itself in the field for over 15 years.

Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice-versa.

POWERFUL DIAL-UP ONTROLLER
.

discharge path for the static
Dissipation points are 1/8"

product information, list pricing

E-mail .bti @ broadcasttools com

ç

acontinuous, low- resistance

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3stereo inputs and
2sterec outputs.

BROADCAST
Internet: www broadcasttools com

LItyftrflING

PREVENTION SYSTEM provides

SS 2.1/EINC

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8stereo inputs,

bdi

Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

Website: www.Broadeast-Devices.com

tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

SS 12•4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo
inputs and 4stereo outputs.

5 Crestview Avenue

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

• Also available: weather radios, antennas par weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally

Switcher

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Mise-Tatehet"

.
Eil
,

THE DR 10

../

Perfect for Studio & Automation Control
.....

Interfaces with most studio automation systems. Control it from either

....e.......r..• ...,
........ ..
•...,
•••• •
, ••
....

adial- up line or external audio path . The DR- 10's active, balanced,
telco audio output lets you do live remotes, remote announcement
recording and..1T1UCh i

, ..... - - •................_..._....

•

much more!

OutstandIngfeatures: Exceptional Value
>10 dry relay contacts out. > Proprietary two-tone & detection
>Auto-answers on use r
setable ring
delay modes eliminate false trips.
# and auto-disconnects. > 4Status inputs beep when queried,
>Relays can be assigned to any
alarm dial and control relays.
tone & can be momentary, > Control equipment & monitor local
latching with distinct on/off codes,
audio with the intemal audio hybrid.
or interlock latched with others. ';-• Allsettingsretainedafterpowerfalure.
>Up to 8digit, user set, password. > Silencer option removes DTNIF tales
>Mcmentagrelayscandoseaftertcne.
from the audio output.
>Relays can beep when activated. > New LOWER list priceonly$399.00.
Closures are after the beep! > Best featuresys.priceinthNindusliy.

Visit our web site or call your favorite dealer for more info.
CircuitWerkes - (
352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230
httpl/www.circuitwerkes corn I3716 SW 3`-1 Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

I
HFHPRO

Level and Impedance Converters
BI-DIRECTIONAL FOR
• Reel to Reel and Cassette Recorders

Graphic Equalizers and Noise Reducers
Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb
Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner

•

UNI -DIRECTIONAL FOR
•
•
•
•

Digital Compact Disc Players
ENG Cassette Dubbing
Off- Air Monitor Tuners
Console Audition Outputs

Interface consumer/industrial I
HF (- 10db) stereo source equipment and signal
processing devices into professional studio + 4dBm, 600 ohm systems without
loading distortion, crosstalk, hum, response roll- off or RF pick-up.
True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with
less than . 01% THD even at 20Hz and + 22d Bm peak output!
102 db dynamic range...greater than aCompact Digital Disc system!
Self contained power supply, Velcro

and dual rack mounting.

Free Detailed Brochure and Specifications Available

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham. PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330 •
FAX 1215) 443-0394

http: , www.atiguys.com
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Building aWeb Site With Audio
http://members.aol.comitravis749 When
going to that address, the browser automatically finds the page named
"index.htm" and loads it. Idon't give out
this address, however. I give out
www.voice-guy.com which Ipay acompany to " forward" to my actual site
address.

to apotential client.
Currently, there are three types of realIn previous articles, Idiscussed how
time compression sound files that you
an Internet site could be an effective and
might want to place on your site. The
cost-effective tool for distributing a
most popular seems to be the RealAudio
voice-over demo. Ipointed out that your
.rm files, with the runner-up being
best option is to create the Web site yourMicrosoft Streaming Media .asf format. I
self. In the last article, Idefined most of
prefer RealAudio, but the Microsoft forthe terms you would need to know in
mat sounds good. Take into consideration
order to set up your own site.
Placing audio on the site
Microsoft's competitiveness; it will be
One good way to get started is to
Imentioned audio can be placed on
important to pay attention to see which
use Microsoft's Front Page Express.
your Web page in the same way that
format ultimately wins. Iam sticking
This program comes free with
graphics are, due to the sound being
with RealAudio, but as Microsoft gets
Microsoft Internet Explorer versions 4 stored as computer files just like graphmore accepted, Iwill include .asf files on
and 5. If you didn't choose to install
ics. Sound files may be compressed or
my site, too.
Front Page Express when you installed
uncompressed. The compression is not
The third format you should also conthrough these sites to find the free verExplorer, and if you have Windows98,
sions. These sites offer tools with
you can use Windows Update to downadvanced features that cost money, so the
load and install the program. If you
free ones are more difficult to find.
are using Windows95, the program can
The RealAudio and Microsoft streambe downloaded from the Microsoft
ing formats require extra code on the
information and instruction on
Web site.
Web page to get the files to start playing
Once you have installed Front Page
before it has completely downioaded.
HTML is free on the Web.
Express, you can start designing aWeb
Both companies offer tools that create
page after playing with the program for
Web pages with the proper coding
a couple of hours, to figure out how it
already inserted.
works. Documentation for the program
With these tools, along with
is skimpy.
Microsoft's Front Page Express, it is posCreating aWeb page is similar to crethe dynamic levels or volume compressider is the MPEG-3, or MP3 format.
sible to create asite with your voice-over
ating a page in Microsoft Word, with
sion, but a means of making the files
While MP3 does not sound as good over
demo without any HTML code.
some important differences. First, you
much smaller for digital transmission or
a 33.6 modem, when the file is downHowever, a little HTML code lends to
will find there are restrictions to the
storage.
loaded first or streamed through ahighmore flexibility in the design.
placement of text and graphics on the
Most Web browser programs are
speed connection, the sound quality is
The HTML language is forgiving of
page. Reasons for this can be learned
equipped to play uncompressed audio
excellent. Icurrently include an MP3
mistakes. While the language will not
through resources on the Web or through
files ( like Microsoft . wav), and older
demo file on my site.
work properly if you do something
some of the books on Web design.
compression systems. The newer and
There are anumber of other streaming
improper, a mistake does not cause the
In Front Page Express, you insert
now most popular compression sysmedia file formats available, but they are
program to crash or freeze up your comgraphics onto the page, which modifies
tems like MP3, Microsoft . asf or
not as popular, so Ido not discuss those.
puter. There is a lot of information and
the HTML code to make the graphic
RealAudio . rm files require downloadinstruction on HTML available for free
show up in the browser. Adding short
ing and installation of programs to
File formats
on the Web, and plenty of books availsound to aWeb site is done in the same
play them.
Once you record the sound file on your
able on the subject.
way that you insert an image, except
The advantages of using the newest
computer, it needs to be compressed or
Please check out my Web site voiceyou insert asound file instead of apiccompressed-audio files outweigh the disconverted to one of these file formats. All
over demo for examples at www.voiceture file.
advantages of requiring the users to
the tools for creating all these file formats
guy.com.
You can see what the program is doing
download software to play them. It is
are available for free on the Net. Check
3
to the HTML code by selecting "view"
possible to play compressed sound
out www.real.com www.microsoft.com
Travis the WO guy is a veteran voicefrom the menu bar at the top of the prothrough a33.6 connection, which is good
and www.mp3.com
over artist writing from California. Send
gram window, then selecting "HTML."
enough to present your voice-over demo
You will need to do some snooping
e-mail to travis@voice-guy.com
This is a good way to learn abit about
HTML code and how your Web browser
interprets it. Knowing a little bit about
HTML will be valuable later, when you
add longer sound files to your site.
Travis

Plenty of

Finished page
Usually, graphics are uploaded separately from the text. You will upload the
html document that will have either an
.htm or . html extension in the file name,
containing the text along with information that tells the browser viewing the site
where the graphic images will be placed
on the page.
You will need to find out how to
upload the pages to the site from the Web
hosting provider. Most hosting services
provide detailed instructions and man
hosts also provide page creation tools
that automatically take care of that part
of the procedure.
Some find this uploading to be the
most confusing part of the procedure.
However, everyone Iknow who has tried
to put up their own site has managed this
after acouple hours of agony. It gets easier after the first time.
In most instances, the file name of the
main page should be " index.htm" or
"index.html", the name that Internet
browser looks for.
For instance, the actual location of my
voice-over Internet Web site is

* Includes

Unsurpassed audio quality in their class,
starting at $ 1595 - Now available with
SPC Stereo Generator and
High Definition Sound Processor *

user-selectable
controls &
fully adjustable soLnd definition
composite processiig

BExT RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985
1045 Tenth Ave San Diego CA 92101 • USA • 619-239-8462 FAX: 619-239-8474 • mail@bext.com • www.bext.com
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Microphone Costs
More, But Worth It
MCE 58, continued fronepage 46

The only downside is price. The mic
retails at $419. The regulated power supply nearly doubles the price compared to
the dynamic M 58. Even so, Icould not
resist buying the demo unit for sound
gathering. Iam sure that Iwill be seeing
more of these.
...
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributor to RW.

Product Capsule:
beyerdynamic MCE 58
Microphone

.4. Thumbs Up
Ideal for portable MD/DAT use
/ Great frequency response
,/ Low handling noise
./ Rugged construction

=

—

Thumbs Down

-9-
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Pricier than 'comparable'
dynamic mics

For more information, contact the
company in New York at
i8001293-4463 or visit the Web site
at www.beyerdynamic.com

Stereo Version
Forthcoming
If $419 seems like too much to pay
for amono ENG mic, hold on. Watch
for the release of astereo version of the
beyerdynamic MCE 58 for less money.
The prototype displayed at AES in
New York in 1999 was basically a
pair of MCE 58 elements inside a
tough plastic case. Instead of using an
XLR plug, this prototype had an integrated cable terminating in aTRS
1/8-inch plug.
The plastic case certainly was not
as rugged or appealing as the MCE
58 metal case, but it certainly looked
serviceable for the intended use.
Also, the LED battery check was
eliminated to cut costs.
At a target price of $ 300, MD
users partial to stereo recording
might find the mic irresistible. In
fact, one company official noted that
the biggest fear for this mic was that
it might seem too inexpensive. If
sound quality matches that of the
MCE 58, the new stereo model may
become as hot as the MiniDisc field
recorders designed for use with it.

beyerdynamic Scores
With Microphone
M 99, continued from page 46

a shelf until about 12.5 kHz. Above
12.5 kHz, the response drops off fairly
rapidly, crossing zero at 15 kHz.
The first curve starts a slow roll-off
at the low end at about 500 Hz to 600
Hz. At 100 Hz the response is down 4
dB, at 50 Hz the response is down 12
dB, vs. down only 4dB in the flat position. The top shelf is abit peakier just
below 5 kHz and then rolls off more
quickly, starting its decline about 6
as

F•equency response 2 2SdB

0 de

3mVara

headed out to Baltimore radio stations
WBAL(AM) and WIYY(FM), where
the RE20 is the predominant mic. Kerry
Dietrich and Jamie Schmidheiser of the
FM production operation, and Jackson
Whitt from the AM production side
joined me. Assistant CE Mike LaBoone
and engineer Bob Sneeringer also
dropped in to observe the comparison.
Test drive
The station has many production
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kHz, crossing zero at 10 kHz and down
5dB at 15 kHz.
In the flat position, the M 99 sounds
full and thick. Ifound aworking distance
of about two inches was best. Any closer
than an inch and the mic mushes up.
The pattern is fairly tight — any
Frequency response * 2.9 de
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rooms. We carried out the exercise in one
studio through aWard Beck console.
The first task was to compare the
RE20 and RE27/ND. We found the
RE27/ND about 6 dB hotter than the
RE20. The RE27 was more aggressive
sounding with aHF peak slightly below
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A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 SIL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in arock- solid, feature- packed package.
A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a " rock-solid" SIL choice for any station.
Complete System Under
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back G

A

4835 N. Street

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269
Fax:
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com - www.armstrongtx.com

315/673-9972
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more than an inch off center is out of
the pick-up pattern.
The first EQ curve pulls some
"boominess" out of the mic and the
notch at just below 5 kHz adds anice
edge that results in a more aggressive
sound, but may be problematic for sibilant voices.
The second curve creates a shallow
dip of 4dB between 100 Hz and 1kHz,
rises to aplateau of 6dB at 2 kHz and
maintains that within 1or 2 dB until 6
kHz, crossing zero at 10 kHz and dropping 8dB at 15 kHz.
It made my voice start to sound nasal
and seemed to make the pattern tighter.
Moving around is difficult using this
second curve setting. Based on the
curve, this pattern might work best on a
soft, dark voice.
Switching back to the flat position
opened up the top end and warmed the
bottom abit.
Up against the big boys
In aflat- to- flat comparison between
the M 99 and my RE27/ND, the two
mics had about the same output, but
the RE27/ND was thinner and
brighter.
With the top- end roll- off engaged,
which is supposed to make the
RE27/ND resemble the RE20, the
RE27/ND was still brighter and clearer.
The M 99 had a low "woofy" bottom,
while the RE27/ND did not.
Not everybody has an RE27/ND, so I

000

2000

3000

«1000

20000 01,

that of the RE20. With the RE27 top
rolled off using its HF tilt switch, the
RE27 exhibited less HF than the RE20,
but started to sound sort of nasal. The
RE20 sounded more natural.
We swapped out the RE20 for the
beyer M 99. The RE27 and M 99 are
similar in output level but the M 99 is
much thicker and bassier. The M 99 is
also warmer and fatter than the RE20.
That girth comes with acaution, as
you cannot eat this mic.
Nasty
‘hen you get closer than an inch,
the diaphragm starts to convulse and it
gets nasty sounding. Backing off to an
inch or more makes abig difference.
Because radio announcers are
famous for eating the mic, Icalled the
beyer company and asked applications
engineer Herber Herrera if any pop
protectors might be available that
would keep the talent at least an inch
from the head grille. It was mentioned
that the WS 740 windscreen could be
used with the M 99.
Back at my studio Icontinued the
evaluation, comparing the M 99 with
my RE27/ND. While both mics had
equally good off-axis rejection, Icould
hear more off-axis low end on the M 99,
probably due to the rear lobe of the
hyper-cardioid pattern.
The M 99 comes with a suspension
mount. This is good, as the M 99 is less
See M 99, page S3
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PnP Music Production Computers

New Effects Tools for Macs

StudioPC by Wave Digital Systems is aline of IBMcompatible computers designed to the customer's specifications. Wave Digital computers are unique in that the
computers are designed for music production, and are
pre-configured with the customer's choice of music software packages.
Each workstation is tested so that it will be up and running
with minimum effort.
Wave Digital received certification from many software
manufacturers allowing the configuration of the manufacturers' programs on Wave Digital computers.
Features include separate hard drives for the OS and music files, and separate
Advanced Graphics Processor video bus. There are also many options of different
manufacturers and sizes of drives, monitors and chassis.
For more information contact Wave Distribution in New Jersey at ( 973) 7282425 or visit the Web site at www.wavedigital.coni

Arboretum Systems offers Hyperprism 2.5 real-time sound processing for Power
Macs. The standalone software retails for $299.
It includes the following tools: the Granulator, which chops up the audio into tiny
pieces and rearranges it in interesting ways; Formant Pitch Shift, which alters pitch
in semitones: HyperPhaser, with eight resonant filters, reminiscent of a flanger;
Harmonic Exciter: Bass Maximizer: Tube/Tape Saturation effects plus the original
Hyperprism effects library for atotal of 42 effects.

po

beyerdynamic: 75 Years of Making Transducers.
RW reviews two beyerdynamic microphones in thi i,q1e. The : tame heyer is
familiar to many in broadcasting.
Eugene Beyer founded the company in
Germany in 1924. The mission was to
improve the quality of sound reproduction
through the development of enhanced transducer technology.
A handshake between Beyer and Georg
Neumann created an agreement that beyer was
not going to make condensers and Neumann
was not going to make dynamics.
In 1938. the company's first moving coil
headphones. the DT 48. went into production.
A stereo version created in the 1950s is still in
production. Beyer's first moving coil microphone. the M 19. went into production in
1939.
The 1950s also produced the first small ribEugene Beyer
bon mikes for beyer - the M 130. M 160 and
M 260. These mics were unique in their lightweight design dur to rare earth magnets and anew method of producing small, durable aluminum ribbons.
The next 20 years brought about the M 88 and M 69 dynamics. Neodymium
magnets began to be used to create the DT 880 headphones, which led to the highoutput TG X series of mics.
After both engineers passed away in the 1970s. beyer began making its first condenser microphones. The MC 740 was the company's first large-diaphragm, multi patterned mic.
A new product of note from beyer is the M 100 digital mie. It puts the A/D
conversion right after the diaphragm, producing an AES/EBU digital output from
the mic.
The company also makes wireless mics and conference systems.

Hyperprism 2.5 for DirectX, Premiere ( Mac) and VST ( Mac) are also available as
upgrades to current Hyperprism Plug-in Pack owners for $99.
Hyperprism 1.0 is available at $299 for Sciundscape SSHDR1. Mixtreme and R.Ed
PC workstations. The release consists of the following modules: Bass Maximizer.
Tube/Tape Saturation, Quasi Stereo ( monoto-stereo), Flanger and Phaser and others. Purchasers of the 1.0 edition will receive the next upgrade, including new
effects, free.
The Arboretum Realizer Pro for $74.95 improves AIFF. WAV. SDII. MP3 files.
streams, CD audio and other audio formats.
Version 1.0 includes the following effects: Bass Maximizer. Two Parametric EQs.
Harmonic Exciter. Reverb, Ultra Stereo and Loudness. It is useful for pre-and post mastering and supports DirectX and VST plug-in formats.
Registered owners of Winamp and SoundJam MP Realizer qualify for adiscounted upgrade to Realizer Pro.
For more information contact the company in Califienia at (650)738-4750, check
out the Web site at www.arboretum.com or for the Soundscape edition of
Hvperprism go to www.soundscape-digital.com

é

Richardson
Electronics

Engineered Solutions

Technology Showcase
Featuring...

Seasoned broadcasters
advise never to skimp
on transducers. Quality
microphones and
headphones make
your productions
sparkle with

333
M 99, continued from page 52
isolated than the RE27/ND. On the posReach Ford at www.jagunet.com/-tford
itive side, the M 99 hears less HVAC air
Ty Ford's equipment reviews and WO
duct turbulence and hard drive noise.
files
can
be
found
at
The RE 27/ND was picking up some
wwwjagunet.com/-tford
stray AC fields that caused some
buzzing when the mic was positioned in
Product Capsule:
certain ways, whereas the M 99 was
beyerdyramic NI 99
clean by comparison. Both buzzed abit
Microphore
when Igot them within afoot of amonitor. The M 99 seemed to hear less of the
din from hard drive fans and cart
4. Thumbs Up
machine bearings.
= iFat sound
_= ., Somewhat resilient to AC fields
lidê
For on-air situations in which the tall Hotter response than RE20
ent stays an inch back from the grille,
the beyer M 99 is agood option. At a
$799 list price for mic, case and suspension mount, the mic delivers a thick,
=
Thumbs Dowr.
beefy sound.
Mic cannot be eaten
Mic eaters can be kept at bay by
finding some way to mount athree-inch
embroidery ring, available at most
For more information, contact the
sewing stores, with some nylon mesh
company in New York at
stretched over it.
(800) 293-4463 or visit the Web site
If trying an M 99, remember that it
at www.beyerdyrramic.com
has a6 dB hotter output than an RE20,
which means adjusting the mic pre
input to get aproper comparison.

clarity, detail and
rich character.
Richardson
Broaocast
features AKG
brand microphones,
headphones and
wireless systems,
bringing you Austrian
innovation and quality
at prices that will
make you look as
good as you sound!
Contact us today.
Once you hear
AKG, there will be
no going back.

For more
information, visit our
online catalog at catalogfe I.com

More than 60 locations worldwide to serve you. E-mail: edg@rell corn. Internet WWII radiotynet. com, Toll Free: 800-34S-5580 ( U.S. &
Canada), Mexico: Mecca City + 52 ( 5)674-2228. Guadalatara + 52 ( 3) 645-4641 Brazil: SO. Paulo + 55 ( 11) 820-6199. Colombra. Sante Fe
de Bogota. DC ( 57-1) 636-1028, France: Colombes Cedex + 33.1.55.66.00 30. Germany: Puchheim + 49 ( 89) 890 214.0. ItalyzAgrate ( MI)
+39 (039) 653 145. Roma + 39 ( 06)41.73 37.51. Sesto Fiorentino ( FL) . 39 (055)42 08 31. Spain: Barcelona + 34 193)415 83 03 Aladnd + 34
(91) 528-3700 Sweden: Stockholm +46 8564 705 90. Turkey: Istanbul +90 212 2643721. The Netherlands: Amsterdam + 31 Z) 446 7070.
United Kingdom: Slough +44 ( 1753) 733010. Australia:Castle Hill ACN 069 808 108 + 61 ( 2) 9894.7288. Bayswater ACN 069 8338 108. +61
(3) 9738-0733. China: Shanghai +86 ( 21) 6440-0807, Japan: Osaka + 81 (6) 6314-5557.Tokyo +81 ( 3) 5215-1577. Korea: S-oul +82 (2)
539-4731, Singapore +65 487-5995. Taiwan: Taipei + 886 ( 2) 86915238. Thailand: Bangkok + 66 ( 2) 749-4402. Vietnam: Ho Cs Minh City
+84 8811 1919. for other international inquines call Corporate Headquarters: LaFox. IL ( 630) 208-2200. Fax ( 630) 208-2550 lD 2000
Richardson Electronics. Ltd. M00509

See Us at NAB Booth # L6413
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A Look at Hayes' Near-Fields
HAYES, continued from page 48

Hayes speakers were softer in volume
than the other two pairs of speakers.
Charlie has aHafler amp that was used
for all three pairs of speakers. All settings
and controls remained exactly the same
for all three as well.
The relative volume levels of his JBLs
and his Alesis were comparable, even
though one was self-powered. At first, we
thought that the Hayes speakers were just
less efficient, but that was not the case.
Because no technical material came
with the speakers, Ihad to read the fine
print on the back of them — using a
magnifying glass — to discover that they
are rated at 6 ohms. Most amps used in
studios are 8ohms, so there is an impedance mismatch. Iam assuming this mismatch accounted for the loss in volume.

Iwanted to find out more about the
speakers. Again, on the back label of
each speaker, and again in fine print, was
the e-mail address for Hayes in Australia.
I contacted the designer, Joseph
Hayes, who was accommodating in
answering questions.
"The crossover has aseries notch that
causes a1dB reduction in output. The monitors sound best when cranked," he said.
Charlie and Iheard considerably more
than a 1dB reduction in volume when
compared to his Alesis and JBL speakers.
However, Hayes is correct in that these
speakers do sound fine when cranked.
Also on the back of each speaker is a
small toggle switch that Charlie and I
could not figure out. The switch did not
affect the phasing or the impedance.
When Iasked Hayes what this switch

Product Ca
Hayes Spatial One

is supposed to do, he said, "Nothing. It
was left over from an earlier prototype." I
do not know why it is there, but Iwas
correct in my assessment.
Hayes has also changed the crossover
from the model that Ireviewed, and
claims the newer monitors sound better.
If you have a6-ohm amplifier or an
impedance matcher, or don't mind turning up the amp abit, the speakers are fun
to listen to. With alist price of $695 for
the pair, consider the Hayes Spatial One
near-field monitors for your next set of
studio speakers.
IN
Rick Barnes, CBRE, is a studio engineer with the Voice of America and a
Ph.D. candidate in communications technology. He can be reached via e-mail at
ICE3QJ@email.msn.com

Near-Field Monitors

4_
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Thumbs Up

/Full-range sound

Good bass for the size of driver
1 Clear mids and highs
1 Cool look
1 Not too expensive

Thumbs Down
/ Bright sound (which could

I-

thumbs up)
1 Six ohms — requires extra
power on an 8-ohm amp
1 Few dealers in the U.S.

The speakers are available in t
United States through LPB
Communications in Pennsylvania at
(610) 644-1123 or visit the LPB W
site at www.Ipbinc.com

Products & Services Showcase
S.C.M.S„ Inc.
Charlotte, N.C.
Low Prices - Experienced Staff

OUTSTANDING Outstanding specifications and
pricing on professional quality AF210 FM receivers
designed for the most demanding sensitivity, low
distortion and signal to noise requirements, such as
FM relay (translator) service, SCA monitoring, data and
paging services. Stereo, SCA and RDS demodulators
are provided in the AF210 design.

New and Re-built R.F. and Audio

RDA

50% OFF LIST ON 1 5/8" AND 7/8"
COAX SNAP-IN HANGERS, GROUND

Kn'S

AND 1 5/8" HOISTING GRIPS
CALL SCMS FOR DETAILS.

AF210 FM Stereo, SCA, RDS

S549.95

The Model AF210 is single channel with internal switch
selectable PLL (synthesized) tuning. Features include
wide and narrow band AGC, carrier detection relay, LED
indicators, composite, SCA, RDS and Stereo outputs.

Toll- Free
FAX

800-438-6040

704-889-4540

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!
ntennas Deliver
Coverage!
•Superior Engineering
•Multistation Solutions
•Filters & Combiners
•Translators
•Reliable Pattern Studies

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company -

Systems'
Technical Leadership in

Designed and Manufactured in the USA

You Know We Know Radio —

The New
Standard in
Studio
Installation

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

an Industry of Change

2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454
Email: SCARadio@aol.com WebSite:vmw.Daytonlndustrial.com

Call: ( 888) 616-7980 In Missouri: ( 314) 872-8222

The DTMF-16 TouchTonï

http://www.rdasystems.com

Decoder
-16e diown
e,
optional rack mount

11.1te_
•

WerIces

Inexpensive& Convenient Control
Decodes all 16 DTMF
tones.
s. Bridging input accepts a
wide audio range.
> High current optoisolated
outputs.
Jumper selectable beeptone
acknowledges
commands.
• Momentary or interlocked
latching output modes.
Two tone decoder & antifalsing filter
improve
reliability & versatility.
Silencer option completely
removes DTMF tones from
its adjustable, balanced
output.

The DTMF-16 is perfect for
interfacing networks to your
automation, controlling remote
satellite receivers, repeaters, etc.
Connect it to an audio source
and its outputs will operate
wheneverthere's atone. With
a list price of only $ 199, the
compact & rugged DTMF-16
can be put almost anywhere to
provide the remote controls that
you need.
For more info,
contact us or your favorite
broadcast supplier.

•For single or
multiple frequencies
•15 Mhz diplex bandwith
•120 kw input power rati

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555/fax 380-0230
Internet: vmw.circuitwerkes.com
ToueoneisaregisleredtradernarkolAT&T.

ERle 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERlinc.com
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New Products from TC Electronw
TC Electronic offers many new products of interest to the radio station production director. The M- One Dual
Effects Processor, and the D-Two MultiTap Rhythm Delay. Each retails for $699.
Both units have analog 1/4- inch I/O and
S/PDIF I/0 for adigital signal path that
supports 44.1 and 48 kHz.
The M- One is a 24- bit dual- engine
processor with 25 algorithms including
enhanced reverbs, delay, dynamics, pitch,
chorus and tremolo.
The D-Two Multi-Tap Rhythm Delay
offers up to 10 seconds of delay. It features spatial, ping-pong, reverse, dynamic
delay, chorus and filter.
Also, Tube-Tech, distributed by TCE,

working on two transitions at the same
time, and it has the ability to use the master view section as aplug-in.
TC Works also has Voice Tools, a
plug-in
bundle
for $ 699
for
Digidesign's ProTools 24Mix featuring
the TC Intonator for pitch correction
and TC Voice Strip that includes com-

pressor, de-esser, voice EQ, lo-cut fil-

ter and gate. It also has an emulation
of tube gear.
The new MSD600M Master Stereo
Display from DK-Audio has as an interesting feature. It can function as an
audio matrix control center, meaning

TCEs M Two
any input can be routed to any output. It
has individual gain control and an
optional fader panel.
•
For more information call the company in California at (805) 373-1828
or check out the Web site at
www.teelectronic.com

ICES M- One

Caller

are you

DK-Audio's MSD600M
Master Stereo Display

Are

there?

you

there

caller.„?

offers the new SMC 2A, a three RU,
stereo, all-tube multi-band compressor
for $ 4,395. It has three- band gain,
threshold, attack and release controls on
a single master gain control. The frequencies of each individual band are
variable. The I/Os are balanced and fully
floating.
TCE also took over distribution and
marketing of the Dynaudio Acoustics
near- and mid-field monitor product line
in North America.
5.1 reverb
TC Electronic introduced the System
6000 that retails starting at $8,595.
Algorithms include VSS-5.1 reverb, a
multi-source input to multi-channel output space simulator. Four-band dynamics
processing includes expander, compressor and brickwall limiter. It has multichannel pitch change, as well as classic
TC algorithms, including several reverbs,
chorus, delay, phaser and EQ.
System 6000 consists of the core system which includes the Mainframe 6000,
Remote CPU 6000 and a remote user
interface called the TC ICON. Options
include various software licenses for specific DSP functions, up to three ADA
24/96 and two-channel analog I/0 cards.
The TC ICON has alarge touch screen
and six touch-sensitive motorized faders
built into ametal chassis. The DSP-6000
processing card is capable of running
several effects simultaneously. This card
has four pairs of AES/EBU digital I/O
and word-clock.
The CPU 6000 is aone-RU device that
acts like a communications module. A
multi-pin socket connects the CPU to the
ICON, and additional USB connectors
are provided for connecting optional keypads, joysticks and other control devices.
TC Works has upgraded Spark 1.0 to
1.5 for $499 retail. Enhancements
include the Cut Editor, which now allows
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"...Let's try line 2". On- air hosts don't want to near
themselves saying those words. And, with the help of
the PROtalk4, they won't
The PROtalk4 is
designed around
the features
busy talent
depend on to
keep
calls
flowing smoothly.
Backlit, icon-based buttons make operation
quick and simple. Talk to all four callers at the same
time, with automatic level balancing for a consistent

on- air sound. Independent digital hybrids provide
exceptional audio quality in the studio and between
callers.
Plus, the PROtalk4 stands up to your most demanding
work environment, with a robust but elegant housing,
compact footprint, and straightforward rackmount connections.
Before call management problems leave your on- air
talent all strung out, take acloser look at the easy- to use PROtalk4.
Call or visit us online today for more information.

;(;PROtalkñ
We hear you
43) Broadcast Telephone Systems • www.broadcast-telephones.corn • 1-888-890-7424

Products Ed Services Showcase
CABLE X-PERTS, INC

REMEMBER THE CORTANA

HELIAX ,F) LDF series coaxial cable from

FOLDED IINIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE

ECOICI

ANDREW

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS

Econco

• Premium electrical peformance
• Excellent RF shielding.

AND WORKMANSHIP.

REBUILT POWER TUBES

• 50 Ohm Impedance.

IT FEATURES...

• Low Loss Foam Dielectric.

• BROAD BANDWMI for better sound,

• Easy to install connectors.

• GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,

• Cable cut to your specific length.

• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

• Complete product line stocked.

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

• Related products too.

ALSO
DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR
AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.
FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

800-828-3 340*Fax 847-5 20-3444

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

http://www.cablexperts.com

Call for Our Price List

416 Diens Drive Wheeling, IL 60090

4001 La Plata Hwy

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
terCord

MI

a
m

—

Phone: 530-662-7553

Dee a

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

«1›

Telex: 176756

From Canada: 800-848-8841

MI* M71
lim

RESEARCH

Farmington, NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646

fax 505-325-1142

extatibur
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HC- 1 Handi-Coupler

ie cc-- AES/EBU Digital Audio
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LIMITED
DDA-104 1x4 Distribution Amplifier

RS-88AES 8x8 Routing System

Input, 4 Output AES/EBU Distribution Amplifier

8 Input, 8Output AES/EBU Audio Router

•Reclocked outputs for reduced jitter. Cable lengths to 200 meters
DDDDDDDD
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CICIOMOOMM

•

Re- 8874£C and Re6474Eg features:

I» MD all al

•External AES/EBU Digital Sync Input
•Integral FrontPanel Local Controls
•RS-422 Serial Remote Control Ports

RS-41DA 4x1 Routing System
4 Input, 1Output AES/EBU Audio Router
•Clock recovery and regeneration, reclocked output
•Local pushbutton or Parallel remote control

RS-64AES 64x64 Routing System
64 Input, 64 Output AES/EBU Audio Router
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Phase 3half- rack products are ideal for desktop
or rackmount use. Broadcast quality throughout.
No AC Adapters. No compromises.

•

Available in 1RU and 2RU packaging

You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: onair studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.

Videoquip Research Limited
Phone: (416) 293-1042

Toll Free: 1-888-293-1071

Fax: (416) 297-4757

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!

www.videoquip.com

Professional AES/EBU Serial Digital Audio Products.

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call your favorite radio broadcast dealer today for Exmlibur products!

1,200 Hits on
HARD DRIVE
for $795!
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1940- 2000

The RF People
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1-800-624-7626
www.freeland-inc.com
Email freeland inc

com@freeIand-inc corn

Go to www.h-b-s.com
for song lists
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1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070
www.h-b-s.corn
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CD libraries
ONLY $ 695

Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

Covington, LA. 70435 U.S.A.

5,000 songs available!

HALLAIVO BROADCAST SERVICES,

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers

75412 Highway 25

FREE HitPick software lets
YOU create acustom format!
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Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

1-800-986-9700
www.svpa.com e-mail: sales(Msvpa.com

Fax 1-408-986-1438
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Digital Production Tools

Revolution Shifting to Software
Alan R. Peterson
The real revolution in radio production
may be played out not with CD decks
and DAT machines, but with clever software and its creative uses.
As today's radio production studio
depends more on digital workstations and
less on tape decks and rack processors,
the big changes coming are more likely
to arrive on aCD-ROM than in acardboard carton. The digital movement has
even made it possible to do without a
console or aCD player in the room.
Companies with little or no previous
broadcast exposure are fast becoming
common names around the studio.
Syntrillium Software proved it is possible to produce and mix a64- track digital project — with effects — for only
about $ 300.
Steinberg and Sonic Foundry — two
companies more familiar to musicians and
sound designers than production directors
— can sell you plug-ins that slice and dice
your tracks in ways you would not have

thought possible. And these plug- ins are
even compatible with several of radio's
most visible editing systems.
MPEG compression continues to make
the world spin to anew beat, so the latest
and greatest encoder available is anecessity. Even the free software you can
download from the Internet can do more

for production than that Ursa Major rack
processor you lusted after back in 1987.
If the future holds anything specific
for radio production tools, it will be that
your favorite effects and processes —
present and future — will likely consist
more of "bytes" than "black box."
Only a handful of years ago, shareware audio editors such as Cool Edit and

Orban Links Up Clear
Channel Facilities
ATLANTA When Icame to work at
Cleat Channel Communications'
Atlanta production facility in 1995, studios and equipment were limited.

Goldwave made the rounds on the World
Wide Web as novelty programs. Today,
Cool Edit Pro is commercially available
software that has matured to a point
where it stands among radio's favorite
production tools — not just because of its
price and ability to do multitrack mixing,
but because it has abuilt-in complement

Audioactive Real-Time Internet Audio Encoder

USER REPORT

by Jim Cook
Director of Creative Services
Clear Channel Communications

Inside

were interfering with productivity.
We installed an Orban DSE 7000
digital audio workstation, predecessor
to the Audicy, in one of the rooms to
remedy the problem. We soon had a
"deli line" running out the studio door
of people wanting to get on that workstation.

of 40 quality digital effects and space for
plenty more.
Systems like Cool Edit Pro are
remaining open-ended in order to accommodate various file formats that can be
shared between platforms, workstations
and additional plug-ins.
"We are DirectX compatible," said
Bob Ellison, president of Syntrillium
Software. "It's aWindows standard and is
the one standard everyone is writing for."
In addition to the base effects that
come with Cool Edit, auser can plug in
third- party effects from TC Works,
Waves or Sonic Foundry.
A competing plug-in standard from
Steinberg — VST — works only in programs that have agreed to adopt that standard. While not compatible with DirectX,
there are always end-runs to get what you
want.

March 15, 2000

"Amulet Software has created aVSTto-DirectX linker," said Ellison. "It lets
you run aVST plug-in where aDirectX
plug-in should go. And it actually works
pretty well with Cool Edit Pro."
Plug-in compatibility assures a product's life will be extended, at least until
the next big version comes along.
Longtime radio favorite SAW ( Software
Audio Workshop) also has hooks to link
DirectX and VST plug- ins into a SAW
project. The product line from Innovative
Quality Software ( IQS) now claims
SAWPro as its top-of- the- line editor, with
32 stereo tracks and independent DSP on
each track.
DirectX has also made an impression
at Digigram. Xtrack, the company's flagship audio editor, not only records and

edits entirely in MPEG, but will also
allow DirectX plug-ins on each channel.
Neil Glassman, president of Digigram
Inc. in North America, commented on the
extra step needed for Xtrack to do its job.
"DirectX plug-ins won't work directly
on an MPEG file," Glassman said. "The
program must decode the file, process it,
then re-encode it. For us, aDirectX effect
See PLUG-INS, page 60

try to control yourself..
Remote Facilities Controller
control transmitter from any telephone
8-64 channels of telemetry and control
programmable control by date and time
optional printer and modem adapters
programmable telemetry alarms
full-featured, affordable, reliable
integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter
parallel printer interface
internal modem for data
front panel status indicators
battery backed power supply
rack mountable chassis ( 1U)

o
E

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe
provides contact closure on loss of audio
adjustable from 7seconds to 4.5 minutes

Jim Cook works with the Orban Audicy at Clear Channel studios.
What was immediately noticeable
was that only a few production- savvy
staff members were using the available
digital editor. The learning curve for
using the editor and computer-phobia

The effect was not lost on either the
engineering staff or management.
Everyone was asking, "Why don't we
have more of these?"
See ORI3AN, page 59

monitors two audio channels
integrated rack panel
cost-effective, reliable

innovative solutions

ligib Sine Systems

nashville. tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 fax-on- demand • www.elnesystems.com
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USER REPORT

Antex Boosts System Into Orbit
by Kurt Brecheisen
Technical Support Representative
CBSI, Digital Universe Division

cards we routinely recommend or configure into our systems.
Our wish list was along one. A stable
Windows NT driver and full compatibility
REEDSPORT, Ore. CBSI's step - with Windows Multimedia were essential
to our success.
ahead automation system, Digital
Size mattered in terms of giving our
Universe, was designed to work with a

as much flexibility as possible in putting together asystem tailored
to their needs.
We tested many cards, with mixed
results. We found a good match to our
wish list, as well as astrong and cooperpartnership,
with
Antex
ative
Electronics and its range of audio cards,
specifically the LX-44.
We started out specifying the Antex
SC2000 and have since begun to phase
in the LX- 44, where appropriate, for
the installation.
One factor that has been helpful,
especially working with these multiple
cards, has been that all the Antex cards

our customers

use auniversal driver setup disk — simply identify which card you have
installed, and you're there.
The small footprint of the LX-44 also is
abig plus for us.
Space is at apremium just about everywhere within astation, especially in onair and production areas. Because this
compact card requires only aPCI slot, we
don't have to restrict our customers to
industrial- strength, rackmount PCs capable of accommodating ISA cards, as some
manufacturers do. We can opt for the
more standard, and probably more operator-friendly, PC.
We have found the external hookups of
the LX-44 are just as flexible. There is a
straightforward connection for an octopus cable on the rear panel or, for more
complex installations, Antex can provide
See ANTEX, page 60

USER REPORT

Going Digital With
The Arrakis DL-4
Antex LX-44
range of audio cards and did not require
specialized hardware.
However, that does not mean we are
not picky when it comes to the audio

customers more choices about PC hardware. Simple connectivity and setup were
important. And we were looking for a
family of cards, so that we could offer

by Robert Mills
President
Ohio & Illinois Centers for
Broadcasting
CLEVELAND If you've agonized
over the prospect of digitizing your studio, Ican sympathize.
The decision to invest in adigital stu-

ease of installation and simplicity in
design. In the matter of an hour, Iwas
able to hear the first tunes emanating
from the system," said Husetic.
"The second thing that Igot hooked
on was the versatility. It offers applications ranging from cart replacement to
studio and satellite automation, and provides for very easy upgrade procedures

Visit Radio World
on the Web!

RIO

Wine,

The Industry's Online Resource
Read weekly updates in the Newsroom!
Find trade shows and meetings in the
Calendar of Industry Events
Look up associations and regulatory groups in the
Broadcast Organization Directory
Find the equipment you need in the searchable
Vendor & Product Directory!
Plus,
Guy Wire's exclusive column,
Reader Subscription Services
and more!

http://www.rwonline.com
For advertising information, contact
Richard Farrell at 703-998-7600 x115 or rfarrelleimaspub.com

Arrakis DL-4
dio system was easy, but after discovering the myriad products available,
choosing one was difficult.
As the operator of three broadcasting
training centers, Ihad to have aproduct
that best represented what our future
broadcasters would face in the real
world. The Arrakis DL-4computerized
automation system has met that demand
without breaking the budget.
When asked to offer my opinions on
the DL-4, Ienlisted the aid of some
staff members who have worked closely
with the system.
Elmir Husetic, our engineer at our
Chicago facility, enthusiastically welcomed the system to our studio.
"I'm not one who typically relies on
first impressions, but the DL-4 proved
to be something very different. The first
thing that really amazed me was the

and interconnectivity options," he said.
"You can easily operate the device
from the control panel installed on the
main unit, by using aremote panel that
can be installed up to 200 feet away, or
by utilizing a PC software system that
incorporates atouch screen. What more
can Isay?"
When choosing adigital system, we
had to keep in mind that hundreds of
students would be trained on the equipment. We needed aproduct that adapted
easily to an educational environment.
Broadcaster Terry Spialek, an instructor
at our Cincinnati center, proclaimed the
DL-4as money well spent.
"The Arrakis DL-4 is perfect for an
educational setting. Its ease of use is
unmatched by any other system I've
encountered.
See ARRAKIS, page 59
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Orban Audicy Networks Stations
ORBAN, continued from page 57

When we moved into new buildings
the following year, we outfitted three of
our rooms with Audicys. The learning
curve on the Audicy is so shallow that we
soon had everyone from the young board
operator to the morning show producer
doing full, multitrack production.
Since, we've continued to add Audicys as
we have added studios. We now have nine.
Fit, form, function
In Atlanta, we're responsible for doing
every sort of production, including promos, donuts, imaging and programming
for Clear Channel radio stations in our
region and also for national distribution.
Unsurprisingly for the No. 1radio
owner in the United States ( 830 stations
and counting), our duties cover every sort
of format, from news to oldies.

Besides ease of use, there are two features that we have come to value highly
— networking and reliability.
Audicy networking allows us to start a
production in one room, stop if necessary
(for instance, when someone else needs
to use the room) and call up the production in another room to continue working. Or aproducer working in one room
can leave aproduction for asecond producer to finish in separate room.
In a production environment as
demanding and deadline-driven as Clear
Channel's Atlanta facility, the flexibility
Audicy allows us in mixing and matching
rooms is valuable. Audicy networking also
gives users instant access to sound libraries

on the central server from any workstation.
In our case, the Audicys are networked
to aNovell system central file server. But
Audicy also supports Windows, NT or
TCP/IP (Internet Protocol) networking.
We're working on networking Audicys
between facilities (there are nine Audicys
in Clear Channel's Denver facility), so
that we can export full productions across
awide-area network.
Regarding reliability, Ican honestly say
that Audicy is the most stable editing technology I've ever used. Ihave been working with it, in one fashion or another, since
1992 and Ihave never had acrash.
People shake their heads and ask if
I'm kidding when Itell them that, but it's

Endurance of time
The Arrakis DL-4s have been in
place in our schools for more than a
year. They have proved to be reliable,
hardworking partners in our educational and broadcasting endeavors.
Our director of education in
Cleveland, Bruce Ryan, said it's
almost impossible to imagine life
without the DL-4.
"It's my obligation to make sure our
students are prepared for the real
world of broadcasting. We have
recently incorporated the DL-4 into
the operation of our student- run
Internet radio station," said Ryan.
"As a cart- replacement and program-automation tool, this unit is in
use 24 hours aday. Once our students
have been trained on the DL-4, they
have no problems adapting to the
operation of other systems used in the
broadcast industry."
The diversity, flexibility, and ease
of operation of the Arrakis DL- 4
makes it a studio favorite among our
staff and students. Digital MPEG compression and hard-drive applications
have become today's market standards. The DL-4is destined to become
astandard tool in the radio broadcasting industry.
The Ohio & Illinois Centers for
Broadcasting has locations in
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Chicago.
Information on the centers can be
found at www.beonair.com
For more information contact Arrakis
Systems Inc. in Colorado at (970) 2242248, fax ( 970) 493-1076 or visit the
Web site www.arrakis-systems.com

true. I've never had aDSE or Audicy lose
asession. I've worked with alot of other
systems, where lockups and crashes take
all kinds of material with them.
Our engineers love the Audicy. They
set it up, they walk away and they're
done. You never see an Audicy on an
engineer's workbench.
Networked digital audio workstations
clearly offer radio producers tremendous
power and flexibility. However, those
qualities mean little if radio production
people who don't happen to be "cybergeeks" are discouraged from using the
system, or if the system doesn't perform
reliably and consistently.
Audicy has fit the bill at Clear
Channel in Atlanta.
For more information contact Orban at
(510) 351-3500, fax (510) 351-0500 or
visit the Web site at www.orban.com
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ARRAKIS, continued from page 58

"I especially love the on -screen
prompt bar. Using that, and maybe a
third of the instruction guide, Iwas
quickly manipulating the system as
if Iwas operating my home PC. The
auto-start/stop recording mode is a
particular blessing. And having the
DL- 4 do my head/tail editing on
dubs into the system frees me to
grab that extra cup of coffee," said
Spialek.
"This is the perfect system for
the first-time computerized automation user."
He said even the most tech-intimidated person at astation will appreciate its ease of use.
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...at acost savings means real
value in any broadcast market.
But don't take our word for
it or let our 25-plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our
first-quality products at your station at no
risk with our no-fault, 30-day return policy,

"David-II" IV PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN
Famous the world over for surprisingly competitive and
clean audio at abudget price. Digital synthesis design
gives great specs and terrific sound.

FM MOD-MONITOR WITH PRESCALER
Off-air modulation measurement with easy-to-read
display, 8station presets, alarms and multipath indicator.
A companion tunable subcarrier monitor/demod is also
available.

PRECISION FM REBROADCAST RECEIVER
A feature-packed receiver for translators and other
demanding off-air program pick-ups. Synthesized tuning,
MPX/demod outputs, alarms and more!

RDS/RBDS "MINI-ENCODER"
Quickly program it with any PC to transmit station call
letters, format and other identifiers, translator frequencies,
promos/slogans, phone number, etc.
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"PBX" TELEPHONE LINE "ELIMINATOR"
Save telco line charges! Up to 7remote controls, modems,
alarms and other dial-up gear can share asingle phone
line for incoming and outgoing calls.
Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com

lnovonics, Inc. c
)
1305 Fair Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 IL
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
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Plug In to the Future of Software
PLUG-INS, continued from page 57

application is not real time, but must be
an off-line rendering procedure."
In spite of this extra step, Xtrack

Beyond free MP3 players, it is actually
effects can be plugged in.
possible to outfit a versatile production
Free audio utilities abound on the
computer right off the Net for next to
Internet. Among the most popular are
MP3 encoders and players, and CD
rippers.
The encoders are popular in groupstation operations and with free-lance
radio "liner guys" who use MP3 files to
deliver tomorrow morning's promo via
the Internet. Among the encoders praised
most highly in MP3-related newsgroups
is the Fraunhofer algorithm, also
corm Fe ?"4
licensed in Cutting Edge's AudioActive
Illir
product line and available as a plug-in
lanàzbev rid=
=
(
4::riCeTATE
..
:Tel
for Cool Edit Pro.

memo PP.M -mar
m il

Orban Audicy Digital
Audio Workstation
remains apopular companion program to
automation and storage products marketed by Scott Studios, Broadcast
Electronics, Enco and RCS.
A new version of Xtrack will soon
be available for about $ 500. And
because it remains DirectX-compatible,
there is almost no limit to what new

You get what you pay for
Encoders based on other algorithms
can be found on the Internet for free.
Unfortunately, many are worth little
more than that.
Among the more visible MP3 players
available for free download is the
WinAmp player. It plays back WAV,
MP3, MIDI, MOD and afew files many
production folks have never heard of. Its
popularity is bolstered by the amount of
"skins" created for it by fans.
A skin is a layer of artwork that
changes the player's appearance from
its utilitarian Windows look to whatever is desired, such as wood grains,
supermodels or cartoon heroes. Skins
affect only the player's appearance and
not its operation.

Antex: A Sound Card
For the Universe
ANTEX, continued from page 58

aseparate, rackmount breakout box for
all the XLR connections. Either way,
the results are tidy and efficient.
Another motivating factor was the elusive balance between cost and quality we
were looking for in an audio card.
The
SC2000 had performed
admirably for us. However, many of our
clients did not necessarily need an elaborately equipped audio card with
SMPTE time code and so forth. The
Digital Universe's uncompressed audio
foundation was all they needed.
For those clients, the LX-44 was a
wonderful find. It gives us lots of bang
for the buck. A further bonus, one that
benefits us directly and our customers
indirectly, is that we don't have to concern ourselves with compression algorithms that are immaterial to our system.
Digital Universe doesn't need them, and
with this card, we don't have to pass the
extra costs onward to our clients.
With some manufacturers, what you
save in cost you lose in poor customer
service. That is far from the case with
Antex. John Lechuga in our purchasing
department reported that the Antex staff
has been courteous and attentive to our
needs, regardless of whether the concern
was aprice negotiation, areturn, ashipping question or an international issue.
"They're always willing to assist us
when troubleshooting asound card and,
should one fail, cordial and expedient in
sending out an overnight replacement,"
said Lechuga.
"Antex is one of the few companies in

existence today that is seamless to our
customers. They complement CBSI by
offering quality sound card products,
supporting us in all aspects of our needs
and being downright friendly. You can
detect asmile when holding aconversation with them."
Final answer
It comes down to one issue — how
does the result sound to the end users, our
clients' listeners?
The feedback has been unilaterally
positive on this front. Many individuals
to whom we have demonstrated the unit
commented that Digital Universe is the
best-sounding system they've heard.
An engineer at one of our Rocky
Mountain stations reported back to us
that their listeners were actually calling
in to say, "You sound so much better!
Did you get some new equipment or
something?"
Of course, we like to think that
Digital Universe's uncompressed audio
makes the difference but, like agood
idea that hits a roadblock, the bestsounding audio can fall apart at the output stage unless the audio card carrying
it is rock-solid.
So here is credit where credit is due.
Our own product may be in orbit, but it
probably wouldn't be nearly as smooth a
ride were it not powered, underneath it
all, by Antex audio cards.
For more information contact Antex
Electronics in California at (310) 5323092, fax (310) 532-8509 or visit the Web
site at www.antex.com
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IOS SAWPro
nothing. At the time of this writing, it was
possible to download "Pack 3" for free
from Maxim Digital Audio of the United
Kingdom (
www.abeIco.uld—maxim).
This is a collection of Mac and PC
plug-ins that emulate an amp and speaker combination, adrum box, acompressor/limiter and a lofi sample converter
for novelty degraded digital effects.
Three other effect packs were available
at press time that also cost nothing.
There are free or inexpensive programs that turn aconventional PC into a
sampler or aretro-' 70s synthesizer. Some
recreate analog warmth and can assist in
the mastering of an audio mix before
burning aCD.
Syntrillium Software and IQS are getting on the low- bucks express as well.
The two- track Cool Edit 2000 can be
bundled with a plug-in that converts it
into a four- stereo- track production
machine with DirectX compatibility, all
for $ 98. IQS recently introduced
SAWLite for users requiring no more
than eight tracks.
Free ripping
Lest you forget about CDs, think
about rippers. With free CD-ripping software, it no longer matters if there is a
CD player in the production room. Place
the disc in the CD-ROM drive of the
computer and start ripping. The soundcard is bypassed and the disc data is
written directly to the hard drive as a
WAV or MP3 file.
In fact, acombination of software and
hardware has the potential of emptying a
studio out very quickly.
Miles Smith, a maintenance engineer
for WGBH-FM radio in Boston, said, "I
have afriend using ProTools and he just
jacks right into the interface. He bypasses
the console entirely."
Such a situation is possible with a
legacy product such as the Orban Audicy,

where all mix decisions can be done
inside without the benefit of an external
console. But in the case of the Audicy, it
is best to leave the plug-ins and modifications to the pros.
Jeff Stedman, Audicy product manager, reminded us that the Audicy is
indeed a computer, but
does not behave like one.
"It's a DAW, not agarden-variety computer," he
said. "We had a guy send
us his unit, which he tried
to modify. ' Sure, it's just a
computer,' he thought, ' so
how hard could this be?"
Orban technicians ended
up having to return the
DAW to original condition,
then make his changes.
"It is not the 'home computer model," he said. "If
you want to go in and
make changes, go ahead.
Just don't call us when it
goes bad."
Orban has resisted the
urge to add DirectX compatibility to the Audicy, at
least for the time being.
Stedman said there is
enough brainpower behind
the scenes at Orban to
keep high- quality effects
for radio coming along.
"Our team leader
designed the Lexicon
PCM-90 processor," he
said. "It's easier for us to
roll our own. DirectX is
not so straightforward and is not an
issue at the current moment."
TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
mediatron
The ProTracks multitrack digital
audio system from mediatron is a
digital recording and editing system
designed for use in jingle, report,
trailer, commercial creation and
music production.
The system offers two to eight
physical tracks and as many virtual
tracks as needed. Audio tracks can be
displayed in the shape of blocks or as
waves, and virtual fader settings can
be saved and recalled.
ProTracks features a fast catalog
function, which permits users the
management of sound effects and
productions. The catalog tool also
supports MOD or CD-ROM access.
The system's ability to network
allows users to share information
between workstations.
Other features of ProTracks
include time- stretch and expand
functions, pitch and noise reduction.
The current version of ProTracks
features aDirectX plug-in interface.
With DirectX the user can load
audio effects such as hall, delay,
chorus, equalization, as well as
plug-in modules from different
manufacturers.
The MCR8 control panel is available as an operational interface for
ProTracks. The system runs on the
Windows NT 4.0 platform.
For more information contact
mediatron in in Illinois at (800) 7797575, fax (847) 487-2440 or visit the
Web site at www.mediatron.com
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES

voice-overs, music or sound effects
together.
Additionally, it offers features like
punch- in recording with support for
multiple takes, wave grouping and
more. The optional Audio Cleanup
Plug- In offers audio restoration tools

Syntrillium

Cool Edit 2000 is the update to Cool
Edit 96, Syntrillium Software's audio
recorder, editor and effects processor
for Windows.
Although priced
at $ 69, Cool Edit
2000 offers much
..
,-.
of the same power
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flagship product.
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tem supports more
than 20 file formats including MP3
and RealMedia G2, batch processing,
timed recording, automatic silence
detection and deletion.
Cool Edit 2000 acts as the hub for a
family of products.
The optional Studio Plug-In adds a
fourtrack mixing studio for mixing

like Click/Pop Elimination ( for cleaning up old vinyl LPs), Hiss Reduction,
and Clip Restoration.
Each plug-in is priced at $49.
For more information contact
Syntrillium Software in Arizona at (888)
941-7100, fax (602) 941-8170 or visit
the Web site at www.syntrillium.com

Smarts Broadcast Systems
Smarts Broadcast Systems offers an MPEG production system that provides editmg terminals that can be added to the Smartcaster Digital Audio System.
The editing stations run
on standard PCs and use
Soundblaster-type audio
cards. Multiple WAV
files can be edited via an
on- screen editor. The
final product is then converted to MPEG for permanent storage.
The unit can be used for
commercial production
as well as for digitally
transferring music into
the Smartcaster system.
Smarts will market this
product in two forms —
as acomplete unit including the hardware, and as asoftware-only product that can he installed in any compatible
PC. The production system will be shown at NAB2000.
For more information contact Smarts Broadcast Systems at (800) 747-6278, fax
(712) 852-5030 or visit the Web site at www.smartsbroadcast.com

The ASI4336 PCI broadcast audio
adapter by AudioScience features
muti-stream MPEG audio record/playback, GPIO and an RS422 serial input.
The GPIO consists of eight relay
outputs and 16 optoisolated inputs.
These enable the control of station
equipment and sensing of news feeds
and other events. Through the use of
the WaveX extensions to its Windows
multimedia drivers, the GPIO may be
accessed using standard Windows
mixer calls.
The ASI4336 features an RS422 serial input, which supports the direct
input of asatellite receiver MPEG bitstream and can be recorded as astandard WAV or BWF file for later play-

Digigram
Xtrack digital audio multitrack editing software is designed for use in broadcast
editing, video post-production, dubbing, CD authoring and other applications. It can
be used with one or more Digigram or third- party sound cards.
When used in
conjunction with a
Digigram Pocket
PC Card ( PCM
CIA), Xtrack transforms a PC laptop
into amobile audio
workstation. When
Digigram's RCX
portable
digital
audio recorder is
connected to a PC
via its USB port,
Xtrack can be used
for editing field
recordings.
Xtrack features
an unlimited number of virtual audio
tracks that are
dynamically assigned to inputs and outputs, with unassigned tracks serving as work
tracks. Nondestructive editing and processing functions include cut, copy, insert,
replace, drag and drop, fill with pattern, adjust to marker, time-stretching, pitch-shifting and track merging.
Video and audio auto-location functions allow rapid marking and recall of edit points.
A key feature is the ability to create asingle sound file in PCM or MPEG format
from amultitrack mix, including edits, level automation and track levels. Xtrack supports DirectX effects plug- ins and Digigram provides equalization and noise reduction
plug- ins with the basic Xtriack package.
For more information contact Digigram in Virginia at ( 703) 875-9100 fax ( 703)
875-9161 or visit the Web site at www.digigram.com

Supeziozatoacicalt Pzocitteti
Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Pric.es

FM Transmitters
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory
personal available
1,000 watt

$5,990.00

2,500 watt

$ 11.990.00

5,000 watt

$ 18,990.00

10,000 watt

$24,990 00

15,000 watt

$34,990.00

20,000 watt

$37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $ 995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
120 watt
300 watt
1,000 watt

AudioScience

100 watt
300 watt
500 watt

$2,800.00
$3,500.00
$7,990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS

$995.00
$1,790.00
$2,990.00

2,000 watt
3 000 watt

0000

watt

$12,900.00

$19,990.00
$
29,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter
and Receiver
$3,500.00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as....$395.00 per bay
back. The ASI4336 will be available in
March with a list price of $2,395.
Drivers for Windows 98, Windows NT
and Linux are available on the company Web site.
For more information contact
AudioScience Inc. in Delaware at (302)
324-5333, fax (302) 738-9434 or visit
the Web site at www.audioscience.com
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FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR
$2,500.00

*RF Coaxial Patch F'anels
*FM Combiners

Sup.ezioPLawacleait Pzo Let
Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958
sbp@pulse.net
web site: www.sbpjj.com
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Waves
Waves' L2 Ultramaximizer is a 19inch, two RU, hardware audio
limiter/converter.
Waves developed the composite
limiting technology that
is licensed by Harris
Corp. in its Digit
.18
exciter. The L2 is the
third-generation design of this limiting technology.
At the heart of the L2 is the proprietary brick wall, look-ahead, peak limiter algorithm and the IDR ( Increased
Digital Resolution) dithering technology, which features 48-bit internal reso-

lution and support for 96 kHz sampling rates.
The L2 Ultramaximizer performs
dithering to 24-, 22-, 20-, 18- and 16bit outputs. Additionally, the Waves
ARC (Auto Release Control) technology determines optimal release time for
maximum levels and minimum distor-

L2
tion every sample.
The L2 Ultramaximizer has a list
price of $ 1,995.
For more information contact
Waves in Tennessee at ( 865) 6895395, fax (865) 688-4260 or visit the
Web site at www.waves.com

Antex Electronics

Save Your Issues
of Radio World in

Stre

The Broadcaster BX- I2e Adapter by
Antex Electronics is anew digital audio
solution with features designed for broadcast automation.
The BX-12e builds on Antex's
Broadcaster series of digital audio
adapters, which include the Broadcaster
BX-12 and the BX-8, acompanion model
to the BX- 12 featuring multitrack analog
and digital outputs with MPEG Layer 1/II
decoding.
The BX-12e's key feature is its ability
to play back MPEG files with up to four

MediaTouch
MediaDisk32 Pro, anew audio program from MediaTouch. provides users with the
ability to record, play and edit multiple tracks within their Windows 95/98 or NT environment utilizing any Windows
compatible soundcard.
The system supports multiple file
formats such as PCM, WAV,
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, for recording audio.
MediaTouch's CD- ripping technology is included, allowing the
user to rip music from CDs up to 12
times faster than real time or transfer existing PCM, MPEG or WAV
files from their hard drive.
The MediaDisk32 waveform
editing features include cut and
MediaDisk32 Editing Window
paste, trimming, normalizing, pitch,
word flip, sample rate conversion
and sessions with multiple windows. MediaDisk32 Pro allows conversion between formats and supports playback of MP3 and WMA formatted files.
Another feature of MediaDisk32 Pro is its ability to organize the digital library. The
full maintenance feature helps the user create, edit, transfer, audition and delete cuts
and categories within the libraries and offers adrag-and-drop option. Furthermore,
playlists can be created for playback, making MediaDisk32 Pro avirtual jukebox within the user's PC.
For more information contact MediaTouch in Florida at (888) 665-0501, fax (204)
783-5805 or visit the Web site at www.omt.com

The AW4416 Professional Audio
Workstation from Yamaha Corp.
records up to 16 tracks of 24-bit digital audio and includes motorized
faders with automation/snapshot
capability, phrase sampling and DSP
features.

capabilities, retains true 24-bit, 48
kHz resolution without compression
of any type. Two 32- bit on- board
effects may be routed to any bus or
input channel directly or rerouted
during recording to create layered
effects.
Two rear-mounted card slots allow
any or all of the 16 tracks, inputs and

The AW4416 offers storage
options including an internal hard
drive and CD recorder, as well as an
SCSI interface for data backup to an
external drive.
As a digital mixer, the AW4416
contains 32-bit DSP capabilities, 44
automated audio inputs ( 16 of which
are from the internal hard drive), 17
motorized faders, four fader and mute
groups, eight bus and eight aux sends
plus stereo and stereo cue busses.
The rear panel contains eight 24bit mic/line inputs, two of which are
XLR with +48V phantom power and
inserts, plus a high-impedance input
that will accept a guitar or other
instrument, directly.
The 16- track recording system,
with sampling, editing and mastering

assigned busses to be output in digital
form for further processing or for
transfer to external digital devices.
These slots will support future products from Yamaha and third- party
developers. A FLASH ROM operating system enables software upgrades
to be loaded from CD or the Internet.
The AW4416 offers an optional
CD-RW drive, which enables mastering as well as loading and/or backing
up data.
The AW4416 has a suggested list
price of $3,399 without the CD-RW
drive, $3,799 with the CD-RW.
For more information contact
Yamaha Corp. of America in
California at ( 714) 522-9011, fax
(714) 522-9522 or visit the Web site
at www.yamaha.com

Yamaha AW4416

Now there's an easy way
to organize and protect your
copies of Radio World, the
industry's best read newspaper,
keeping issues readily available
for future reference.
Designed exclusively for
Radio World, these custom-made
titled cases provide the luxury
look that makes them attractive
additions to your bookshelf. Each
case is sized to hold ayear's
issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with
durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped
in gold. Cases are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year.
irsomosses,

Cases
1-$8.95 3-524.95 6-545.95
Call Toll Free
7days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders ( Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 95RW
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Add $ 1.50 per case for postoge 8. bundling.
Outside U.S. (indeding AX

$3.50 per cose

(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% soles tax

independent and adjustable sample rates.
By adjusting each sample rate, the user
can achieve dynamic time- scale modification under software control.
Users can fine-tune an audio track for
replay under a preprogrammed time
frame. DSP software-based sample rate
conversion allows files to be converted to
acommon AES word clock for interface
to digital consoles.
Features include 20-bit A/D and D/A
converters, four stereo analog channels for
playback and MPEG Layer I/II compression. Available as an option, analog outputs
can be upgraded in the field to AES/EBU
digital.
The BX-12e is designed for digital
broadcasting systems engaged in radio
automation applications, providing support for on-air playback and assist, satellite distribution and storecasting.
The BX-12e list price is $ 2,395. It
ships complete with software drivers
for Windows 95/98/NT. An advanced
software developer's kit is available at
no charge from the Antex Web site.
Professional- grade XLR connectors
are available optionally as a 12- inch
cable set.
For more information contact Antex
Electronics Corp. in California at (800)
338-4231, fax (310) 532-8509 or visit the
Web site www.antex.com
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SAWPro Update
SAWPro from Innovative Quality Software now has 24-bit/96 kHz
record and playback capabilities, multiple dither options, tempo mapping,
new high-resolution 3D graphics, multitrack soft clipping, pop-up shortcut
menus, up to 99 levels of undo and support of DirectX and VST plug-ins.
SAWPro, hosted by ahigh-end Pentium II computer with amultichannel optical sound card, can deliver up to 24 channels of 1/0 with 24bit resolution.
SAWPro features nonlinear, non-destructive editing and direct hard disk
multitrack recording, along with 32 real-time mono/stereo tracks and support of 12 stereo devices equaling 24 physical I/0s. All DSP FX processing
for the system is maintained at the 24-bit depth level with automated virtual
mixing and SMPTE sync and generate capabilities with sub-frame accuracy.
SAWPro's minimum system requirements are Windows NT/98/95.
Pentium II-266 or higher, 128 MB RAM, XVGA video 1024x768, I6-bit
SAVVPro's Editing Window
or higher Windows compatible sound card(s) and EIDE or ultra-wide
SCSI hard drives.
For more information contact Innovative Quality Software in Nevada at (800) 844-1554, fax ( 702)435-9106 or visit the Web site at
www.iqsoft.com
C11111.1

Studio Audio & Video Ltd.
(SADiE) will debut its new digital
audio workstation, Artemis, at
NAB2000. The system is capable of
192 kHz editing and mixing and surround- sound panning, and can be
configured to provide up to 24
inputs and outputs.
The Artemis is designed for applications requiring large amounts of
digital signal processing. The systems are supplied as configured,
rack- mounting turnkey systems in a
range of I/O configurations, from
eight to 24 I/0s.

,arianuaiihel

The Dalet Digital Automation System.
Dalet5.1, includes several enhancements to
its built-in multitrack editor Surfer.
Surfer's multiforrnat mixing and editing
support multiple sampling rates of both linear and MPEG audio. Each track in Surfer
can be recorded in adifferent format, but all
can be played and mixed into asingle file.
With the preset zooms, frequently used
time scales can be stored in advance to provide users with consistent and easily recallable views when editing. Volume curves
appear right in the Surfer window, allowing
editors to adjust the volume of any segment
in any track.
While Surfer is recording live audio,
editing can begin immediately. This capability is designed for environments such
as newsrooms, where multiple sources of
audio must be captured, edited and quickly broadcast.
For more information contact Dalet
Digital Media in New York at (800) 2571223, fax (212) 825-3322 or visit the Web
site at wvvw.dalet.com
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ARTEMIS

The entry-level system is
equipped with eight I/Os and can
replay 24 tracks of edited 16- bit
audio. A 20-bit analog conversion
is built into the system and external
converters are provided through
AES/EBU digital 1/0 on every
channel.
Each system includes time-code
support and four channels of RS422
interface. The supplied Breakout
Box 800 includes eight channels of
XLR digital I/O, XLR digital reference input. RS422 nine- pin I/O,
XLR time code I/O and eight channels of unbalanced analog I/0. The
optional Breakout Box 800B adds
balanced XLR analog inputs and
outputs at standard operating levels.
All Artemis systems include onboard SCSI interfaces for direct
communication with audio disk
storage, CDR, DLT, DDS or
Exabyte drives.
For more information contact
SADiE in Tennessee at (615) 3271140, fax (615) 327-1699 or visit the
Web site at www.sadieus.com
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The industry's newest auction site.
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broadcastinarketl
Beginning this spring, you can count on broadcastmarket.com as a great source
for used professional audio and video equipment deals in a fast- paced, exciting
on-line auction environment! Whatever you need - from mics to consoles,
cameras to DAVVs - get ready to place your bids.
going

ONCE

Whether you're a buyer or a seller, get set for
broadcastmarket.com to bring you the widest
selection, the best prices and the fastest
sales on the Net.

going

SOLE!
Broadcastmarket.com sponsored by

A new Reader Service from IMAS PUBLISHING.
Radio World TV Technology Pro Audio Review Audio Media
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USER REPORT

Antenna Concepts Tames Terrain
KOIT-AM-FM Eliminates Coverage Shadows From
Antenna at Sutro Tower With Ultra Tracker
by Randy Pugsley
Technical Director
KOIT-AM-FM, CBS/Infinity
This story originally appeared in the
Dec. 22 issue hut aportion of the article
was omitted. It is printed here in full.
PORTLAND, Ore. One of the biggest
technical challenges faced by FM broadcasters is that of delivering ahigh-quality signal in the hills and canyons of the
San Francisco Bay Area. During my 20
years as a broadcast engineer in San
Francisco, this was also aserious personal challenge for me.
As chief engineer of KOIT-AM-FM,
part of my problem was that the transmitting antenna is located on the famous
Sutro Tower. This impressive landmark
stands 978 feet tall and 150 feet wide at
the base, and spans 100 feet between the
spires of its candelabra. Its location atop
Mount Sutro makes it visible from much
of the Bay Area.
Because of its size, antenna patterns

TECHNOLOGY

of FM stations have suffered from
"holes" where the coverage is shadowed
by the tower and from multipath in other
areas due to reflections from this massive steel structure.
KOIT-AM-FM was one of the original occupants when the Sutro Tower was
built more than 25 years ago. Over that
period. KOIT-AM-FM has installed four
different FM antennas in the attempt to
eliminate shadows and multipath so as
to provide quality service to the San
Francisco Bay Area.
The first antenna installed for KOITAM-FM was a panel- type ( wrapped
around one of the tower's huge legs),
directionalized and distorted, but not by
design.
The second was a three- bay, fullwave spaced "rototiller" at the fifth level
of the six- level tower.
The station still received many complaints of RF interference ( RFI) to television reception from homes located on
Mount Sutro. Idecided it was time to
reexamine our antenna scheme.

UPDATE
Yamaha A4000, A5000

Yamaha has expanded its digital sampling line with the launching of two professional samplers: the A4000 and A5000.
The A4000 features 64-note polyphony with 64 multimode resonant filters, 20bit A/D converters, 24-bit D/A converters with 8x oversampling and a sampling
rate of 44.1/48 kHz.
The unit contains three effects blocks per program with 96 effect types, fourband total EQ, and loop-based Break-Beats functions that include the popular
Loop Remix, Loop Divide and Time Stretch. With the addition of an optional
SIMM memory, the A4000 can have up to 128 MB of sampling RAM.

The A5000 contains the features of the A4000, but is further equipped with
126-note polyphony and six blocks of effects per program.
Another feature of both units is front-end CD-R software. When connected to a

CD recorder, these units are capable of writing their own native- format CDROMs for data backup. With A-Series internal DSP processing, the A4000 and
A5000 are capable of writing audio CDs in real time.
Expandability options for both units include an AIEB-1 output expansion
board, EIDE or SCSI hard drives, removable Zip drives and 72-pin SIMMs for
RAM memory expansion. Both share import/export compatibility with many other samplers on the market such as Akai, Emu Systems and Roland, and with standard computer formats such as WAV and AIFF.
The A4000 and A5000 are bundled with sound and wave-editing software (for both
Mac and Windows), and anine-CD-ROM native-format sound library set gathered
from Yamaha's sound library. Both will be available as turbo versions with expanded
outputs, RAM and internal hard drives in addition to the standard specifications.
The A4000 and A5000 come in atwo- RU professional package with adistinctive faceplate, graphic 320x80 LCD display and five data entry/control knobs,
which allow the user to adjust parameters and navigate around the interface.
The A4000 lists for $ 1,595 and the A5000 lists for $2,295.
For more information, contact Yamaha Corp. ofAmerica in California at (714) 5229011, fax (714) 522-9522 or visit the Web site at www.yamaha.com

In the early 90s we replaced that
antenna with asix-bay half-wave spaced
rototiller on a lambda tower section ( the
best technology available at that time).
While this improved RFR and interference, we still had serious multipath and
inconsistent coverage in many areas.
Antenna manufacturers and consultants told me that little or nothing could
be done to improve the KOIT signal
short of a new antenna site. This was
unacceptable, as we would lose our
grandfathered power and height at the
Sutro Tower site.
Band aid
Our "big break" came in early 1997,
when Idiscussed the problem with Lee
Granlund, director of engineering for Z
Spanish Media Corp. and adesign engineer Ihave known for almost 25 years.
Lee told me that he had been working
with Antenna Concepts to resolve similar
problems for some of the Z Spanish
Media stations and he showed me some
impressive results.
Lee's work with Antenna Concepts
had contributed greatly to the new
design that does away with unwanted
side lobes, wasted downward energy
and deep nulls.
About the same time Ilearned that
KOIT-AM-FM would have to give up its
location on the fifth level of Sutro.
However, Ialso learned that Sutro Tower
Inc. would cover the cost of moving the
KOIT-AM-FM antenna or of installing a
new antenna on the northeast spire just
below the channel 32 antenna.
Iimmediately arranged a meeting
with Lee Granlund, Talmage Ball, vice
president of engineering for Bonneville
Broadcast, and the station manager. Lee
was given the opportunity to design what
he terms his "biggest accomplishment."
The new Antenna Concepts Ultra Tracker
was installed on Christmas Eve 1997.
The results were beyond our expectations. Almost all of the multipath problems we had endured for years simply
disappeared. KOIT-FM has the cleanest
signal in San Francisco and we got calls
from listeners in Santa Rosa, Sacramento
and Monterey, Calif.
The 24 kW signal is outperforming
some San Francisco stations with 100
kW and more. The antenna also exhibits
superior bandwidth, which we measured
with anetwork analyzer.
"The proof is in the pudding," as the
saying goes.
Equally impressive, and perhaps more
important to the KOIT-AM-FM staff and
management, Arbitron ratings for the San
Francisco market area show that KOIT
(AM and FM) climbed to No. 1 ( target
audience, persons 25-54) the first book in
1998, and remained there for every book
that year.
Granlund offered some additional
insights into the reasons the Ultra Tracker
made such adramatic improvement.
"With the exception of antennas
specifically designed to produce adirectional pattern, most TV and FM transmitting antennas produce a smooth,
omnidirectional pattern in free space, or
when mounted on a wooden pole," said
Granlund.
"On a metal pole or tower, the pattern
becomes distorted, typically in direct pro-
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Sutro Tower
portion to the size of the structure upon
which it is mounted. Traditional antenna
technology has not provided an effective
solution to these problems.
"Because of the hilly and complex terrain in the San Francisco Bay Area, field
intensity data taken at ground level could
be difficult to interpret, and perhaps misleading. For that reason, KOIT-FM
arranged to have ( the late) Stephen
McNamara of Stephens Communications
make the measurements, using sophisticated airborne equipment and techniques.
"With what results?" said Granlund.
"Based on his measurements, Stephen
McNamara commented, 'The new antenna for KOIT sure looks great. I'm very
impressed how closely the ( measured)
patterns match the predictions.'
"The Ultra Tracker compares well to
the ultimate off- road vehicle — the
Hummer. It will take you and your ( FM
signal) to almost any destination on
earth, even in adverse weather conditions. You already know that most FM
signals don't travel well over rough terrain," said Granlund.
"However, with the Ultra Tracker, a
clear FM signal can be carried in areas
that were impossible to serve with older
antenna technology. In older technology,
up to half of the radiated power may head
off in unwanted directions, not toward
the listening audience.
"The Ultra Tracker puts more than 99
percent of the power in the main lobe,
directly toward the listeners — and at
the same time eliminating harmful
downward radiation and reflections
(multipath). I have used the Ultra
Tracker to overcome challenges I've
faced in antenna systems I have
designed, and the CEO of our network
calls it his ' secret weapon'."
For more information, contact Antenna
Concepts in California at ( 530) 621 2015, fax (530) 622-3274 or visit the Web
site at www.antennaconcepts.com
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Broadcast Equipment Exchan e
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

acousticsFirst Te. 888-715-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise

elimination.

wwvi.acousticsfirst.com

Orban stereo synthesizer. #245F:
Ramsa audio mixer WR130,
Technics 11 SL1299MK 2. JGeFo, 336218-8052.
Radio Systems DA-4X4a stereo
DA & single row jack field, double
row jack field. 3bay double row jack
field w/attached block. BO. D
Senzig. 616-394-1260.
CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Saul Marantz Stereo 80 amp &
matching pre- amp, originally used
in RCA Studio B. Music Row,
Nashville, plenty of power with too
many features to mention, works
great, $ 1500. J Deering. 615-8551068.
Crown DC 150 stereo, $ 225;
Crown stereo pwr line, one amp,
$275. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
WANT TO BUY
Western Electric amplifiers, tubes,
consoles. mics. etc. LDrago. 203272-6030 or 203-230-5255.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

-11
1E

(804i
L
O•ctronics
.A-U----

984-4255

Coax patch panel, 3-1/8" - 7pole, 3
U-clips. Continental Communications,
800-664-4497.

T

SITE
I OWERCOMPLIANCE
Custom FCC- OSHA Signs
1
Tower Site Products
www.antennalD.com
610-458-8418
Antenna ID Psoducts

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R- Rs
AUDIOPAK. FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD
For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
AVS Micro FM A/1/ system FM
stereo modulator. used 6mos, $ 700
+shpg: Orban 245F stereo synthesizer, gd cond, $ 100 + shpg. A
Berger, 781-239-5245.
Rack mount kit for Shure M-67
mixer. $ 20. E Ribner, 314-7712155.
ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.
Urei 565 Little Dipper EQ. $700;
ADC Propatch 1,4" punchblock patch bays, new, $600 ( many); 1.4" TRS
patch cords like new, $ 15; ADC TT
144 point patch bays, recond, $ 149229. W Gunn. 760-320-0728.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

CART MACHINES
WANT TO SELL
Audicord DLPM single play cart
machine *sec tone, like new in
box. $600 +shpg. M Larsen, 510465-6035.
BE 2100 Series stereo PB & carts,
BO. D Senzig, 616-394-1260.
Fidelipac
Dynamax
CTR112
stereo single play cart machines
(5), $800 ea +shpg, B Lord, 206932-4839.

Otan i ARS-1000 ( 2), $ 250 ea
+shpg. D Dybas, 847-956-5030.

PR&E Micromax player, $ 250
+shpg; Micromax R/P unit, $300
+shpg; ITC Delta stereo play decks
(3). $300 ea + shpg; Fidelipac CTR10 stereo players ( 2). $200 ea
+shpg; Fidelipac CTR-90 stereo
player, $250 +shpg. D Dybas, 847956-5030.
ITC Delta (3), new used, BO. Dave
Torbert 248-435-3932.
ITC SP stereo. ( 5) PB's, three work.
2 for parts or repair, one has fast
forward. $ 300: ITC R/P stereo.
works, $200. S Eberhart, 972-3920274.
Spotmaster stereo cart recorder,
gd cond, $ 120 + shpg. A Berger,
781-239-5245.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

SEE US at NAB Booth R 1487
WANT TO BUY
450 MHz ' so-coupler for RPU RMT
receive antenna, low power rating
OK. JParman. 606-236-2711.

Radio UM
AUDIO
PRODUCTION
WANT TO SELL
Marantz HD770 ( 2) high definition
speaker systems, needs woofer
replaced. JPhillips, 419-782-8591.
Maze R-1 spring reverb recapped in
1999. XLR I/O at +4level, gd cond,
$50; Carver CT27V preampituner
w/Pro Logic decoder, as new, in
original box w/manual & remote,
$100. D Bailey, 214-343-0879.

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE: Parts
and technical manuals for Schafer 902,
903; Cetec 7000: IGM EC, SC; SMC
Carousel: and ()the' manufacturers. Also
have 20 used equipment racks. Contact
Broadcast Automation Inc with your
needs. 972-387-8688 (VM/FAX). email:
ebullock@iamerica.net.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1-100
markets US aid Caribbean via
satellite. Airtime available now!
Call Mr. Ferguson. 954-735-4070.
www.ibnradio.com.

ELECTRONICS
1-(408) 363-1846
FAX 1- 408 383-0957

Rane MLM82 meline mixer. brand
new, never used. $250 + shpg. A
Berger, 781-239-5245.
Sparta A-15-B mono 5 ch audio
console w/pwr supply. works, $ 100;
Sparta A- 20-B mono 8 ch audio
console wipwr supply, works. $ 100:
McMartin 1080 8ch mono console,
pwr supply incl, works. $200: MicroTrak 6618 6 ch stereo console,
works, $300; Harris MSP-90 compressor/limiter, manual incl, $200. S
Eberhart, 972-392-0274.
Autogram 20 mixer stereo console.
Continental Communications. 800664-4497.
10ASoundcraft 600. 24x8, $3900;
JL Cooper 16 Irk automation,
$1200. W Gunn, 760-320-0728.

WANT TO BUY
Sound Workshop 421 operating
manual & schematic diagram. J
Keene, 573-888-2995.

Your Y2I0
Complete

DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP

Litlipincrit Dealer

WANT TO SELL

I \ i,rienced

RV and Studio Packages
•Personal Senice

Ian t
i,

:
Media 'BrflafiCiL,f

*Toll Free *
888-744-6635
email - rick(i ,c.veme.ner

L

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO'STL ,TRANSMITTER ,ANTENNA

UDS ll automation system & ( 5)
Sony CDK006 juke boxes in fine
working cond. $ 6000,130. P Fraley.
606-233-1515.

11111110

MU Online

Transmitters. Antennas, STL Systems

contact Jimmie Joynt 800/279-3326 Fax 800/644-5958

Ampex AM10. 6x2, excel cond.
$295: Altec 1599A 6x2. $295. J
Price, 214-321-6576.

IFPicture This74

New Stations and Modernization

superiorbroadcast.corn

LPB Signature II S-20 10 chnl
stereo in gd cond, $ 1200; LPB
Signature II S13C 8 chnl stereo in
gd cond. $ 1000. FWillis, 850-6533648.

SEQUOIA

ITC99 stereo cart PB machines ( 2),
in excel cond, new pinch rollers &
heads, $ 100 ea; Ampro stereo cart
record machine w/all tones & very
little use, $ 100. D Bailey, 214-3430879.

WANT TO SELL
APT audio cards, used in digital
DJ.Access, BO. J Parman, 606236-2711.

of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS
REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
'You Know We Know Radio'

Ramsa WS- A200 for sound reinforcement or remotes. 12" driver for
low freq & horn for upper freq, case
has molded in handle, excel cond,
$275; Ramsa WS- A240 subwoofer
w/12" driver in bass reflex enclosure, w/case, rated to 400W ea.
$250; Ramsa WS-SP2 subwoofer
processor. divides stereo input signal for stereo main amps & mono
subwoofer amp. designed for use
*the WS-A240 loudspeaker in VLF
applications,
internal switches
select crossover freq depending on
main speaker type being used.
$200. LAlbert 270-762-4664.

LIMITERS

COMPUTERS

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

dbx 163X ( 2) limiters wirack mounts
in excel cond. $ 75/pr. DBailey, 214343-0879.

Nextstar 486-66. 2hard drives *keyboard & 14" color monitor, upgradeable. gd as backup machine. $275. M
Larsen. 510-465-6035.

CONSOLES
WANT TO SELL
Collins IC-6in very gd cond. serviced
regularly, $700/130; Collins IC-8 in
very gd cond, serviced regularly,
$1000/B0. TTabback, 520-282-4154.

Gentner Audio Prism compressor limiter recently removed from
service, $230/130. D Senzig, 616394-1260.

Call Simone to advertise in
Radio World @
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE
Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create " real- world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!
f

01_

Common lc ations
,""

800-743-3684

Harris SMP-90 stereo limiter; SMP90 stereo AGC: Orban 424A; HnatHinds Ultramod * stereo limiter;
Modulation Sciences composite line
drivers; Orban 8100/XT. J Phillips,
419-782-8591.
Orban Optimod 8100A in excel
cond w,Texar card installed, manual; Texar Prisms (2) sequential serial numbers. excel cond. manual,
$600/pr. Will sell all items for $3000.
J Taddeo, 847-518-0340 or 920693-3103.
Spectra Sonic 610 comp limiter, no
scratchs, clean, works well, $ 100.
JH Rees, 970-641-4000.
CBS Volumax. $400/ea; mint Urei
1176LNs. black. $2300; 1176LN silver, $ 1800: 1176 original blue/silver
transformer I/o, $2300. W Gunn,
760-320-0728.
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST. 972-271-7625.

WITH YOUR
DVERTISIN6
DOLLARS!
•
•

Advertise in

Radie WGorld
and reach the
broadcast
professionals.
Call Simone
TODAY!
(703)

:-

Ext.

60

154

HALL
Electronics

706 Rose Hill Dr.
Charlottesville Va. 22901
804-984-4255 (Voice)
804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Months Deal:
Toscom DA -30 MKII
DA TRecorders

Rebuilt $595.00
w/ 30 day vvarrenty

Lots more Used / Rebuilt
gear on our website.
Visit our web site for more information

www.halls.com techehalls.com„)

BEE
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PRACTICAL RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
IS JUST $45
"II Short Course In Radio notion Mainieuence"

RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted. 615-352-3456, FAX: 615352-1922.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY
After you've examined the book, if you don't think it's
worth it, return it and owe nothing. A bill will be enclosed
with the book. Simply return the book and the bill.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

ORDER BY PHONE
817-468-2586

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

ORDER BY E-MAIL
prc@hpnc.com

MISCELLANEOUS

ORDER BY SNAILMAIL
Practical Radio Communications
3505 Daniel Dr.
Arlington, TX 76014
For Mike Flags
visit our website
www.mikeflags.com
or call for information

Shure M68 4mic mixer, gd cond, $95
+shpg. ABerger, 781-239-5245.
EV 635L mics, $95; Alec salt shaker
mics, $295/ea. W Gunn, 760-3200728.

EV 666, $175; EV 654, $85; EV
636, $65; Telex xmtr & mic WT-50,
$125; Telex xmtr & mic WT-200,
$125. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
EV RE-50 mic w/windscreen &
stand clip, $75. E Ribner, 314-7712155.

WANT TO SELL
Bogen Friday digital answering system, 8 mailbox, 2 line, all digital
wiremote/pager notify, music on hold,
call screen +more. $215 +shpg. M
Larsen, 510-465-6035.
Collins ART 13 B29 VVWII 100W aircraft autotune xmtr w/operations manual, $450. EReilly, 206-282-6914.

Lomo 19A19 tube mic, $ 1200;
Neumann U-87, $ 1500; Neumann
SM-2 stereo tube mic, $2500;
Neumann UM-57 tube mic, $ 1800;
Neumann KM-64 tube mic, $ 1500. F
Danner, 781-294-1218.

WANT TO SELL

Motorola C-Ouam AM stereo mod
monitor, perfect cond, never used,
$1500/B0 + shpg. A Berger, 781239-5245.

Used, non-working mics. FDanner,
781-294-1218.

MICROPHONES

Neumann SM-2 stereo tube mic,
$2500; Neumann UM- 57 tube mic,
$1800; Neumann U-89, $ 1300;
Neumann RM-64 tube mic, $ 1500;
Lomo 19A19 tube mic, $ 1200;
Telefunken M221- B tube mic.
$1300. FDammer, 781-294-1218.
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KARON BLOWERS AND RAW BLOOM,
new & rebuilt for Elcorn, Hann,, CCA,
McArtortin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Conex cueamp panel; ESE clock system. JPhillips, 419-782-8591.

Used Mod Monitors. McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.
Kintronics, Gate, FF Johnson, various fixed & variable inductors used for
AM frequencies (29), BO. D Senzig.
616-394-1260.

RCA 4AA-1 the box shaped mic,
6"x6" from the 1920's, will pay top
dollar. L Drago, 203-272-6030 or
203-230-5255.

Henry
Engineering
Net
Commander (
2), BO. JSidote, 304436-2131.

A

SSOCIA

Engineers

S

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof
EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure
210 S. Main St.. Thiensville, WI 53092, (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

Í

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

•

Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie,
highest prices paid. B Rose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS

Beier FMS- 1; SCA-1; FM RF amp;
AM RF amp; RCA/Belar AM mod
mon. JPhillips, 419-782-8591.

PC - SOFTWARE 1
AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping-SIlL Paths
REHAZ- US Census PopCount
FAA Tower- Draw Tower

• STL Applications

Doug Vernier

• Station Inspections

Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

vra"

800- 743- DOUG

MUNN-REESE, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

Broadcast Enttneertnii
Consultants

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
operation AM/FM/TV/AUX Services;
Field Worlc:Antenna and
Facilities Design

-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
-Expert Testimony

517-278-7339 or Fas 517-278-6973

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

wayne@ munn-reese.com

www.grahamhrock.com

eb-. ee
datawcple'

‘s

1%.datIm orld. corn
800-368-5754

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Saks Marketing Packages
into

a data l%

orld.com

fax: 301-656-5341

s erv ic

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & mod els
including ADAT and DA -88
Warranty Service on Most Bi ands
_
Over 3000 Machines Sery

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.corn

L.P. FM

Frequency Searches $250
FM Commercial or Non-commercial
Application, Amendments, Upgrades
Call Michael Celenza
631-928-6506 Fax: 631-928-1905

;Pro Digital I
s

DAT Recorder Service Spet-ia

Otani MX-50 stereo recorder, $450
+shpg. D Dybas, 847-956-5030.

Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.
JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 365-9030
Tapecaster 700PCOORP (
several),
some work some for parts, BO. J
Sidote, 304-436-2131.
Ampex 354-2. $695; Ampex 351, BO;
Ampex 440, $750; Ampex 4.40C,
$995; Ampex 8trk 1" heads, $750;
Ampex 16 trk 2" heads, $350/ea; MCI
JH 110, $495; MCI JH 110, $750; MCI
stereo electr B-C, $150; MCI pwr supplies, $ 150; Rusland rcdr console,
$200; Ampex servo motor & amp,
$300. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
MCI JH 110 4 trk 1/2" tape in roll
around stand. excel cond w/manual,
$500. JH Rees. 970-641-4000.
Otani MX 5050 r- rRIP, $400. S
Eberhart, 972-392-0274.
Revox B-77, 3.73 & 7.5 ips, needs
switch or relay, $200; 20 reels of
Ampex 406 & Scotch 206, 10.5", in
boxes; 22 empty 10.5" reels, some
metal, $75; carton of assorted r
r
tapes, brown & blk, 1& 1.5 mil, 5" & T
reels in boxes, BO. ERibner, 314-7712155.
Sony TC580 3motor r
r, excel cond,
$300 +shpg. ABerger, 781-239-5245.
New MCI 110C-2s. $ 1800; Scully 8
trk, $ 1500; new short MRL test tapes,
$229 for 2", $79 for 14". all formats
avail; Otan MX5050 Mk III-8, $3k;
Otan CB110 remote, $
300; CB116
locator, $550 (all for $3.5k); Tascam
85-16 w/locator, remote, dbx. $ 1800;
MCI JH110B 8 trk w/locator, $2900;
Akai ADAM new, digital 12 trk, $3500;
Ampex ATR102 rebuilt 1/4", $4900,
1/2", $6400; Technics RS1500 isoloop
recorders, $695; Otan 5050 2 trk,
$695. W Gunn, 760-320-0728.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Fax (
612) 785-4631
AF(( I

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649

›e-

AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Q: Looking for
quality radio
programming?
A: DAStrock.com

ptivertise in Radio
World and reach
the broadcast
professionals.

Call Simone TODAY!

or Write:

41 Kathleen Cresent, Coram NY 11727

New/Refurbished DATs Avai able
Compare Our Rates!

Otan iMX 5050 B11-2 great cond, 2
speed, 2 trk, 2 chnl, 1/4" tape,
$1100. D Watson, 508-752-0700 or
email: drew@wicn.org.

1-800-797-1338

• High Power Antenna Arrays

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036

Machi

ITC 99B; BE 3200 RPS stereo. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 -Member

•AM Directional Antennas

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

WANT TO SELL

JBL & Altec drivers. JPrice, 214321-6576.

-EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IK)

•Class Upgrades

AM - FM - TV

RECORDERS

i) ( 61 0) 353-240

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

• Frequency Studies

FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 5272 Riser Rd, #460 • Bethesda, MD 20816}

WANT TO BUY
McKay Dymek MKAM5 high fidelity
AM tuner. C Harper, 606-484-9393.

WANT TO BUY

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

• Experimental Authorizations

1-301-913-9287

Bearcat 800XLT 40 chnl scanner,
VHF hi, lo UHF, 800 MHz, $50. E
Lightman, 724-266-2802.

Operator & service manual for chip;
Burner model storey system P-240chip; Burner for EPROM-S 27162516-M Cl; processor board PCA
2500-0611. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

• FCC Applications & Exhibits

11.

WANT TO SELL

Antex audio cards, just removed
from service, various models avail. R
Tighe, 719-594-9000.

CONSULTANTS
Communications

TRANSCEIVERS

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

Consulting

RECEIVERS &

O.C. white mic boom arms (
3) w/risers, $25 ea; Shintron ADA-220 audio
DA card, never used in box lei/manual,
$5; JVC CR4400U portable 3/4" vcr,
$50. DBailey, 214-343-0879.

Energy-Onix AM protector/enhancer
w/AM pre emphasis, $ 175. DSenzig,
616-394-1260.
Gentner 5PH-3A telephone system,
$200. CHarper, 606-484-9393.

EVANS

Yamaha NS10Ms, $295. W Gunn,
760-320-0728.

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE

703-998-7600, Ent. 154
_

2215 Faraday As e.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: link gsurcom.com su eh: ss o us sure,
coin

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example.. us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

BEE
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REBUILT
TEL: 800-532-6626

POWER TUBES

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

APROXIMATELY
2
/
1

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

THE

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

COST OF NEW!
WANT TO BUY
Fisher CR272 schematic diagram.
JKeene 573-888-2995.
Ampex AG350 RIP amp only. E
Lightman. 724-266-2802.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts.
Call 818-907-5161.

REMOTE tSt
MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL

11 -f ,L\ L

TELOS-Zephyr
COMREX-Hotline, Vector
MUSICAM-Prima
CIMLIZEALID.1.02_,KKAUS

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763- / 776

internet: silverlakeaudio.com
Comrex 2xP two line Incoder, $450
Tom, 800 -860 -9771.
Comrex RLX/LX-2, many. JPhillips,
419-782-8591.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Mines

FM Butten

Zephyrs
Nexus

FM PIR Aulis

Asdic

Test Bpdpenet

11 we don't have k,me/magot NI
INC. (800) 408-8040
"Mou Know We Know Radio"

Moseley TSC-2; TRC-15; TFT digital
telemetry/control 7610-R; Marti STL -10:
likeeley dig remote system w/selector
unit, tolerance alarm unit sampling interface, printing terminal; Mart RPT 25, not
working. JPhlls,
419-782-8591.
Symetrix 101 telephone interface,
$250/90. D Senzig, 616-394-1260.

STATIONS

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY

Delta 01B-III or 01B-1 w/cables, operating impedance bridge; Potomac FIM-41
or Nems-Clarke AM field strength meter,
both for commercial AM work, working
condition mandatory, calibraticn not critical. Sorensen, 561-395-5735 or
soms@bellsouth.net.

AM or FM station located in RI, MA
or CT area, non-commercial or
commercial, no station to small, will
consider partnership. M Cardillo,
401-942-8341.

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S

BW BW25S freq push buttons,
w/stereo gen, 25W, like new, $ 1050.
Gene. 765-985-2224.

WANT TO SELL
Audiopak A-2, several in various
lengths, 40 sec, 70 sec, 100 sec,
2.5-3.5 min, BO. JSidote, 304-4362131.
Giant oldies format on black
Scotchcart Ifs, 3274 songs from the
50s,60's, 70's, 80's, $4000/90;
Black Scotchcart II's, 250 3.5 min,
$0.85 ea; (4) ABCO Carousel wire
cart racks that hold 500 carts, $ 160
ea; 90 Fidelipac WR-25 wire cart
racks, ea rack holds 25 carts & can
be wall mounted, $ 15 ea; all plus
shpg, all used for 6mos then put in
storage. BLord, 206-932-4839.

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES
WANT TO SELL
INEXPENSIVE
PC SOFTWARE
for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic • Billing, Accounting
8( Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
wwwaba-software com
email
demo4aba-software com

BE FM 2C Solid State

2.5 KW

FM

1976

Collins 831D

2.5 KW

FM

1974

Harris FM 2.5K

3 KW

FM

1975

CSI FM3000E

1KW

5 KW

FM

1989

Harris HT- 5

5 KW

FM

1976

RCA BTF 5E1

5KW

5 KW

FM

1967

Collins 830E

5KW

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000

1KW

AM

1979

Harris MW1A

1KW

AM

1993

Continental 314T Solid State

AM

1995

Nautel ND- 1

AM

1981

Harris MW5A

AM

1984

Harris SX5

10KW AM

1978

Harris BC 10H

Collins 831G2C

50KW AM

1978

Continental 317C-1

CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS

25 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 25K

30 KW

FM

50KW AM

1986

BE FM 30A

1982

Harris MW- 50B

MO , .4+ .

7:

`1"

•TONE BURST ilMS TO 29,999 SECONDS)
•SINE & SQUARE WAVE I1 HZ - 29,999 HZ)
•STEPTHROUGH USER LIST OF 10 FREOUENCYS

Tektronix
DM
501A,
$150.
Tektronix DM 502A, $ 150; BK
Precision Dyna-Jet 707 tube tester,
$195; Eico 150 solid state signal
tracer, $ 100; HP 353 100 DB attenuator, $65; HP 5308A counter, BO;
HP Multimeter 5306A, BO; Ampex
SelSync, $300; Nuvistors, assorted, $25. JPrice, 214-321-6576.

1996

Continental 816R2A

.
1"

1602 Caro,. Street
BellIngharn WA 98226
1360) 734-4323
FAX ( 3601676-4822

FM

1978

:CI13

CONEX U
eir,4? 11111

Harris FM 1K

2 KW

1984

00

'

Harris FM100K

1981

FM

Portable Audio Generator

4.44.4o. ttttt

1985

FM

FM

Heath Kit DX-60 AM, works fine,
call 8am-4pm CT, $50. D Kerl, 262472-5660.

11.1111111118

FM

1 KW

20 KW

Harris FM 25, 20 yrs old in very gd cond.
$4500/80; Gates FM- 10B, w/new tube,
no exciter, old but working OK,
$3500/130. DVoy, 319-652-2426.

WANT TO SELL

100 W

25 KW

Collins 20V-3 in gd cond, currently
on air so you can hear & inspect
anytime, no PCB caps, many new
parts, avail in spring, you move it,
$3500. JScott, 518-725-7175.

Delta TCA40 RF ammeter w/pickup coil TCT1H.V., . 5to 2MHz 40A,
mint cond in original fitted foam carton, VOA previous owner, $700. G
Garis, 661-832-3100.

• RS- 232
•LOG SWEEP

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

USED: FM/AM Transmitters,
RPU's, STL's, FM Antennas,
Consoles, Processing, etc.

3300 Chippewa,
St. Louis MO 63118
1-800-664-4497
FAX 1-800-700-9427
contcomm@fiastl.net

TEST EQUIPMENT

S\-9

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

WANT TO SELL
BE FM5A 1986 very dean & well mantained w/FX-30 exciter, can deliver,
$15,000; Nautel Amfet 1 1986, very
dean & well maintained, can deliver,
$10,000. KSmith, 517-732-2341.

The AX- 11 ToneJack is abattery operated, precision audio generator
Telephone Hybrid, gd gualrly to put
cillers on air, to enhance caller audio &
alow us to send program audio from
control board through the caller without
feedback. Wl consider any good, reasonably priced hybrid that will handle
between 1 & 6telephone lines. Tim, 909352-7119; email: wkrk@1320am.com.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

TRANSMITTERS

Wilkins Communications slooking for stations to purchase. Contact
Bob
Wilkins
at
Bob@WilkinsRadio.com or call 864585-1885.

WANT TO BUY

TRANSCOM CORP.

FOR MORE INFORMATI • 6

800-645-1061

www.conex-electro.com
Nautel Ampfet ND1 1KW Am tuned
to 1570, in perfect cond, avail now,
$8500. R Miller, 808-572-5534.
Trade older xmtr for 5acre building
site on acounty road surrounded by
mountains. D Wiedeman, 785-8995264.

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
FOR INFORMATION AND THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

WANT TO ADVERTISE?

BEXT TRANSMITTERS - Call for
demos, closeouts, full warranty. 619239-8462.
Brnadr-ast Electronics 30 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 800-6644497.
32AI Idiris FM 2.5-K two point five KW
FM. Continental Communications. 800664-4497.

CALL SIMONE MULLINS @ 703.998.760 0, EXT. 154

TUBES
WANT TO SELL
AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877, 3CX3000A7, 3500ZG, 4CX2509, 4-400, 4CX400A,
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate 800-2134563.

McMartin 13F-10K 10 kW FM, factory
rebuilt, in perfect, like new cond, includes
new tubes, tested & tuned on your freq.
Guaranteed. Adjustable from 5.5 kW to
15 kW, FCC type axepted. Goodrich
Ent, 402-493-1886.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on tronsmitting tubes 8.
sockets/ports, new 8. rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

RF POWER
The !lest of Two Worlds!
Immediate Shipment from Stock!

=
•

Broadcast & Communications

McMartin BF5K 5 kW FM, factory
rebuilt in perfect, Ike new cond, includes
new tubes, tested & tuned on your freq,
guaranteed, fully adjustable frorri 0to 5.5
kW Goodrich Ent, 402 493-1886.

Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets
HV Rectifiers & Bridges

Svetlana

Tel: 760-744-0700
800-737-2787 •
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp©rfparts.com •
Web: www.rfparts.com
435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069

WANT TO BUY
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana,
RF Parts,
80 0-43 0-6 683,
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

el
••i

en

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

FROM

MILL1WATTS

TO

KILOWATTS'

Se Habla
Español

We Export

OFF THE AIR?

Emergency Back-up Routais

SERVICES

SIMPLE CONNECTION
20•J Product Lines, Integrated & Prewired
Connect to the USA Turnkey Distributor

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
E-mail broadcast@infocom.com
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
www.broadcast-richmond.com

FM Exciters - Sirs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
"Yeu Know We Know Ratio"
BE FM 1C1 solid state, ( 2) RF
power modules, pwr supply, combiner, FX50 exciter & book, new,
$14,000. LWolff, 214-823-4550.
Collins 310Z in gd cond, $500. JH
Rees, 970-641-4000.
RCA BTE 5ES2 in excel working
cond, 0E1 exciter 99.3 5MW, BO. L
Hestand, 918-786-2211.

HQ: 8200 S. Memorial Parkway Huntsville, AL 35801 Phone: 256-882-1344 Fax: 256-880-8077
Mktg 8t Eng.: 3000 Alpine Road Portola Valley, CA 94028 Phone: 650-233-0429 Fax: 650-233-0439

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT

CA N'e
ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Rode Ww1c1
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA, MASTERCARD
and AMERICAN EXPRESS.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas/Towers/Cables
Audio Production
Automation Equipment
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
lowest prices. direct from
OUR grcipoi

air
Svetlana
. ,

EIMAC, SVETLANA,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX ( 352) 683- 9595
SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TURNTABLES
WANT TO SELL
RTS-405 stereo TT preamp, $90
+shpg, used 6mos then put in storage. 13 Lord, 206-932-4839.

f

Satellite Equipment
Software/Databases
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes / Carts/Reels/CDs
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Employment

1x

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$83

81

79

76

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$78

76

74

70

Distributor Directory

$120

115

110

105

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

Classified Line Ad

$2.00 per word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Station/Studio Services

$175

For more information, including rates and deadlines, contact your
sales representative or Simone Mullins at
fax: 703-671-7409
tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 154

Fi Uri YDUR

POSITIONS WANTED
23 year veteran of radio would like
to host bluegrass music show on
the air, FT or PT, have talent, will
travel, NW, NC, SW VA, 336-6797035.

Veteran broadcaster retired from Voice
of America, could do news anchoring &
production for fun & mutual profit A
Kuhn, 864-595-7092.
CE position wanted: exper *computers, xmtrs, automations, DCS. UDS, digital studios, 22 yrs exper. R King, 541269-9109.
Slade Parker is ready to get started in
Cobrado! Mature, professional, female
rookie-grad w/specialized training in
Radio looking to head back toward rockies. Connie 405-375-6843.

Middays, Afternoon drive or
nights. Any of those need filling? 10
yr vet relocating to work for you.
Andy, 330-633-5323.

›tt e.

ion.A.dvertise,
4:-

!Wile

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

-"f\NC- VV

rt:
Call Simone at
1-800-336-3045 ext. 154
or email at:
smullins@ imaspub.com

MAIL & FAX:

KEYSTONE INTL., INC a
Tel: (570) 655-7143
Fax: (570) 654-5765
web: keystoneint.com
Employee & Employer Service
Alan Cornish / Mark Kelly

E r

1
-1, I
B

Employer Paid Fees.
20 Years personalized
&confidential service.
All USA States & Canada

49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

...................................

[_-_J 1\J flUR \A/ P

rrà
Z- r 1 r

WBT-AMIWI.N K- FM
Charlotte NC
derti.•rson Pilot 1

WE PLACE
ENGINEERS

RADIO WORLD's Product Showcase provides aperfect medium for
test marketing your products and services.
It's an efficient, effective and affordable advertising option!

Recent acquisitions have created
central and northern New England
openings for Sales Managers and
General Managers. A locatly owned
New England based company seeking
long-term team leaders. Exciting comp.
Package available including equity participation and an opportunity to share in
the Company's growth. Fax resume to
Northeast Broadcasting (603) 6686470.

Experienced CE seeks FT, PT,
Contract, seasonal work in the NE.
Friendly, outgoing, looking for radio,
AM .FM, TV work. FCC licensed,
CET, amateur radio operator, exper
in carrier current AM & MDS. M
Rakoff,
718-969-5224
RadioMitch@Webtv.net.

Effective January 1, 2000

[
Maser,

C Electronics Co.

Financial/Leasing Srvs.
Furniture
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers/Transceivers
Recorders
Recording Services
Remote & Microwave
Repair Services

Classified Advertising Rates

«m.
MU,
Comm...mm.1s à /au, Moime.rnes

Jammu

Associabed Pniss
The leading provider of neus and infomiation services andproeramming has an immediate opening for an engineer at our Broadcast Neu sCenter i
nVsashington. DC. Candidate
must have solid technical skills in a % ide array of broadcast technologies. Particular
stren gths required in automation systems. computer net% orking for broadcast applications
and Internet services. EOE.
Inquiries to: Phil Avner
Assistant Chief Engineer
AP Broadcast Service.
1825 KStreet NW. Washington. DC 20006
netkt ap.org

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

HELP WANTED

JI
fLJ

i
— i

ale
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Evchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and recording studios only All other end users will be
charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only Send yo,
listings to us by filling out the form below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run agian Thank you

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
J Yes
JNo

69

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

21

Aphex

www.aphex.com

52

Armstrong Transmitters

www.armstrongtx.com

Contact Name

16

Arrakis

www.arrakis-systems.com

Title

39

Arrakis

www.arrakis-systems.com

Company/Station

42

Arrakis

www.arrakis-systems.com

Address

50

ATI

www.atiguys.com
www.audioactive.com

Signature

Date

City/State
Zip Code
Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

WTS a WTB a Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

VVTS a WTB 'j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price: _

30

Audioactive

2

Auditronics

sales@wheatstone.com

38

Belar

www.belar.com

51

Bext

www.bext.com

50

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

www.broadcast-devices.com
www.bdcast.com

19

Broadcast Electronics

23

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

67

Broadcast Richmond

www.broadcast-richmond.com

6

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) . . . .www.bsiusa.com

55
50

Broadcast Telephone Systems. . . .www.broadcast-telephones.com
Broadcast Tools
www.broadcasttools.com

34

Broadcasters General Store

www.bgsfl.com

22

BSW

www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

37

Buysellbid.com Inc

www.buysellbid.com

56

Cable X-perts

www.cablexperts.com

46

Cartworks/DBM

www.cartworks.com

50

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

54

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

3

Clark Communications

NOT AVAILABLE

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

1

Continental Electronics

www.contelec.com

50

Cortana

cortana@cyberport.com

49

Crown Broadcast

www.crownbroadcast.com

13

Cutting Edge

www.nogrunge.com

54

Dayton Industrial

NOT AVAILABLE

12

Digigram

www.digigram.com

56

Econco

www.econco.com

54

Electronic Research Inc

www.eriinc.com

25

Energy-Onix

www.energy-onix.com

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

40

Eventide

www.eventide.com

2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

56

Excalibur Electronics

Not Available

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

56

Freeland Products, Inc

www.freeland-inc.com

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

50

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co

www.gorman-redlich.com

56

Halland Broadcast Services

www.h-b-s.com

27

Harris

www.harris.com

28

Harris

www.harris.com

29

Harris

www.harris.com

Reach your internet-savvy

44

Harris

www.harris.com

18

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

clients with RW Online!

59

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

14

Kintronic Labs

www.kintronic.com

32

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

20

Lucent Digital Radio

www.lucent.com/Idr

35

Media Touch

www.omt.net/future

24

Moseley Associates

www.moseleysb.com

33

National Public Radio ( NPR)

www.nprss.org\this

31

Netia

www.netia.net

17

Neutrik USA

www.neutrikusa.com

56

Nott Ltd.

www.tjantenna.com

43

NSN

www.nsn.net

10

Orban

www.orban.com

11

Orban

www.orban.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

41

Radio Systems

www.studiohub.com

54

RDA Systems

www.rdasystems.com

8

Register Data Systems

www.registerdata.com

53

Richardson Electronics

www.radiotvnet.com

54

S C M S., Inc

www.scmsinc.com

26

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

54

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

56

Silicon Valley Power

www.svpa.com

57

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

61

Superior Broadcast Products

www.sbpjj.com

45

Syntrillium Software

www.syntrillium.com

36

Systems Store

www.systemsstore.com

9

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

15

Transmedia

www.spottraffic.com

56

Videoquip Research

www.videoquip.com

47

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

71

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

72

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

VVTS a WTB j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

(RIO

nlinej

The Industry's Online Resource
Newsroom • Vendor & Product Directory
Calendar of Industry Events • Broadcast Organization Directory
Guy Wire's exclusive column •

Reader Subscription Services

Highlight your listing in the searchable
Vendor & Product Directory
or sponsor a section!

http://www.rwonline.com
For advertising information, contact
Richard Farrell at 703-998-7600 x115 or
rfarrelleimaspub.com
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Radio World

We find National Public Radio's reaction to the lowpower FM vote to be more responsible than many others.
Its response was measured, not knee-jerk or determined in
advance of the facts.
NPR applauded the intent of the FCC, but expressed seriNT Server and RAID 5arose from apoor
Processing suggestion
ous reservations about what the commission actually passed.
configuration of the equipment, rather than
In testimony before aHouse subcommittee in February,
apoor choice of equipment.
Dear RW
NPR President and CEO Kevin Klose said the FCC did not
While Iagree that Windows NT Server
Here's arevolutionary idea (at least I
;
adequately explain how interference from LPFMs to stations or translators will
was probably not the best choice, it is not
haven't heard it from anyone else): How
be
handled. By dropping third-adjacent protections, NPR said, the FCC made
because
it
can't
be
configured
for
the
fastest
about putting the audio processing in the
interference more likely.
local application performance. It can, from
receiver instead of the transmitter? Ifear
Klose also testified for the president of the International Association of Audio
the system properties control panel, just like
I'm alittle late in suggesting that this be
Information Services, David Noble. Klose said radio reading services, which rely
Windows NT workstation. Iwould not use
considered for IBOC and satellite-delivon FM subcarriers, are susceptible to interference from LPFMs.
NT Server because of the cost.
ered radio, but better now than never.
This is not news to readers of RW, who read aGuest Commentary by Noble
A Server version (which will become
Surely good DSP chips could be made
on this very matter in our Sept. 15, 1999, issue. More than 100 services offer
unavailable in the channels because ot
cost- and size-effective.
print access to an estimated 1.2 million blind and other disabled Americans on
2000's release) can add hundreds of dolIhave often wished that my home
public radio, Noble stated.
lars to the cost of the server for -- and
library tapes and CDs could get radio sta(We're abit cynical about the sudden interest in such services, given how hard
Ron correctly pointed out — little benetion-style processing to make them easier
they usually struggle for funding and attention. But that's another editorial.)
fit. NT Server's advantage is in what it
to hear in my noisy Suburban on the
Public radio also worries about LPFM's effect on translator/booster facilican do on anetwork as far as security and
highway. Having the processing in the
ties, which it typically uses to bring radio to underserved audiences in sparsely
other services such as DHCP and routing
car stereo would permit that.
As far as the RAID 5 configuration, I populated areas.
The digital bit stream in IBOC and
Although the FCC required LPFMs to protect existing translator/booster facilities,
believe Ron was misinformed. The RAID 5
satellite feeds could easily contain
it did not require the protection of input signals.
configuration does not compare for accuracy
instructions to select the best processing
Klose called the translator/booster protections inadequate. "While the FCC
on the reads. If the particular card has that as
for the format, even acustom sound. The
grandfathered existing translator/booster facilities, it required future translator and
an option, I'm sure it can be turned off.
listener, though, could opt to step outside
booster stations to protect previously authorized LPFMs. With afreeze on translator
Also, reading from multiple disks is
the default processing and fall in love all
applications since 1997, this is likely to undermine the extension of public radio."
actually faster because the disks are usualover again with his or her station every
Finally, NPR called it "imprudent" for the FCC to act on LPFM without underly the bottlenecks in these systems, so with
time anew "sound" is selected.
standing its effects on the transition to digital audio broadcasting.
multiple disks, you read less off of each.
Just think. Every once in a while you
The FCC left itself open to criticism about rushing through the process before it
While RAID 5 is slower in writing to the
could even choose to listen to the program
had answered all pertinent questions. While RW has given qualified support for the
disks because it does need to calculate the
with no processing! Isn't this the age
low-power concept, we have also emphasized that any LPFM solution should not
parity bit, most of the higher-end conwhere the consumer should be granted the
;cause unacceptable technical problems for existing stations.
trollers have cache memory to hold the
maximum number of choices possible?
We encourage the FCC to provide quick, clear answers to these industry questions,
information while the work is being done.
David Sproul
to put these concerns to rest and ensure asmooth rollout of aproductive LPFM service.
If Ron had slower reads from aRAID
Chief Engineer
5 system, it was improperly configured.
WRQX(FM)/WJZW(FM)
_—RW
Either that, or he had a "software RAID,"
Washington, D. C.
where there are multiple disks, but one
which then consisted of reel-to-reel tape
Igrew up during what Igather was a
controller with the calculation done by
Correction
decks for music, single- play and multigolden age of burgeoning technology in
the OS (avery poor choice).
broadcasting, when the names of Parker
play cart machines for spots and studio
To achieve real RAID 5 performance
Dear RW,
Gates, Hans Bon, Larry Cervon and many
and redundancy, you need multiple conand satellite feeds.
In the Jan. 19 issue, the article
I'd like to hear from folks who are still
others were mentioned over dinner.
trollers specifically made for aRAID con"Arbitron Study Rates Web Radio" feaMy dad is now 81, doing well, still livfiguration that can do most of the work
using the Schafer 903 full time, as abackup
tured a chart on page 34, "Arbitron
or have retired the system. Ican be reached
ing in Quincy, Ill. It was great to see him
without bothering the operating system.
InfoStream Report — October 1999 Top
via phone at (972) 387-8688 or via e-mail at
honored, with the accompanying photo,
You do have to do your homework —
10 Cumulative Audience."
ebullock@iamerica.net
which Ithink gave him quite athrill.
some of it before buying equipment, but
The station KNSX(FM) ( No. 9) refers
Earl R. Bullock
John Jochem
some of it afterward to find out why it
to an incorrect Web site address. The corPresident
Clinical Psychologist
doesn't work.
rect address for KNSX(FM) (93X) in St.
Jim Burtoft
Broadcast Automation Inc.
Director, Behavioral Medicine,
Louis is www.93x.frn not www.93x.com
Chief Engineer
Dallas
Provena Saint Therese Medical Center
George T Bundy
WBXQ(FM)/WBRX(FM)
Waukegan, Ill.
Chairman/CEO
Days gone by
Altoona, Pa.
BRS Media Inc.
San Francisco
Shafer inquiry
Dear RW,
My dad, Nibs Jochem, recently sent
Ed. note:
Dear RW,
me acopy of Paul McLane's page 4colThe same error also occurred in the
WORLD
With the start of the new century, I umn from the Jan. 5 RW. In the colMarch Iissue. RW regrets the error
READERS
umn, Paul mentions having received a
was wondering just how many Schafer
P.O. Box 1214
903 automation controllers are still in
letter from Larry Cervon regarding sugCommentary comments
Falls Church, VA 22041
service out there.
gestions for naming new buildings at
The Schafer 903 was designed in the
the Ohio Harris complex. Larry said
Dear RW,
radioworld@ imaspub.com
Iwould propose that Ron Burley's Jan. 5 early 1970s as asolid-state radio broadthat he feels the new buildings might
Guest Commentary ("Overbuilding Into
cast automation controller. It was capable
best be dedicated to Hans Bott and my
Oblivion") on his experience with Windows
of controlling up to 19 audio sources,
father, Nibs Jochem.
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Everyone Want5 to Own aConvertible!

So... How About aConvertible Radio Conbole?
Our New

W HEATSTONE A-5000 gives you

the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory

icw as a topnotch ANALOG on- air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new desigi accepts modules f
-om our
top- of-the- line D-500 and D- E00 consoles, allowing it
to be converted from analog to digital in the field!
Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring—
all your existing studio connections simply repiug. And
1

while we're at it, rio re-training your staff either , A painless switchover on your ow ri timetable, right in your own
facility! If you need a new -adio console now b..it aren't

)( I
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quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new
A- 5000— you'll like what's under the hood!

V\/1-leatitone Corporation

600 lndustral Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com)

The Leading EDGE
W HEATSTONE'S

D-600 is the DIGITAL

Its LED metering system provides dual readouts
showing full scale digital peak and caibrated VU or PPM
ballistics, so you can derive maximum
benefit from its 24- bit architecture. You
can even have in- line channel VU and
gain reduction metering!

CONSOLE with the features you NEED!
It can control our digital AES routing switcher
and display source information right above
each fader. It can receive serial
commands from your
station's automation system,
displaying
track and cut
IDs; it can even
store and recall
channel setups
directly from its
control surface —
all without the use of an external PC.
Each individual channel can have multiple parametric equalization, limiting, ducking and digital gain
settings— complete with preset recall— agreat feature
for your production suite or demanding on-air talent.

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857
email: sales@wheatstone.com

The D-600
allows you to
smoothly
transition into
digital technology
without upsetting
your entire organization
and retraining your whole
staff. THIS IS A TRULY
EXCITING CONSOLE!

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY,
SYSTEM I
NTEGRATION and HIGH RELIABILITY—

WHEATS TONE has the LEADING EDGE!
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600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562

